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It has been established as a result of successful direct experimental studies of the symmetry of
the superconducting order parameter that the pairing symmetry in the compounds YBCO,
GdBCO, Tl2201, and Bi2212 is of thed-wave type. In this paper, experimental and theoretical
results concerning thed-wave superconducting state and the peculiarities of magnetic
properties of thed-type superconductor such as pseudogap, charge ordering, and unusual structure
of vortex excitations differing from that fors-states are analyzed. Several mechanisms of
d-pairing and related microscopic theories are discussed and possible experiments for their
verification are proposed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00111-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In spite of the fact that the experimental results obtain
for low-temperature superconductors with thes-wave pairing
(s-type HTSC! are in accord with the BCS theory, som
facts such as the Knight shift in NMR for Hg, Sn, and V
~see Ref. 1 and the literature cited therein! contradict this
theory and are of considerable interest. Starting from 19
these facts stimulated a large number of investigation1–6

~see also the review by Suhl7! devoted to a peculiar~other
than s-wave! symmetry of the superconducting~or super-
fluid8! order parameters and nonphonon pairing mechanis
It was predicted thatp-pairing of electrons with the orbita
angular momentuml 51 may be associated with peculiaritie
such as vanishing of the gapD(k) for certain values of the
wave vectork and a nonexponential temperature depende
of heat capacity.4,8 Balian and Werthamer1 noted that, in the
case ofd- ( l 52) and p-pairing, magnetic impurities sup
press the superconducting transition temperatureTc approxi-
mately to the same extent as in the case ofs-type HTSC, but
the same concentration of nonmagnetic impurities must
duce the value ofTc much more strongly. These results a
in contradiction both with the BCS theory and with the ava
able experimental data.

The interest in the existence of a state with a pecu
symmetry of the superconducting order parameter~SOP! in-
creased after the discovery of superconductivity in co
pounds with heavy fermions.9 A number of important publi-
cations10–12 were devoted to an analysis of possible typ
of SOP symmetry depending on the symmetry of the cr
tal lattice. This made it possible to obtain generaliz
Ginzburg–Landau equations in the mean-field approxima
nearTc , irrespective of the microscopic mechanism of s
perconductivity. Numerical calculations of the Hubba
model13 based on the Monte Carlo method revealed the p
sibility of pairing of electrons with an even orbital angul
momentum without a suppression of pairing by repulsion
short distances.14 The conclusion concerning the possibili
of d-pairing in compounds with heavy fermions was draw
7711063-777X/98/24(11)/11/$15.00
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by Miyake et al.15 who, like Privorotski,5 proved that ex-
change by fluctuational antiferromagnetic~AFM! excitations
suppressess-type HTSC.

The discovery of HTSC~1986! with a phase diagram
with a large number of different states led to various hypo
eses on pairing mechanisms and SOP symmetry. It bec
clear by 1990 following the observation of the Shap
steps16 and magnetic flux quantumF0 in the study of the
vortex lattice of Y-based superconductors17 that supercon-
ductivity is associated with pairing of electrons. The resu
of measurements of the temperature dependence of
Knight shift18,19 indicate a singlet state of paired electro
with even orbital angular momenta, i.e.,s- or d-wave sym-
metry of the SOP. The knowledge of the symmetry is ess
tial for the development of the microscopic theory of HTS
as well as for applications of these materials in electron
and technology. This is due to the fact that the presenc
excitations with zero energy in a system withd-pairing leads
to a power temperature dependence of various physical q
tities and to a considerable effect of impurities on the beh
ior of the superconductor. For example, the surface imp
ance acquires a finite value which sets a limit on theq-factor
of microwave loops with HTSC.

Such ‘‘anomalous’’ properties of HTSC~e.g., tempera-
ture dependences of the longitudinal and transverse nuc
relaxation time,20–22heat capacity,23 and magnetic field pen
etration depth24! were first indirect experimental evidence
of a peculiar SOP symmetry. The following two circum
stances played a decisive role in determining the SOP s
metry. The first is associated with a number of theoreti
publications25,26in which the possibility of existence of high
temperature superconductivity withd-pairing (d-type
HTSC! was proved and with the methods of direct determ
nation of the SOP symmetry, which were proposed
1992.27 The second circumstance is that such measurem
were made successfully in 1993–1996.28–35 This led to a
consensus on thed-wave symmetry of SOP for the com
pounds Tl2Ba2CuO61x(Tl2201), GdBa2Cu3O72x(GdBCO),
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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772 Low Temp. Phys. 24 (11), November 1998 Sergeeva et al.
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x(Bi2212), YBa2Cu3O72x(YBCO). which
was reached on the 5th International Conference on HT
Mechanisms and Materials in 1997.36

This problem was discussed in a number of brillia
reviews,37–42 but the present review has at least one adv
tage: we do not have to convince the reader that super
ductivity with d-pairing does exist. Our aim is to show ho
this was done and to consider the most crucial questio
present concerning the consequences of this phenome
since the properties ofd-type HTSC differ considerably from
those ofs-type HTSC. The structure of the review is as fo
lows. Without aiming at a complete discussion and citat
of the results of theoretical and experimental publications
the field of pairing symmetry in HTSC, we consider in Se
2 and 3 of this review only those results which are essen
for understandingd-pairing ~in our opinion!. Section 4 is
devoted to a brief analysis of peculiarities in magnetic pr
erties of d-type HTSC, such as strong AFM fluctuation
phase separation, and unusual properties of the vortex s
Some mechanisms of pairing and related microscopic th
ries are discussed in Conclusion.

2. PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORY OF D-TYPE
SUPERCONDUCTORS

The possibility of existence of superconductivity wi
d-pairing was demonstrated in Refs. 13–15 and 25: the
change of fluctuational AFM excitations in the Hubba
model leads to pairing of electrons with even orbital angu
momentuml 52 in the d-channel with thedx22y2 compo-
nent. However, this mechanism did not attract special at
tion of the researchers at that time since it did not explain
high values ofTc . A more comprehensive approach dev
oped later in the phenomenological and self-consis
models26 using parameters from NMR measurement22

proved that this pairing mechanism leads to thedx22y2 sym-
metry of the SOP with the coupling constant sufficient
high values ofTc . Van Harlingen, who was one of the au
thors of the first direct experimental evidence of thedx22y2

symmetry,28 wrote: ‘‘From an experimental viewpoint, th
prediction of thedx22y2 symmetry was a significant step
since it put on the table a testable hypothesis that has m
vated a tremendous wave of experiments designed to d
mine the pairing symmetry.’’40 These experiments are bas
on the dependence of the tunnel current sensitivity in a
sephson junction on the phase of the wave function fo
Cooper pair, which depends on the direction of the vectok
in the case ofd-wave SOP. The generalized Ginzburg
Landau theory that makes the classification of symmetrie
superconducting states possible, has played a decisive ro
determining the SOP symmetry.

2.1. Generalized Ginzburg–Landau equations

The generalized Ginzburg–Landau theory in the me
field approximation for a superconductor nearTc is based on
general symmetry properties10–12and does not depend on th
microscopic superconductivity mechanism~see reviews in
Refs. 37, 43 and 44!. The Ginzburg–Landau functional nea
Tc is an expansion of the free energyF in even powers of the
C
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SOP and must remain scalar under transformations wit
complete symmetry group. If the spin–orbit coupling
taken into account in the case ofd-type HTSC, one-particle
states are no longer eigenstates of spinor operators. Th
clusion of spin–orbit coupling in the adiabatic approximati
allows us to go over to a pseudospin representation w
formally identical transformations, whose application is ju
tified when separate transformations of the spin and orb
space are not required.

The complete symmetry group for an idealized tetrag
nal lattice consists of the crystallographic groupD4h , the
time inversion group K, and the gradient-invariant gro
U(1). In subsequent analysis, in this section we shall use
tables from the review by Sigrist and Ueda.37 The D4h

group has ten irreducible representations five of wh
G1

1 ,G2
1 ,G3

1 ,G4
1 ,G5

1 correspond to even basis functions.
the general case, the gapD~k,r ! ~whose symmetry coincide
with the symmetry of the paired wave function! for nonde-
generate singlets- andd-wave states with corresponding i
reducible representationsG1

1 and G3
1 is a function of the

wave vectork and the coordinater of the center of mass o
the paired electron state:

D~k,r !5hs2 i~r ,G1
1!Ds2 i~G1

1 ,k!1hs2ex~r ,G1
1!

3Ds2ex~G1
1 ,k!1hd~r ,G3

1!D~G3
1 ,k!, ~1!

wherehs2 i andhs2ex are complex SOP of thes-wave iso-
tropic and extended states, respectively,hd is the SOP of the
d-wave state, andDs2 i(G1

1 ,k), Ds2ex(G1
1 ,k), D(G3

1 ,k)
are the basis functions of the representationsG1

1 andG3
1 :

Ds2 i~G1
1 ,k!51;

Ds2ex~G1
1 ,k!5Ds~kx

21ky
2!; Ds5Ds2ex~G1

1,0!;

D~G3
1 ,k!5Dd~kx

22ky
2!; Dd5D~G3

1,0!.

The simultaneous inclusion ofs- and d-wave states is nec
essary if their superconducting transition temperatures
close,37 while for heterogeneous superconductors with str
tural or topological defects this is associated with the dep
dence of the SOP onr .45 The general form of the expressio
for free energy in a magnetic fieldH taking into account the
coupling betweenhd and hs ~which is equal tohs2 i or
hs2ex) is

F~hs ,hd!5Fs~hs!1Fd~hd!1Fsd~hs ,hd!1
1

8p
uhu2, ~2!

where all the terms must satisfy the conditions of invarian
under transformations with the complete symmetry group

Fs~hs!5asuhsu21bsuhsu41Ks1~ uDxhsu2

1uDyhsu2!1Ks2uDzhsu2; ~3!

Fd~hd!5aduhdu21bduhdu41Kd1~ uDxhdu2

1uDyhdu2!1Kd2uDzhdu2; ~4!

Fsd~hs ,hd!5bsduhsu2uhdu21b4~hs*
2hd

21hs
2hd*

2!1Ksd

3@~Dxhs!* ~Dxhd!2~Dyhs!* ~Dyhd!1c.c.#.

~5!
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HereDi5]/]xi22ieAi /c; h5¹3A, A is the vector poten-
tial. The necessity for taking into account the last term in~5!,
viz., mixed gradient terms, was noted by Joynt46 and was
confirmed by the microscopic derivation of generaliz
Ginzburg–Landau equations with the effective two-parti
interaction potential.47 It will be proved below~see Sec. 4.2!
that the effect of induction of thes-wave state in a heteroge
neousd-type HTSC is associated with these terms which
linear in hs .

It should be noted that Eq.~2! for d-type HTSC must be
supplemented with the term taking into account the inter
tion of uniform strains withhd , which leads to spontaneou
anisotropic deformation of the crystal lattice with;uhdu2

;uT2Tcu
37 which is equal to zero in the case ofs-pairing.

2.2. Josephson effect in d -type HTSC

Electrons moving at right angles to the surface of a
sephson junction make the main contribution to the curre
and the tunneling is sensitive to the orientation relative to
surface of the junction and to the direction of crystal
graphic axes on both sides of the junction. In the Ginzbu
Landau theory, the free energy of the surface of a junct
with SOPh1 andh2 on both sides of the junction is give
by37,41

F125t0E dSx1~n1!x2~n2!@h1* h21h1h2* #, ~6!

where t0 is the magnitude of coupling andni the vector
perpendicular to the surface on thei th side of the junction
whose symmetry functionx i(ni) coincides with the symme
try of the SOPh i . The variation of the total free energ
F5Fd1F12 in h1 andh2 leads to the boundary condition
at the surface:

@Kd1~n1xDx1n1xyDy!1Kd2n1zDz#h1

52t0x1~n1!x2~n2!h2 . ~7!

The second equation can be obtained by the transp
tion of the indices ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2.’’ The current densityJ per-
pendicular to the surface can be determined from the co
tion

n3J5cn3
]F

]A
~8!

and has the form

J5
4pct0

F0
x1~n1!x2~n2!uh1uuh2usin~w12s2!. ~9!

Herew i is the phase of thei th SOP. The Josephson current
a function of the phase of the paired wave function and
have any sign depending on the direction ofn if at least one
of the superconductors has thedx22y2-symmetry of the SOP
~Fig. 1!. A negative critical current is equivalent to a pha
shift by p in the junction and leads to spontaneous curr
generating the magnetic fluxF0/2 in zero magnetic field.

Silver and Zimmerman48 who observed for the first time
the flux F0/2 in a Josephson junction in 1967 proposed
hypothesis on scattering on a magnetic impurity, which w
e
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substantiated theoretically by Bulaevskiiet al.49 The as-
sumption concerning the relation of the fluxF0/2-vortices
with zeros of the superfluid order parameter was put forth
the first time by Volovik and Mineev.50 Later, attempts were
made to study the Josephson effect in compounds with he
fermions both experimentally51 and theoretically.52 Geshken-
beinet al.52 were the first to note that tunnel current vanish
when the normal to the surface is oriented along the direc
in which the gap in the excitation spectrum vanishes. Sig
and Rice27 suggested in 1992 that the sensitivity of the J
sephson effect to the phase jump in the SOP be used
testing thedx22y2-symmetry in HTSC.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF THE DX22Y2-PAIRING

Even in first publications on peculiar superco
ductivity4,6,8,10,11it was proved that, in the presence of zer
in the gap, the excitation spectrum starts with zero ene
and various physical quantities must have power tempera
dependences. The zero line in the gap ofd-type HTSC leads
to power temperature dependences of heat capacity~which
were predicted by Volovik and Gor’kov11 and measured by
Hardy et al.24! and of magnetic field penetration depth.23,53

Figure 2 shows the results of calculations and measurem
of temperature dependences of ‘‘transverse’’20,54 and ‘‘lon-
gitudinal’’ nuclear relaxation rates.18,55These and other ‘‘in-
direct’’ measurements~tunneling of quasiparticles and pho
toemission spectroscopy56! in 1993 established reliably th
gap anisotropy which could be interpreted from the vie
point of thed- ands-symmetry of SOP: the measurements
the modulusuD~k!u, its anisotropy, and even the presence
zeros do not allow to distinguish thedx22y2-symmetry from
thes-symmetry of SOP, which takes into account anisotro
and orthorhombic crystal lattice distortions of HTSC.57 The
dependencesDd(k), Danis(k) andDgen(k) presented in Fig. 3
show that only the measurements of phase anisotropy of
gap make it possible to determine the symmetry of pairin

Direct observations of thed-wave SOP were carried ou
in three modifications of experiments with Josephson ju
tions. In experiments of the first type, the phase shift byp
was determined by using interference effects,28,58 while in
experiments of the second type the modulation of criti
current by magnetic field was used.31,32 A significant disad-

FIG. 1. Josephsonp junction between twod-type HTSC~the orientation of
the crystal lattice and the sign ofDd(k) on both sides of the junction are
shown in the circles! ~from Ref. 41!.
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vantage of these two methods was the high quality of sin
crystals required for measurements. The third techni
based on three-crystal magnetometry of rings made of su
conducting epitaxial films makes it possible to observe
effect of quantization of magnetic flux withF0/2 in mea-
surements with YBCO, GdBCO, Tl2201, and Bi221
films.29,30,36

First observations of the phase shift byp were made at
temperatures 2–4 K on superconducting quantum inter
ence devices~SQUID! consisting of two Josephson junction
~YBCO single crystal–gold barrier–thin Pb film!.28 Figure 4
shows the arrangement of junctions in the angular and pla
configurations. The phase shift and the magnetic flux qu
tum F0/2 were observed in the angular configuration
which Josephson junctions lie in two orthogonal planesac
and bc and form a bimetallic ring. Figure 5a illustrates th

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the reciprocal timeTG of transverse~a!
and T1 of longitudinal ~b! relaxation for the63Cu nucleus for YBCO. The
solid curves are the results of calculations (D for d- andS for s-symmetries
of SOP. Circles correspond to the results of measurements~from Refs. 18,
54, 55!.
le
e
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e
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ar
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modulation of critical current by a magnetic field fo
SQUIDs with single crystals ofs-type low-temperature and
d-type high-temperature superconductors. It can be seen
in contrast tod-type HTSC, the angular configuration fo
s-type LTSC for H50 displays a single unsplit peak. A
comparison of the dependenceJc(F/F0) for circulation cur-
rent ~Fig. 5b! shows thatJc50 for integral values ofF/F0

for s-type LTSC and for half-integral values of this ratio fo
d-type HTSC. Figure 6 shows the results of measurement
critical current as a function of magnetic field for a YBC
single crystal:31 a split peak typical ofd-type HTSC is ob-
served in the angular configuration. Similar measureme
for a planar configuration of junctions reveal the absence
phase shift, and a single unsplit peak is observed in z
field. The important remark made by Klemm59 that the an-
gular configuration can lead to a current singularity or
trapped magnetic moment was analyzed by Wollma
et al.28 The measurements with Nb-SQUID proved that ‘‘a
gular’’ effects are insignificant.40

The method of three-crystal magnetometry of rin
made of superconducting epitaxial films was used as a
tematic test of the SOP symmetry. The geometry of meas
ments of spontaneous magnetization of rings made of YB
epitaxial film deposited on a three-crystal SrTiO3 ~100! sub-
strate using a scanning SQUID microscope is shown
Fig. 7.29 The angles of orientation ofa,b axes in the super-
conducting rings and of the boundaries of three crystals
the substrate were chosen so that three rings have an
number of junctions with a phase shift byp and an odd
number of junctions in one ring at the center~left part of Fig.
7!. The even number of junction does not lead to a ph
jump by p, while the odd number leads to such a shift. T
measurements of magnetic flux quantum by a SQUID mic
scope at 4.2 K givesF0/2 only for the ring with the odd
number of junction. If the angles in a reference sample w
the same number of junction are changed, measuremen
not lead to the observation of theF0/2 quanta~right part of
Fig. 7!, which means that the assumption on another mec
nism of the phase shift byp ~say a magnetic impurity in the
junction!, which does not depend on the SOP symmetry
incorrect. The same group of authors36 carried out three-
crystal magnetometric experiments in a special geometry
rules out mixing ofs andd-symmetries. Thus, direct obse
vations of F0/2 quantum in yttrium samples of variou
shapes28–30 and in GdBCO, Tl2201, and Bi2212 films32–36

indicate36 the d-symmetry of SOP. It should be noted th
attempts to explain the same experiments from the posi
of the s-wave symmetry are still being continued. Howeve
the number of direct and indirect evidences in favor of t
d-wave symmetry of SOP increases, the most convincing
these being the coexistence of superconductivity and ant
romagnetism~see Sec. 4.1!.

4. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF D-TYPE HTSC

The conclusion about the decisive role of fluctuation
spin excitations in the formation of the Fermi surface
HTSC has been substantiated reliably by now~see reviews in
Refs. 42 and 60 and the literature cited therein!. This should
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FIG. 3. Dependences ofD~k!, the modulusuD~k!u, and phaseF on the direction of the CuO2 plane ford- ands-pairing (uDs2 i u is independent ofk! ~from
Ref. 40!.
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apparently explain peculiarities in the magnetic properties
d-type HTSC, such as the observed pseudogap, a dyn
analog of phase separation~charge ordering!, and a peculiar
structure of vortex excitations.

The existence of fluctuational AFM excitations
La22xSrxCuO4,61 YBCO,62,63 and Bi2212 compounds64–66

in the entire interval of doping is well known. Photoemissi
spectroscopy~ARPES! of Bi2212 proved64 that AFM exci-
tations double the period of the Fermi surface and are
sponsible for the emergence of a low-intensity photoelect
line associated with this doubling. Such ‘‘shadow’’ stat
were predicted earlier in the phenomenological model67 and
were attributed to U-processes withuk82k2Qu,1/z, where
z is the length of strong AFM correlations andQ5(p,p) is
the AFM vector~the dimensionless quantityk is normalized
to the reciprocal lattice constanta). The density of states
near the Fermi level«F , which was calculated under th
assumption on the spin susceptibility peak in the vicinity
the vectorQ, indicates the presence of a spin pseudogap~a
valley at«F and peaks on the right and on the left!. Disper-
sion relations obtained for Bi2212 by the ARPES metho65

directly indicate the opening of a gap on the Fermi surfa
along the line~p,0!–~p,p! upon a decrease in the hole co
centration. At the same time, an analysis of the pseudoga
Bi2212 with the help of tunneling spectroscopy66 confirmed
the independence of the origin and symmetry of the sup
conducting state of the degree of doping. The results
NMR measurements and observations of infrared spec68

indicate the formation of a pseudogap for weakly doped~at
f
ic

e-
n

f

e

in

r-
f

T* .Tc) and optimally doped~at T* 5Tc) compounds.
At the present time, several different hypothesis co

cerning the origin of the pseudogap have been proposed~see,
for example, the article by Abrikosov69 and the literature
cited therein!. Ovchinnikov60 proposed in his review that th
formation of the pseudogap is associated with charge or
ing ~dynamic analog of phase separation! resulting from seg-
regation of holes doped into conducting regions70 ~e.g., in
Nagaev conducting drops70! and from the formation of insu-
lating local domains with a short-range AFM order.64,67 A
similar model formed the basis of the microscopic theory
high-temperature superconductivity, which was formula
by Emeryet al.71 ~see below!. These hypotheses,69–71as well
as the assumptions about the role of the SOP phase fluc
tions in strongly anisotropic HTSC in the formation of th
pseudogap, which were put forth in the review by Lokt
and Sharapov,72 do not clarify completely the origin of the
pseudogap.

4.1. Charge ordering

Starting from the first assumptions on possible segre
tion of holes doped in an AFM insulator and on the form
tion of regions free of excess holes and ‘‘enriched’’ b
them,70 as well as experimental observations of phase se
ration in La-based cuprates,73 this problem remains an objec
of intense studies. The relation between superconducti
and phase separation associated with charge ordering
confirmed by Zakharovet al.:74 no phase separation was o
served in a high-quality La2CuO41x crystal forx50.03, for
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which Tc.12 K, while in a sample with a larger number o
defects phase separation is observed even forx50.04, and
Tc.40 K.

The analysis of the effect of doping on charge order
is of considerable interest: metallic stripes~met-stripes! and
insulating stripes with a period;11 Å were observed in the

FIG. 4. Arrangement of contacts in superconducting quantum interfere
devices~SQUID!: angular configuration~a! and planar configuration use
for reference~b! ~from Ref. 40!.

FIG. 5. Modulation of critical~a! and circulation~b! currents by a magnetic
field in SQUID devices withd-type HTSC ands-type LTSC in the angular
configuration (I 0 is the normalization factor! ~from Ref. 40!.
g
La2CuO41x system doped with copper at room tempe
ture.75 The relation between stripe phases and supercon
tivity was studied in the same system doped with Nd and
it was found that the value ofTc increases from 4 to 15 K
upon an increase in the Sr concentration from 0.12 to 0

ce

FIG. 6. Modulation of critical current by a magnetic field in measureme
using SQUID devices with two Josephson junctions~YBCO single crystal–
gold barrier–thin Pb film!31 in the angular~a! and planar~b! configurations.

FIG. 7. Geometry and images obtained by using a scanning SQUID mi
scope on two three-crystal YBCO samples: with onep-contact~left! and
without p-contacts~right!. The samples are cooled in a fieldH,5 mG and
scanned at 4.2 K~from Ref. 30!.
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i.e., upon a decrease in the width of insulating stripes.76 The
results of recent measurements77 convincingly prove that
the temperature of charge ordering in La-based syst
(Tch.217 K) is much higher than the temperature of sp
ordering (Tsp.110,K), and fluctuations of stripe phases a
observed atT.Tch.

The observation of long-range fine structure of x-ray a
sorption and electron diffraction78 in Bi2212 in theab plane
reveals met-stripes with an orthorhombic structure altern
ing with the stripes of the insulating tetragonal phase,
widths of the stripes being 5.3a and 9.3a, respectively~see
Fig. 25 in the review by Ovchinnikov.60!. An analysis of the
results of ARPES measurements in Bi2212 leads to the s
conclusion.79 The existence of stripes of the tetragonal pha
can be associated with the peak of low-frequency acou
energy absorption observed atT,Tc in Bi-base samples
containing the 2212 phase~see Ref. 80 and the literatur
cited therein!, resulting from the contribution to free energ
from the interaction of uniform strain withhd ~see Sec. 2.1!.

An analysis of neutron scattering in YBCO81 points to
the existence of similar~but disordered! structures. The re-
sults of spectral analysis of nuclear Raman scattering82 in
TmBa2Cu4O8 on the basis of the‘‘spin ladder’’ model83 also
lead to the conclusion about charge ordering. The origin
charge ordering and its obvious relation with the superc
ductivity of copper oxides has not been established and
mains an object of heated discussions.71,84 In Ref. 84, two
different approaches to the interesting hypothesis about
existence of two spatially separated components~one of
which contains localized and the other collectivized el
trons! in the electron subsystems are proposed.

Some important regularities of spin ordering
La22xSrxCuO4 ~La Sr-214 with a single CuO2 plane! and
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3O6.02 ~Y Ca-123 with two CuO2 planes!
were obtained recently from the analysis of muon s
rotation.85 The measurements of muon spin polarizati
made it possible to estimate the size of nonmagnetic regi
it was found that these regions are smaller than 20 Å. Fig
8 shows magnetic phase diagrams for different concen
tions psh of holes in the CuO2 plane, exhibiting three differ-
ent modes of magnetic behavior. In the region of lowpsh

~mode I!, the spins of Cu21 ions and holes are ordered ind
pendently: the former spins are ordered in the 3D AFM state
at the Néel temperatureTN , while the latter ‘‘freeze’’ atTf .
As the value ofpsh increases, a phase transition to a st
with strong magnetic correlations~mode II! similar to the
spin glass state occurs atTN(psh)5Tf(psh)5Tg ~Nieder-
mayer et al.85 used the term ‘‘cluster spin glass’’ for thi
state!. The absence of a long-range AFM order can be
plained by the limited sizeL(psh)'psh

21/2 of the AFM re-
gions formed during charge ordering. A state of ‘‘clust
spin glass’’ coexists with the superconducting state in m
III ~the authors noted only a slight difference of theTg(psh)
dependence from the similar dependence for nonsuper
ducting samples!. The identical magnetic behavior of La S
214 and Y Ca-123 compounds suggests that the coexist
of the AFM and superconducting states is a property inhe
in CuO2 planes.
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4.2. Vortices

The properties of the vortex state with thed-wave sym-
metry of the SOP differ significantly from the properties
s-type LTSC. The effect of charge ordering on the vort
lattice is a question of prime importance. Niedermay
et al.85 noted that the vortex lattice depends on phase se
ration: the vortex lattice exists in the entire volume of t
sample in the case of microscopic sizes of stripe pha
and only in met-stripes for stripes of macroscopic s
(;3000 Å).

The main contribution to the density of statesN(0) in
s-type LTSC comes from the states localized by the fl
line:86 N(0)}NFj2 ~whereNF is the density of states in a
normal metal andj the coherence length!. Such states also
exist for SOP with a zero line, but according to Volovik,45

their contribution is smaller than that from delocalized stat
i.e.,

N~0!;NFAH/Hc2,

whereHc2 is the upper critical field. The magnetic field de
pendence of the density of states gives a contribution to h
capacity proportional toH1/2, which was observed in Refs
24. Such delocalized states lead to a singularity in the vo
density of states and to peculiar laws of similitude of th
modynamic and kinetic properties ofd-type HTSC at low
temperatures in weak fieldsB!Hc2 .87

The states localized by a flux line for ultrapured-type
HTSC at low temperatures (T!Tc) strongly affect vortex
dynamics forB/Hc2!T/Tc : finite dissipation of flux ap-
pears due to an analog of Landau damping on modes in
vortex core.88 The formation of such modes can be explain
by the presence of a minigap in the spectrum of localiz
states~which is equal to zero in the case ofs-pairing!. The
existence of this gap in Bi2212 is confirmed by measu
ments.88

FIG. 8. Magnetic phase diagram as a function of hole concentrationpsh on
the CuO2 plane for compounds La22xSrxCuO4 ~light symbols! and
Y12xCaxBa2Cu3O6.02 ~dark symbols!. Spin ordering mode~mode I!: squares
denote dependences of the Ne´el temperatureTN(psh) for spins of Cu21 in
the 3D AFM state, while circles denote the temperatureTf(psh) of spin
freezing for doped holes. Charge ordering mode~mode II!: triangles denote
the transition to the cluster spin glass stateTg(psh), which coexists with
superconductivity in mode III~from Ref. 85!.
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An important peculiarity of the flux line ind-type HTSC
is associated with topological instability of the SOP ze
line:89 the vortex core contains a region in which the to
functionD~k! has no zeros, and the vortex core must cont
all possible symmetry elementsG1

1 andG3
1 , i.e., boths- and

d-wave states with opposite signs of the order param
phase.45 Renet al.90 proved that if mixed gradient termsFsd

are taken into account in the generalized Ginzburg–Lan
equations~2! and ~5!, the superconducting state in a ma
netic field can be regarded as a pured-wave state only in
homogeneous samples, while in heterogeneous samples
is true only on scales larger than the penetration depthl.
Mixed gradient terms in a heterogeneous superconducto
duces-wave states both in the vortex core~with the phase of
thes-wave SOP equal to2u, which is opposite to the phas
u of the d-wave SOP! and outside the core at distanc
j!r !l ~with the phase of thes-wave SOP equal to13u)
with the order parameter decreasing with increasing dista
from the d-vortex in proportion tor 22.47,90,91This leads to
the emergence of fours-vortices near ad-vortex, which lie
along the axesa and b ~Fig. 9a, anisotropy in the vorte
shape, and the stability of the skew vortex lattice. Suc
lattice was observed in YBCO.92

In a magnetic field perpendicular to the interface b
tween regions withs- and d-wave states, the symmetry o
rotations about thez-axis is lowered to a four-fold degene
ate symmetry, but neither structural nor topological hete
geneity of the sample leads to a local symmetry breaking
time inversion since the phase difference fors- andd-wave
SOP is equal to zero orp.47

Breaking of symmetry of rotations about thez-axis and
anisotropy in the shape ofs- andd-vortices change the trans
port properties also: an analysis of time-dependent gene

FIG. 9. ~a! Structure of a block of vortices: (d-vortex ~at the center! and
four s-vortices along the axesa and b. The arrows show the direction o
circulations of superfluid velocity in vortices~from Ref. 91!. ~b! Mutual
orientation ofs- andd-vortices, crystallographic axes, and current;w is the
angle between the direction of current and theb-axis ~left!. Experimental
block diagram for measurements of the Hall effect as a function of the a
w ~from Ref. 93!.
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ized Ginzburg–Landau equations revealed a consider
nonlinear dependence of the Hall effect on the magnitu
and direction of current.93 Figure 9b shows the orientation
of vortices and current as well as the schematic diagram
measuring the angular dependence of the Hall effect.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Thus, we can state that thed-symmetry of SOP has bee
established for YBCO, GdBCO, Tl2201, and Bi2212 com
pounds.28–37 The experimental studies convincingly indica
charge ordering in YBCO and Bi2212 compounds as wel
in some other HTSC~such as lanthanum cuprates and nic
elates and TmBa2Cu4O8) and a close relation between char
ordering and superconductivity.73–83The existence of collec-
tive excitations with a spectral function peak near AFM ve
tor has been established in YBCO and Bi2212 compou
over a wide range of energies Q.94,95

The characteristics of thes-wave state of an isotropic
low-temperature superconductor are compared with those
a d-type superconductor in Table I.

The knowledge of the SOP symmetry is the first impo
tant step in determining the pairing mechanism and in s
sequent development of the microscopic theory of HTSC
is quite possible that the next step towards the understan
of the mechanism has already been taken, and it remain
us only to verify this. Almost all pairing mechanisms can
classified into the following two groups~see the review by
Loktev96!: the mechanisms described by the generaliz
BCS theory, in which electron pairing results from the e
change by elementary excitations belong to the first gro
while the second group includes all mechanisms that do
fit into the BCS theory. By way of an example, let us co

le

TABLE I. Basic characteristics ofs-wave state of an isotropic low-
temperature superconductor and ad-type HTSC.

s-Symmetry of SOP d-symmetry of SOP

Electron state
singlet singlet

Pairing mechanism
Phonon exchange not established

Gap functionD(k,r )
has no zeros has a zero line forkx5ky

Excitation spectrum
no excitations withE,D0 excitations withE>0

Temperature dependence of physical quantities
;exp(2D/T) ;Ta

Magnetic flux quantum (F05hc/2e)
F0 F0/2, F0

Nonmagnetic defects
weakly affect the value of Tc Strongly suppress Tc

Magnetic defects
suppress Tc and lead
to depairing

influence depends on their
solubility

Coexistence with the AFM state
impossible established experimentally
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sider the mechanisms that can lead to superconductivity
the d-wave SOP.

One of the well-known models in the generalized BC
theory ~see the review in Ref. 97 and the literature cit
therein! is the model of a nearly AFM Fermi liquid
~NAFMFL! with a magnetic mechanism of pairing, whic
was proposed in 1990.26 In this model, the pairing~similar to
Cooper pairing! is due to the interaction between the electr
subsystem and fluctuational spin excitations whose pro
ties can be determined from NMR measurements.22 Calcula-
tions according to Eliashberg’s scheme proved that elec
pairing in thedx22y2-channel leads to superconductivity wi
high values ofTc . The consistency of this model, a rap
increase in SOP with decreasing temperature atT<Tc , and
a quite substantiated 2Ds model for describing the magneti
state98 attracted attention of experimenters and led to
development of a special technique for direct measurem
of the SOP phase~see Sec. 3!. The achievements of th
NAFMFL model include a qualitative agreement between
results and the results of measurements of inelastic neu
scattering, experimental dependence of longitudinal and H
conductivity as well as optical investigations~see Ref. 99
and the literature cited therein!. Recent calculations taking
into account higher approximations in the Eliashberg
proach proved the enhancement of interactions between
trons and spin fluctuations with the momentum equal to
AFM vectorQ5(p,p).100 The most serious critical remark
concerning this model were made by Anderson101 and were
associated with the application of the Fermi liquid descr
tion to the normal state of a superconductor.

The results of measurements and analysis of ARP
spectra in weakly doped Bi2212 in the superconducting
normal states obtained by Shen and Schrieffer94 can serve as
an indirect confirmation of the NAFMFL model~Fig. 10!.
These authors consider the peak observed in the photoe
sion spectrum in the superconducting state as evidence o
existence of collective excitations whose spectral funct

FIG. 10. Illustration of the process of photoemission and spectral den
in regions of Fermi surface with a strong~b! and weak~a! coupling ~from
Ref. 94!.
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has a peak in the vicinity of the vectorQ. Figure 10 shows
that a hole on the Fermi surface near the point~0,p! @~b!
regions with a strong coupling# can emit a collective excita
tion with a wave vector;Q and remain on the Fermi surfac
near the point~p,0!. For holes at other points on the Ferm
surface@~a! regions with a weak coupling#, the emission of
excitations withk8;Q indicates a transition to a state wit
the wave vectork2Q far away from the Fermi surface. Neu
tron scattering data for other copper oxides95 suggest that the
collective mode has a fairly wide energy distribution, b
final conclusions can be drawn only on the basis of sim
measurements for Bi2212 in a wide energy range. Comp
ing the results obtained in Ref. 94 with the rapid decreas
the superconducting gap width upon an increase in the d
sity of charge carriers~i.e., an increase in doping! observed
in Ref. 102, the authors came to the conclusion that th
collective excitations are responsible for pairing. Howev
the origin of such excitations and their spectral function
yet to be determined.

Pairing mechanisms that cannot be explained by
BCS theory and the reason behind the interest in s
mechanisms were discussed by many authors~see the review
in Ref. 96!. Emery, Kivelson, and Zachar proposed recen
a new pairing~EKZ! mechanism which is a spin analog o
the superconducting proximity effect.71 The EKZ mechanism
is closely related with the results of recent investigations
HTSC and can be formulated as follows.

~1! The process of expulsion of doped holes by an antif
romagnet leads to charge ordering, i.e., to the format
of metallic and nonconducting stripe phases.70–72

~2! In metallic quasi-one-dimensional stripes, the charge
spin of holes are separated into ‘‘spinons’’ and ‘‘h
lons’’ predicted in 1968103,104 and observed recently in
1D SrCuO2.

105

~3! The pseudogap appears as a consequence of local pa
of ‘‘spinons,’’ i.e., neutral excitations with spin 1/2
leading to strong fluctuations of SOP in individu
stripes.

~4! The superconducting transition occurs after the est
lishment of global phase coherence as a result of Jos
son coupling between the stripe phases and CuO2 planes.

This mechanism is a realization of several ideas put fo
earlier, such as Anderson’s idea concerning spin liquid a
its versions106 and the idea proposed by Kivelsonet al.107 on
BCS-like pairing of spinons, leading to superconductivity.108

Emery and Kivelson109 predicted earlier a close connectio
of the average separation between stripes with the valu
Tc whose observation was reported earlier.76 The authors of
Ref. 71 proposed an extensive list of existing experimen
evidences of the EKZ mechanism and a new qualitative
involving the artificial construction of such a system of sp
ladders83 and a sample with copper–oxygen chains. T
compound 1D – SrCuO2 can be proposed as a reservoir
holons and spinons.105 In our opinion, the experimental ob
servation of ‘‘spinons’’ and ‘‘holons’’ in met-stripes o
HTSC compounds atT.Tc with the help of ARPES mea
surements similar to those made in Ref. 105 is very imp
tant for testing the EKZ mechanism.

ty
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In conclusion of this review, we must also mention t
hypothesis proposed by Zhang110 and combining the theory
of superconductivity and antiferromagnetism: In the fram
work of the SO-5 symmetry, there exists a ‘‘superspin,
viz., a vector with five components two of which are SO
while the remaining three form the AFM order paramet
The instantaneous critical response to this hypothesis111 is an
indication of its novelty.
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Correlated redistribution of optical conductivity spectra of HTSC: contribution
of interband excitations to the formation of the metal state of La 22xSrxCuO4

and YBa 2Cu3O61x
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A phenomenological model is proposed for the transformation of interband conductivity caused
by electron transitions through the optical~dielectric! gap \vg into the intraband
conductivity of hole carriers in high-temperature superconductors under chemical doping. The
interrelation between the interband and intraband conductivity components is analyzed
in terms of the spectral functionN(v);*s(v)dv for integral conductivity of the normal phase.
Two groups of coexisting charge carries of thep- andd-types with different relations with
interband transitions are singled out. The integral conductivity of narrow-bandd-carriers is
determined by interband excitations with the gap attenuationG}vg . The integral
conductivity of wide-bandp-carriers is not connected with interband excitations and is determined
by the standard Drude spectrum. The obtained spectral functions are compared with the
available data for La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O61x in the doping range from the beginning of
metallization up to loss of superconductivity. The good agreement with the experimental
data leads to the following conclusions:~i! the integral interband conductivity at the doping stage
with increasing temperature of superconducting transition is mainly determined by the
d-component to which interband excitations are ‘‘pumped;’’~ii ! as soon as one of the planes
CuO2 or CuOx goes over to a predominantlyp-metal state, a noncorrelated metal with
loss of superconductivity is formed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!00211-4#
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INTRODUCTION

The electron spectrum of high-temperature superc
ductors has an interesting peculiarity manifested in co
lated redistribution of optical conductivity spectra. The op
cal correlation effect observed in HTSC by Uchidaet al.1

remains an object of experimental and theoretical inve
gations.2–5 Apart from the observed peculiar frequency d
pendence of optical conductivitys(v);1/v,6 the sensitivity
of optical spectra to the superconducting transition,7,8 and
photoinduced superconductivity,9,10 optical correlation effect
reflects peculiarities of the electron structure of HTSC a
has no analogs in traditional BCS materials. The effect
be described as follows.

In the dielectric phase of the HTSC, the entire spectr
s~v! of conductivity and optical absorption proportional
s~v! is concentrated in the interband transition region
\v>Eg , whereEg.1.5– 2 eV is the optical gap separatin
the valence~filled! band and the upper~empty! band. These
interband transitions cause electron transfer from oxyge
copper in the CuO2 plane. In the case of chemical doping
a result of which mobile holes appear in the valence ban
the Fermi level and a hole band is formed, the interba
conductivity decreases, while the intraband conductiv
7821063-777X/98/24(11)/11/$15.00
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-
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component extending up to\v50 increases in the fre
quency range\v,Eg . In classical materials, the suppre
sion of interband transition under hole doping is observ
near the threshold energy\vg due to electron depletion o
states near the Fermi level. The intensity of interband tra
tions originating deep under the Fermi level in tradition
materials changes insignificantly. The result according
which the integral interband conductivity in HTSC decreas
in the entire spectral range\v>Eg , i.e., even for transitions
from deep levels in the valence band, appeared as quite
expected. A strong~by tens of percents! decrease in the in-
terband conductivity is observed for a very low hole occ
pancy of the valence band, amounting only to a few perc
~the occupancy can be estimated from the ratio«F /v, where
«F.1021 eV is the width of the hole band andv.3 eV the
width of the valence band!. The main idea in the explanatio
of the effect is that the emergence of holes in the vale
band leads to a decrease in the number of free states in
upper band.4 As a result, the intensity of all interband tran
sitions ~including those from deep levels of the valen
band! must decrease. A more detailed analysis shows
free states of the upper bands are transferred to the op
gap~mainly, to the peripheral region!, where a high-intensity
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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correlation peak appears in the density of states.11 Such a
situation when intraband conductivity increases upon a
crease in the interband conductivity is possible in stron
correlated systems in which oscillator forces of electron
citations of the interband and intraband origin are inter
lated.

The optical correlation effect is observed not only und
chemical doping. Experimental and theoretical proofs h
been obtained for the existence of this effect un
cooling11,12and photoirradiation of YBa2Cu3O61x .12 For ex-
ample, the absorption of YBa2Cu3O61x films cooled to low
temperatures decreases in the entire visible spectral re
during transitions with charge transfer, while the absorpt
in the IR region increases.8,12 Taking into account what ha
been said above, we can say that such a temperature beh
of the spectra indicates the formation of a temperatu
induced doping channel. At the present time, we can sp
of the correlated redistribution of optical spectra of HTS
due to chemical, low-temperature, and photoinduced dop
Considerable interest in the problem of interrelation of int
band and intraband oscillators is based on possible partic
tion of electron excitations with charge transfer in t
mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity~see, for
example, the reviews in Refs. 13 and 14!.

In the present paper, the interrelation between the in
and intraband components of conductivity is studied for
case of chemical doping of the metal phase of HTSC us
the integral characteristicN(v);*s(v)dv. Two groups of
mobile charge carriers of thep- and d-types with different
couplings with interband transitions are singled out. The
tegral intraband spectrumN(v) for more localizedd-carriers
is determined by correlated interaction with interband tran
tions. A model conductivity spectrums~v! is proposed for
determining this integrald-component with the gap attenua
tion of interband excitationsG;vg . The integral conductiv-
ity of more delocalizedp-carriers is not associated with in
terband transitions with charge transfer and is determined
the conventional Drude conductivity mechanism. The o
tained frequency dependencesN(v) are compared in the
second part of this paper with the available data
La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O62x in the doping range from
the beginning of metallization up to the loss of supercond
tivity. A good agreement with experimental results obtain
in a wide frequency range from;0.1 to ;1.5 eV leads to
the following basic conclusions.

At the doping stage during which the superconduct
transition temperature increases, the integral intraband
ductivity is mainly determined by thed-component emerg
ing due to integral pumping of ‘‘over-the-gap’’ excitation
with charge transfer to the hole band; the enhancemen
integral conductivity of thep-component under doping slow
down the increase in the superconducting transition temp
ture and ultimately leads to the formation of a noncorrela
metal and the loss of superconducting properties.

The main result of this research is the establishmen
the decisive role of electron excitations with charge trans
in the formation of the metallic phase of HTSC with hig
values of the superconducting transition temperature.
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL

Optical conductivitys~v! characterizes the relation be
tween the average current in a crystal and the electric fiel
a light wave:j (v)5s(v)E(v). Optical conductivity spectra
can be obtained from an analysis of the frequency dep
dences of the reflection coefficientR(v) by the Kramers–
Kronig method. The most extensive data on the behavio
s~v! in HTSC can be obtained from the results of polariz
tion measurements ofR(v) in perfect single crystals. For th
polarization of light perpendicular to thec-axis of the crystal
(E'c), the light wave determines the conductivity of th
ab-plane containing CuO2 planes of HTSC cuprates and th
impurity-doped structure, viz., CuOx chains, in the case o
Y–Ba–Cu–O. In the case of La22xSrxCuO4 and similar
compounds, the unit cell contains only one CuO2 plane. For
this reason, measurements for the polarizationE'c give the
optical conductivity of this single copper–oxygen structu
i.e., Sab

meas(v)5s(CuO2). The unit cell of YBa2Cu3O61x

contains two CuO2 planes and a CuOx chain which is
doubled in the region of existence of the ortho–I phase
x.0.65. The results for YBa2Cu3O61x crystals are obtained
from measurements in thea- and b directions. The CuOx
chains formed as a result of introduction of oxygen a
aligned along the b-axis. A light wave with the
a-polarization (Eia) does not excite the chains, and hen
the conductivity of only one CuO2 plane @Sa

meas(v)
5s(CuO2)# is measured for this polarization~the light wave
excites current in twoa-directions, one from each CuO2

plane!. For the polarizationEib, the values ofSb
meas(v)

5s(CuO2)1s(CuOx) are measured, and the conductivi
of the chain structure can be determined from the differe
spectrum:Sb

meas(v)2Sa
meas(v)5s(CuOx). Obviously, the

total conductivity of the unit cell of YBa2Cu3O61x is equal
to (ab

meas(v)5(a
meas1(b

meas52s(CuO2)1s(CuOx). The re-
lation betweens(CuO2) ands(CuOx) depends on the dop
ing level and the degree of perfection of the crystal.

The most comprehensive analysis of optical conductiv
of La-based single crystals at 300 K as a function of
doping level was carried out in Refs. 1 and 3. The results
these publications will be used here in our analysis. Relia
data for YBa2Cu3O61x can be obtained only from polariza
tion experiments involving crystals without twins. Amon
the few publications in this field, mention must be made
two communications2,15 from well-known groups of scien-
tists engaged in HTSC spectroscopy.

The optical conductivity spectrum of the dielectric pha
of HTSC is isotropic and characterizes the excitation sp
trum of interband current emerging as a result of cha
transport from oxygen to copper (O22Cu21→O2Cu1) in
CuO2 plane ~planes!. The excitation of current requires th
threshold energy\vg5Eg equal to the optical~dielectric!
gap between the lower and upper bands. Interband abs
tion of a light quantum generates a hole in the valence b
~photodoping effect!. Starting from the threshold energy, th
interband conductivity spectrum Smeas(v)5sCT(v)
~charge-transfer conductivity! extends to the high-frequenc
range, filling the visible region in oxygen–copper HTS
The values of the optical gap vary fromEg51.35 eV for
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Pr2CuO4 to 1.8 eV for La2CuO4.
16 For the dielectrics

YBa2Cu3O6 and La22xSrxCuO4 (x,0.01), Eg assumes in-
termediate values~1.5 and 1.65 eV, respectively!.16 The
value 1.5 eV was confirmed by measurements of the spe
threshold for photocurrent in YBa2Cu3O6.1.17 Typical values
of conductivity in the frequency range fromEg to .3.5 eV,
in which oxygen–copper interband transitions are conc
trated, aresCT5500– 1000V21 cm21.

The introduction of a doping impurity into a dielectr
crystal and the emergence of metallization reduce the i
gral interband conductivitysCT(v), while the intraband
conductivity component increases in the spectral ra
\v,Eg . Intraband conductivity characterizes the excitati
of current due to electron transfer over the hole states form
near the top of the valence band. The intraband conducti
spectrum fora- andb-directions in a metallized crystal ex
tends from the infrared~IR! region tov50, where the Drude
conductivity peak is formed as a result of doping, with t
characteristic valuesSab

meas*3000V21 cm21 for optimally
doped YBa2Cu3O61x (x.0.9) and La22xSrxCuO4 (x
.0.15). Such a form of conductivity spectra indicates t
the intraband component is determined by the emergenc
mobile holes in the crystal. It should be noted in this co
nection that no metallization is observed in La22xSrxNiO4

crystals doped tox50.5,3 no peak is observed atv50, but a
broad conductivity band having a peak near 1 eV is form
in the middle infrared region~MIR!. Such a spectrum of the
intraband component should be attributed to electron tra
tions to the mainlyd-type local hole states formed upo
doping, Consequently, the redistribution of the conductiv
spectrum~from the high-frequency MIR region to the low
frequency Drude region forv50) within the intraband com-
ponent itself can serve an optical evidence of sample me
lization. We shall denote the intraband component subjec
to such a spectral evolution as the dynamic componen
contrast to the static interband component at local levels

High-temperature superconductors with mobile holes
which metallization is accompanied with an increase in
dynamic intraband component and a simultaneous supp
sion of the interband component, exhibit an interesting sp
tral peculiarity. The conductivity spectra clearly manifes
narrow frequency range near a certain frequencyvC ~cross-
over point!, in which the conductivity remains virtually un
changed during doping. Optical conductivity increases a
result of doping forv,vC and decreases forv.vC . The
frequencyvC is also called the isobestic point by som
authors.1 The crossover point clearly demarcates two regio
with opposite directions of evolution in conductivity spectr
The crossover point itself is displaced slightly on the f
quency scale on theSa

meas(v) andSb
meas(v) curves, remain-

ing nearvg , but differing from the threshold frequency fo
interband transitions. We can state that virtually the en
weight of the intraband dynamic component is concentra
in the frequency range 0<v<vC , while the interband con-
ductivity component lies higher on the frequency scale. T
existence of the crossover point is confirmed by theoret
analysis of the evolution of optical conductivity of the plan
structure with hole filling.5 The crossover point is importan
for an analysis of integral characteristics of optic
ral
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conductivity. For example, the integration of the measu
spectrum between 0 andvC determines almost completel
the integral intraband conductivity of a metallized crystal a
given doping level:

E
0

vC
Smeas~v!dv5SDM, ~1!

while the integration fromvC and higher gives the integra
interband conductivity due to charge transfer between io

E
vC

v0
Smeas~v!dv5SCT, ~2!

wherev0 is the upper limiting frequency of interband tran
sitions. The interrelation between variationsDSDM and
DSCT of integral characteristics reflects most accurately
redistribution of optical conductivity spectra. The total co
tribution from interband and intraband transitions is det
mined by the well-known integral relation connecting optic
conductivity with the plasma frequencyvP of charge carri-
ers:

E
0

`

s~v!dv5
vP

2

8
5

pe2n

2m*
, ~3!

wheree is the electron charge,m* the effective mass, andn
the volume concentration of charge carriers. In order to se
rate these contributions, we can use the spectral func
N(v) ~the results of experiments are often presented in te
of this quantity!:

N~v!5
2m0Vcell

pe2F E
0

v

Smeas~v!dv. ~4!

Here m0 is the mass of a free electron,Vcell the unit cell
volume, F the number of structural units of the compoun
per unit cell, andN(v) is equal to the number of electron
participating in optical transitions at frequencies<v. Let the
hole band containh holes per unit cell. As we approach th
crossover frequency, the electrons creating the intraband
rent must ‘‘actuate’’ all the holes by virtue of~1!, and hence
N(v)→h. Consequently, at the crossover frequency
have

N~vC!5
1

QDF E
0

vC
Sab

meas~v!dv5h. ~5!

The quantity pe2/(2m0Vcell)5QD ~or \QD) can be re-
garded as a measure of integral intraband conductivity
charge carriers. According to the results of experiments1–3

the position of the crossover point is\vC51.5 eV for
La22xSrxCuO4 and \vC51.25 eV for YBa2Cu3O61x . The
values of the volumeVcell are 176 and 185 Å3 for Y–Ba–
Cu–O and La–Sr–Cu–O, respectively. The volumes of
primitive and unit cells for Y–Ba–Cu–O coincide, an
henceF51, while the volume of the primitive cell for La–
Sr–Cu–O is half the volume of the unit cell, and hen
F52 for this compound.

In the general case,h(x) for HTSC is determined by the
number of doping impurity atomsx. The number of holesh
for YBa2Cu3O61x and La22xSrxCuO4 is equal tox, which
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determines the expected behavior of the spectral func
Nab(vC)5x in the ab plane. In actual practice, measur
ments made for the metallic phase of La22xSrxCuO4 for
x<0.1 give Nab(vC)52x,1,3 while for the conductivity of
the entire cell of YBa2Cu3O61x (x<0.95) the behavior
Nab(vC)5Na(vC)1Nb(vC)51.8x is observed.1! 2 Conse-
quently, integral interband conductivity ofab planes of these
materials increases at a rate 1.8–2 times higher than the
pected rate. It can be expected that the relationNa(vC)
5(1/3)x is valid for the structure of CuO2 in YBa2Cu3O61x

in the ortho–II phase (x,0.65) on account of the fact that
CuO2 plane accommodates one third of the holes in a u
cell ~the holes in the ortho–II phase are distributed alm
uniformly among the three structures of theab plane!. In the
ortho–I phase under moderate doping conditions w
doubled number of chains (0.65,x&0.95), a CuO2 plane
assimilates (1/4)x holes, while the chain structure contain
(1/2)x holes.18 Consequently, the expected behavior of t
spectral function at the crossover frequency for this phas
Na(vC)5(1/4)x. However, the results of measurements
Sa

meas5s(CuO2) demonstrate the dependenceNa(vC)
50.65x on the average for the two phases,2 i.e., with the
coefficient 2 and 2.5 times larger than the values expec
for the ortho–II and ortho–I phases, respectively. Thus,
can say that HTSC cuprates under doping acquire ex
holes determining the excess component of the spectral f
tion for mobile charge carriers.

The emergence of an excess weight of the spectral fu
tion is regarded as the result of transport due to doping
free ~predominantly copper! states from the upper to th
lower band.4 Following these ideas, we assume that the
per band of the dielectric phase contains a certain num
hv0 of virtual holes ~predominantly of thed-type! which
‘‘store’’ integral interband conductivityhv0QCT, whereQCT

is the minimum value of integral interband conductivit
During doping, this stored integral conductivity is transferr
due to a transition of virtual holes to the system for re
holes.

A transition of a virtual hole occurs along the coppe
oxygen link of lengtha0 , which is similar to a transition of
an electron from oxygen to copper, resulting in the gene
tion of a hole in the valence band. Hence such a transi
corresponds to the minimum value of integral interband c
ductivity is e2/ha0 , whereh/e2 is the resistance quantum. I
this case, the minimum value of the integral interband c
ductivity is \QCT5(e2/ha0)\vg , where\vg is the gap ex-
citations energy. The value of\QCT53000V21 cm21 eV is
for YBa2Cu3O61x (a051.9 Å, \vg51.5 eV), while\QCT

53330V21 cm21 eV is for La22xSrxCuO4 (a051.92 Å,
\vg51.65 eV). A transition of virtual holes from the uppe
to the lower band can occur only under certain conditions
a Hubbard system with pured-bands, the emergence of hole
in the lower band itself triggers the transfer of integral co
ductivity for any value of the parameterU/t, whereU is the
Hubbard repulsion energy andt the interband interaction in
tegral. In particular, an excess weight of spectral funct
emerges even forU/t5` and has doubled coefficient (N
52x).4 The upper and lower bands in real HTSC syste
are formed due to mixing ofp-orbitals of oxygen with
n
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d-orbitals of copper. Real HTSC are rather systems with
p–d charge transfer than Hubbard systems withd–d split-
ting. In such a situation, the pumping of interband cond
tivity into intraband conductivity is determined by the degr
of hybridization betweenp- andd-states and by the width o
the optical gap with charge transfer. Let us consider t
limiting cases that can be observed in such a system.

We first assume that all the holes in the metallic pha
are purep-holes forming ap-network of current,tppÞ0, and
hybridization does not take place (tpd50). In this case, the
transport of interband conductivity is forbidden,4 and hence
the integral intraband conductivity and the spectral funct
are determined only by the value ofQD:

1

F E
0

vC
Smeas~v!dv5QDx, ~6!

wherex5xp ia the number of oxygen holes. The presence
hybridization (tpd.0) allows the transport of interban
conductivity.4 This leads to the other limiting case in whic
the transferred integral conductivity (hv02hv)QCT deter-
mined completely the integral conductivityQCTx of real
holes, i.e., the relationx1hv5hv0 is observed under doping
of the metal. In this case, the results of measurements m
show that

1

F E
0

vC
Smeas~v!dv5QCTx,

N~vC!5
QCT

QD x. ~7!

Herex5xpd defines the number of weakly hybridized hol
which are predominantly of thed-type. In the general case
the system can be in the mixed state, in which each grou
charge carriers has its own mobility, i.e.,

N~vC!5xp1
QCT

QD xd , ~8!

and the relation betweenxp andxd changes upon a variatio
of the total numberx of hole carriers and the degree o
hybridization. It should be noted in this connection that t
metallization with the widest band corresponds to the ma
mum number of light oxygenp-holes since pured-holes are
completely localized. The factorQCT/QD in ~7! and ~8! de-
termines the excess weight of the spectral function. Thus,
parameterQCT/QD introduced by us and equal to the ratio
two integral conductivity ‘‘quanta’’ is an important charac
teristic of spectral redistribution. The parameterQCT/QD

51.75 for YBa2Cu3O61x , while for La22xSrxCuO4 it is
equal to 2.1.

In order to find out which of the limiting cases~6! or ~7!
is closer to a given HTSC system, we must analyze the
quency dependences of the functionN(v). In the most gen-
eral case, the following two scenarios of the behavior
N(v) for an HTSC under doping, which are shown sch
matically in Fig. 1a and 1b, are possible. Let us first consi
Fig. 1a demonstrating the behavior ofN(v) typical of
La22xSrxCuO4 (x<0.1). Starting from the threshold
frequencyvg , curve 1 in this figure describes theN(v)
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dependence for an insulator. The frequencyv0 corresponds
to the upper boundary of interband transitions, and hence
value of N(v0) gives the number of electrons participatin
in these transitions. Since one electron must go over to
upper band under the action of light,N(v0)51. In experi-
ments with La22xSrxCuO4, the value of N(v0.3.2 eV)
50.5, indicating thatm0 in expression~4! should be re-
placed by 2m0 . In other words, an electron with the double
free mass must participate in interband transitions.~in the
insulator YBa2Cu3O61x , the value ofN(v0.3.2 eV)51.)
In the case of sample metallization, the dependencesN(v)
behave like curves2 and3. The peculiarity in the behavior o
the spectral functionN(v) upon an increase inx is that all
the curves intersect at the same pointv5v0 irrespective of
the doping level. Such a metallization indicates that the s

1

FQD E
0

vC
Smeas~v!dv1

1

FQD E
vC

v0
Smeas~v!dv

5N~v0!5const, ~9!

is conserved for any doping level, and

SDM1SCT5const. ~10!

in accordance with~1! and~2!. Consequently, the increase
the integral intraband conductivity of a metal upon an
crease in the doping level in the case presented in Fig. 1
determined by the decrease in the integral interband con
tivity ~component with charge transfer!:

DxS
DM52DxS

CT. ~11!

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating two typical types of behavior of
spectral functionN(v) measured in HTSC materials.
he

e

m
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Consequently, the behavior of the spectral function m
obey the limiting relation~7! in the case when the intraban
dynamic component is determined by thed-component of
the spectrum. TheN(v) curves measured in experimen
with La22xSrxCuO4 behave exactly as shown in Fig. 1a. Th
independence ofN(v0) of x is preserved in the doping re
gion from the beginning of metallization up to the indic
x50.1.1,3 According to the results obtained by Tajima,3 the
interband and interband components increase simultaneo
for x.0.1, i.e., condition~11! is violated in this case.

In experiments with doping, e.g., for YBa2Cu3O61x with
x>0.6, another behavior ofN(v) illustrated in Fig. 1b can
be observed. Asx increases, the value ofN(v0) does not
remain unchanged, and eachN(v) curve has its own point of
intersection with curve1 of the dielectric phase. Such a pa
tern indicates that the intraband component is formed o
partly at the expense of the interband component during d
ing. Consequently, the system rather corresponds to
mixed state~8!.

The subsequent detailed analysis of experimental dat
the frequency behavior ofN(v) will prove that the state of
the system depends on the doping index, and YBa2Cu3O61x

as well as La22xSrxCuO4 evolve upon an increase ofx from
the state~7! determined by the interband contribution to th
state~6! with a complete loss of the effect of correlated r
distribution of spectra.

Let us return to the limiting relation~7! and try to obtain
an explicit form of the spectral function for this case on t
basis of the model of existence of virtual holes. If the upp
band contains one monoenergetic ‘‘gap’’-type hole, its co
ductivity along the Cu–O bond iss5QCT/vg . A virtual
hole may has a spectral composition, but we shall assu
that its spectral composition is of the Drude type, but
shifted by a certain frequencyV since this hole determine
the emergence of the intraband component in the metal:

sv~v!5
QCTG

G21~V1v!2 hv[sv0~v!hv . ~12!

Herehv is the number of virtual holes in the upper band a
G their attenuation. Since holes are of the ‘‘over-the-ga
type, the values ofG and V must be comparable withvg .
We chooseG5V5vg/2 since the chemical potential in th
dielectric phase lies at the middle of the optical gap. U
mately, the choice of the model spectrum in the form~12!
and of the quantitiesG andV is justified by good agreemen
between the results obtained by using~12! and the experi-
mental data for the integral spectrum and for the freque
dependence of intraband conductivity. It is sufficient to no
here that the relations(0)5QCT/vg holds, as before, for a
hole in the lowermost state. If a solitary hole has the spec
compositionsv0(v), the integral conductivity*sv0(v)dv
is transferred to the valence band. We require that a h
carries the minimum value of integral conductivityQCT

along the Cu–O bond in the frequency range fromv50 to
v5vC . For this purpose, we must make the substitut
sv08 5sv0 /b, whereb is the normalization factor, so that

E
0

vC
sv08 ~v!dv5QCT.
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The value ofb50.45 (\vC51.5 eV, \vg51.65 eV) for
La22xSrxCuO4 andb50.42 ~\vc51.25 eV, \vg51.5 eV)
for YBa2Cu3O61x . If x holes go over to the valence ban
the complete pumping of the interband conductivity indica
that

1

F E
0

v

Smeas~v!dv5
x

b E
0

v

sv0~v!dv

5
xQCT

b
arctan

v

v1vg

and

N~v!5x
QCT

bQD arctan
v

v1vg
. ~13!

At the crossover frequencyv5vC , these relations are trans
formed into~7!.

In the dielectric phase, a certain number of holeshv0

‘‘store’’ the integral interband conductivityhv0QCT, which
must be equal to the integral conductivity with charge tra
fer measured for the insulator:

1

F E
vg

v0
Smeas~v!dv5QDN~v0!5hv0QCT.

For example, it was mentioned above thatN(v0)50.5 for
La22xSrxCuO4 with m* 5m0 . Consequently, the dielectri
phase in the model under investigation corresponds to
numberhv050.25 of virtual holes. In the case of doping, th
relationhv1x50.25 holds in the CuO2 plane of the system
La22xSrxCuO4 by virtue of relation~10!.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

La22xSrxCuO4 system

The spectral function Nab(v) measured for
La22xSrxCuO4 single crystals characterizes the CuO2 plane.
The data on integration of the optical conductivity spectr
Sab

meas5s(CuO2) fit quite well into the dependenc
Nab(vC)52x in the range from the beginning of metalliza
tion to values ofx50.1– 0.12 at which the maximum supe
conducting transition temperature is virtually attained. T
critical values ofTc for La22xSrxCuO4 single crystals are
slightly lower than for a polycrystal and amount to.25 K.1

The experimental behavior of the function is in very go
agreement with the limiting relation~7!: N(vC)5QCT/QD

52.1x. If was emphasized above and will be additiona
confirmed below that the emergence of intraband compon
in La22xSrxCuO4 is due to the transfer of interband comp
nent. In units of integral interband conductivity\QCT

53330V21cm21 eV, the system behaves as follows und
doping:

1

2QCT E
0

vC
Sab

meas~v!dv5
QD

QCT Nab~vC!5x.

For the doping level x50.1, this means that abou
300 V21 cm21 eV ~approximately 10V21 cm21 eV per de-
gree of the superconducting transition temperature! are
‘‘pumped’’ to the hole band of CuO2.
s
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e
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A meticulous analysis of the experimental depende
of Nab(vC) on x ~see Fig. 3 in Ref. 3! shows that the behav
ior of Nab(vC) changes significantly upon an increase in t
doping level to the regionx.0.1. In the interval
x.0.1– 0.2, where the superconducting transition tempe
ture is virtually constant according to the phase diagram,
dependence is of the conventional noncorrelated nat
Nab(vC).x. Finally, for x.0.2, when the value ofTc de-
creases,Nab(vC) is virtually independent ofx.

A comparative analysis of the spectral relation~13! with
experimental data on the frequency dependenceNab(v) is
carried out as follows. Relation~13! can be written in the
general form asN(v)5xw(v). For some frequenciesv8 in
the range 0.06–1.5 eV, theNab(v8) curves were plotted
from the experimental data onNab(v) as a function ofx in
the regionx<0.1 ~see Fig. 3 from Ref. 1!. The values of the
function w(v8) were determined from the slope of the o
tained straight lines. Figure 2a shows the obtained value
w as a function of arctan(v/(v1vg). It can be seen that al
the points characterizing the doping range tox<0.1 fit into a
single straight line whose slope is equal to 4.4. According

FIG. 2. Behavior of the functionw(v)5(QCT/bQD)arctan@v/(v1va)# ~a!
and the spectral functionN(v) ~13! ~b! for La-based single crystal in the
doping rangex<0.1. Symbols correspond to the experimental data obtai
in Ref. 1 and the results of their processing.
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~13!, the slope of the straight linew~v! in this coordinates
must beQCT/bQD54.65. The agreement should be cons
ered as good. Figure 2b shows directly the behavior
Nab(v) as a function of arctan(v/(v1vg) for x50.06. The
straight line in the figure has a slope.0.27 which coincides
with the value 0.28 obtained from~13! for this value ofx.
Figures 2a and 2b prove that the transfer of the integral
terband conductivity completely determines the integral
traband conductivity of mobile charge carriers in the en
frequency rangev<vC . The asymptotic tendency of th
straight lines in Figs. 2a and 2b to zero coordinate indica
the absence of an appreciable contribution to integral c
ductivity of a component other than the wide-band com
nent determined by the transfer of ‘‘over-the-gap’’ excit
tions to the hole band of charge carriers in the doping ra
x<0.1. It can be seen from Figs. 2a and 2b that this wi
band component occupies the spectral region from visibl
v50, where the absolute value of conductivity determin
the static resistance of theab plane. The system is in a sta
close to the limiting case~7!, in which mobile holes are
predominantly of thed-type. In a narrow band ofd-type
carriers, polaron effects can easily develop. An analysis
experimental results of thermoelectric and optical meas
ments leads to the conclusion19,20concerning the existence o
polarons in La22xSrxCuO4 for x<0.1, the interaction be
tween which is enhanced upon an increase in the numbe
charge carriers and becomes especially strong forx.0.1.19

A quite different situation is observed in the dopin
range x.0.1– 0.2, in which the ‘‘pumping’’ of interband
conductivity ceases, and a narrow conductivity peak with
center at zero frequency, which should be classified a
Drude peak, rises sharply in the measured spectraSab

meas(v).
Figure 3a demonstrates the behavior ofN(v) as a function
of arctan(v/(v1vg) for x50.2, which is calculated by usin
the results obtained by Uchidaet al.1 A clearly manifested
deviation from the functional dependence~13!, which is es-
pecially strong in the low-frequency range, is observed. T
conductivity for classical Drude charge carriers has the fo

sD~v!5
1

4p

vP
2G0

v21G0
2 , ~14!

where the attenuationG0 and the plasma frequencyvP can
be regarded as independent of frequency. We can easily
the spectral function of the classical Drude spectrum~14!:

N~v!5
2x

p
arctan

v

G0
. ~15!

In Fig. 3b, the experimental data onNab(v) obtained for
x50.21 are presented as a function of arctan(v/G0) with
\G050.3 eV, which is typical for strong doping region.1–3,21

A good agreement with the frequency dependence~15! in the
simple Drude model is observed up to the frequency\v
51 eV. The slope of the straight line in the figure is 0.1
which virtually coincides with the value 0.127 followin
from ~15!. Thus, the ‘‘pumping’’ of interband conductivity
into intraband ceases when the wide-band non-Drude s
trum of charge carriers is transformed to a considerable
tent into the Drude spectrum, and the system becomes a
-
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correlated metal. The CuO2 plane under these conditions
close to the other limiting state~6!, in which wide-band oxy-
genp-holes play the role of charge carriers. Subsequent m
allization of the CuO2 plane, which enhances the Drude co
tribution, leads only to complete loss of superconductiv
for x.0.2.

It is interesting to compare the behavior of the spec
function under doping of La22xSrxCuO4 and La22xSrxNiO4.
The addition of nickel to a La-based crystal lowers its m
allization level, which is manifested, for example, in a d
crease in the reflection coefficient in the MIR region belo
the plasma frequency\vP.1 eV.22 The pure nickel system
La22xSrxNiO4 is an insulator, and the behavior of the spe
tral function under doping follows the lawN(.1 eV)5x,3

indicating the absence of integral transfer of interband c
ductivity to the valence band. As a result, the charge carr
appearing in the valence band due to doping remain lo
ized, and the intraband conductivity spectrum contains on
static MIR-band with a peak near 1 eV. The absence o
correlated redistribution of the spectrum in La22xSrxNiO4

can be attributed to a very weak mixing of the O22Cu21

FIG. 3. Behavior of the spectral functionN(v) according to~13! ~a! and in
the classical Drude model~15! ~b! for La-based single crystal in the over
doped region. Symbols correspond to the experimental data obtaine
Ref. 1.
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states of the valence band with the O12Cu11 states of the
upper band. This is manifested in a high value of optical g
width in HTSC samples containing Ni, which attains t
value of Eg54 eV in La2NiO4.

3 The suppression of the in
terband conductivity transfer upon an increase inEg also
follows from theoretical calculations.4

Metallization in La22xSrxCuO4 is accompanied~caused!
by the ‘‘pumping’’ of interband conductivity, and the intra
bandd-component becomes dynamic: an increase in the d
ing level in the MIR region broadens the conductivity ba
which is shifted from the initial position.0.5 eV for
x.0.02 towards low frequencies. Forx.0.1, this wide-band
d-component is transformed into a Drude peak predo
nantly forp-holes. The evolution of the spectrum consider
above reflects the enhancement of hybridization ofp- and
d-holes in the ground state, but the reason behind suc
scenario of metallization is the mixing of ‘‘over-the-gap
excitations of the upper band with the ground state.

YBa2CusO61x system

The 1–2–3system is a complicated object for an ana
sis of spectral redistribution due to the presence of a ch
structure and the phase transition ortho–II→ortho–I near
x50.65. The spectral function for the two phases has
dependenceNab(v)51.8x on the average over the entir
unit cell, whileNa(v)50.65x for the CuO2 lane. In Ref. 15,
polarization measurements ofSa

meas(v) and Sb
meas(v) were

made for perfect single crystals withx50, 0.2, 0.39, 0.57,
0.71, and 0.91, but the data were not processed to ob
N(v). Using Fig. 3 and the results obtained by Zibo
et al.,15 we carried out an independent analysis of the d
which led to the following conclusions. For the ortho–
phase forx<0.57, the spectral function follows the la
Nab(vu.c.)5(2 – 2.2)x. A jump in the spectral function by
DNab.0.2 due to the doubling of the number of chains up
a transition to the ortho–I phase is clearly seen atx50.65~a
jump of the same magnitude is observed for the spec
function of the chain plane CuOx). The results of
experiments2,15 on doping of the ortho–I phase fit int
the dependenceNab'1.5x. Consequently, the value o
Nab(vC) for x51 is equal to 1.75–1.8, which is in accor
with the above-mentioned value of 1.8 from Ref. 2.
the units of integral interband conductivity,\QCT

53000V21 cm21 eV, which means that forx51, when one
hole appears in the unit cell, we have

1

QCT E
0

vC
Sab

meas~v!dv5
QD

QCT Nab~vC!.1,

since the value of the parameterQCT/QD51.75 for
YBa2Cu3O61x . Consequently approximately 30V21

cm21 eV are ‘‘pumped’’ into the intraband conductivity o
YBa2Cu3O7 for theab plane per degree of the supercondu
ing transition temperature (;10 V21cm21 eV/K for each of
the three structures on theab plane, which is equal to the
corresponding value for the CuO2 plane for La22xSrxCuO4).

It was mentioned above that the transfer of interba
conductivity in the YBa2Cu3O61x system determines the in
traband conductivity only partly. In order to separate t
p
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contribution of interband conductivity, show theN(v)
curves for the CuO2 plane in Fig. 4a, plotted in accordanc
with relation ~13!, as functions of arctan@v/(v1vg)# for x
50.6 and.0.95. The curves are plotted by using the valu
of Na(v) measured for twinless crystals.1 A good agreement
with the functional dependence~13! is observed in a wide
energy range from 0.07 to 1.25 eV. The slopes of the stra
lines are 0.85 and 1.1 forx50.6 and 0.95, respectively. Th
values of the slopes are in satisfactory agreement with
values (1/3– 1/4)xQCT/bQD of expression~13!, where the

FIG. 4. Behavior of the spectral functionN(v) ~13! of the CuO2 plane~a!,
chain plane CuOx ~b!, and in the classical Drude model~15! for the chain
plane CuOx ~c! in Y-based single crystals with different doping indice
Symbols correspond to experimental results obtained in Ref. 2.
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factor (1/3– 1/4) takes into account partial population o
single CuO2 plane by holes in the ortho–II and ortho–
phases. For example, the expected value of the slope is
for x50.6 and ;1 for x50.95. At the same time, the
straight lines in Fig. 4a, in contrast to the situation w
La22xSrxCuO4, do not tend asymptotically to zero, thu
demonstrating the existence of another integral contribu
near zero frequency, which is not associated with the tran
of interband conductivity. Consequently, the CuO2 plane in
YBa2Cu3O61x is in the mixed state~8! with two groups of
coexisting charge carriers of thep- andd-type. However, the
contribution of the low-frequency component to the total
tegral conductivity is small and is determined by a narr
Drude peak forp-holes.2! It follows from Fig. 4a that the
ratio N(0)/N(vC).1/6 is small even in the region of stron
doping (x.0.95) and decreases with the doping lev
Thus, for the CuO2 plane in La22xSrxCuO4 (x<01) and
YBa2Cu3O61x (x<0.95) in the doping range in which th
superconducting transition temperature increases, the
gral intraband conductivity is mainly determined by the no
Drude component of the spectrum. In turn, this wide-ba
d-component owes its origin entirely to the intraband co
ponent of ‘‘over-the-gap’’ excitations.

The example with La22xSrxCuO4 shows that the slowing
down of increase in the superconducting transition temp
ture and the loss of superconductivity are associated w
the formation of the Drude peak forp-carriers, in which
the spectral weight of conductivity is concentrated. T
entire transformation of the conductivity spectrum f
La22xSrxCuO4 takes place only in the CuO2 plane. On the
contrary, the integral spectrum of CuO2 in YBa2Cu3O61x is
mainly determined by thed-component~see Fig. 4a! even
for x50.95 at the threshold of the overdoping mode with t
loss of conductivity (x.0.95). The result that the chai
structure CuOx of YBa2Cu3O61x rather than the CuO2 plane
is responsible for the formation of a high-intensity Dru
peak and the loss of correlated redistribution of spectra
pears as quite unexpected.

Figure 4b shows the results illustrating the behavior
the spectral functionNb2a(v) of the chain structure as
function of arctan@v/(v1vg)# for x50.6 and .0.95 (Tc

591 K). The points in this figure were obtained from th
values ofNb(v)2Na(v) from Ref. 2. It can be seen that th
CuOx structure is in the mixed state~8! for x50.6. For
x50.95, a noticeable deviation from the frequency dep
dence~13! is observed in the entire frequency range. T
values ofNb2a(v) for x50.95 are shown in Fig. 4c as
function of arctan(v/G0) in the simple Drude model~15! with
the attenuation\G050.3 eV. Up to 1 eV, the experimenta
points fit into the straight line whose slope is 0.4. In t
ortho–I phase, 50% of holes are in the chain structure Cux ,
and hence the expected value of the slope of the straight
~15! for x50.95 is 0.3. The qualitative and quantitativ
agreement speaks in favor of the statement thatp-metal-
lization of chains rules out the transport of interband cond
tivity and leads to superconductivity loss in the entire u
cell of YBa2Cu3O61x . It should be noted in this connectio
that IR studies of the optical conductivity of perfe
YBa2Cu3O61x single crystals withx50.95 proved the exis-
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tence of chains with a high metal-type conductivi
.2000V21 cm21, which are ordered properly to form
two-dimensional structure.23 It was also shown23 that the su-
perconducting condensate exists not only in the CuO2 plane,
but also in the CuOx structure, i.e., the superconductivity
not induced in chains. It can be seen from Fig. 4b that
increase in the doping level fromx50.6 to 0.95 in the chains
indeed leads to the emergence of dynamic-type conducti
spectra, which is typical of metals with superconducti
properties: the spectrum is transformed from thed-compo-
nent to the p-type Drude component as indicated by
straight line.3! We can expect that the intraband conductiv
of CuOx in the ortho–II phase with lower doping indice
x,0.6 is determined by thed-component to a still greate
extent. For this reason, the CuO2 and CuOx planes at the
initial stage of metallization of the Y-based system, li
CuO2 planes in a La-based system, are apparently in the s
~7! with dominating influence of interband excitations o
integral intraband conductivity.

CONCLUSIONS

1. At the present time, two approaches, based on o
and two-component models, are used in analysis of the e
lution of optical conductivity spectra for the metallic pha
of HTSC in the range of intraband transitions. In the on
component model, the entire optical conductivity is defin
by the anomalous Drude spectrum of free charge carriers
which the plasma frequency and attenuation are function
frequency:

s* ~v!5
vP

2 ~v!G~v!

4p@~v21G2~v!#
. ~16!

In HTSC systems, we must introduce a complex mem
function for interaction processes in view of long relaxati
times for charge or spin perturbations, which are compara
with the time of free motion of electrons. This leads
the frequency dependence of effective mass@vP(v)
;1/m* (v)# and attenuation. For example, the attenuat
for a ‘‘marginal Fermi liquid’’ 25 follows a linear frequency
dependenceG;av with the coefficienta50.6– 1.2 depend-
ing on the type of HTSC material, its doping level an
temperature.26 A strong frequency dependence of effecti
mass can be traced only up to.0.5 eV, andm*→m0 in the
region of crossover frequency.2,26

The two-component model defines the optical conduc
ity of HTSC on the basis of a resultant combination of t
classical Drude ~14! and anomalous Drude spect
~16!,21,27,28or the resultant combination of the Drude spe
trum ~14! and the Lorentz spectrum due to transitions
bound electrons24,28:

sMIR5
v2S2GMIR

4p@~v0
22v2!21v2GMIR

2 #
. ~17!

Here \v0.0.2– 1 eV is the resonant frequency of the Lo
entz circuit~17!, S.1, eV the oscillator force of the transi
tion, andGMIR.0.5– 1 eV the attenuation with values typic
of HTSC.24 The introduction of expression~17! in the analy-
sis makes it possible to take into account localization effe
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inherent in charge carriers at frequencies in the MIR spec
range. Naturally, various combinations of the above
proaches are possible. The conductivity spectrum for in
band transitions with charge transfer is defined by the L
entz circuit ~17! with the parameters\v0.2 eV andS,G
.1 – 2 eV. In the general case, several parameters deter
ing ~14!, ~16!, and ~17! have to be reconstructed and corr
lated with one another in order to determine evolution
changes of the spectrum with doping, temperature, etc. f
the measured values ofSmeas(v). This often leads to am
biguous results which also depend on the chosen model

In the present research, the genesis of optical conduc
ity spectra in the case of doped HTSC is analyzed by us
integral characteristics*Smeas(v)dv. The integral spectrum
of optical conductivity for the metallic phaseSDM in the
range of intraband transitions was verified in the form of t
components (SDM5Sp1Sd) pertaining to two groups of co
existing charge carriers of predominantlyp- and d-type. In
the electron structure of HTSC materials, these carriers
be referred to the wide and narrow bands whose existen
confirmed in ARPES experiments29 and is considered in de
tail in Ref. 13. The integral spectrumSp describes the behav
ior of classical Drude carriers, while the integral spectrumSd

characterizes more localizedd-carriers and is completely de
termined by ‘‘pumping’’ of integral interband conductivit
SCT to the hole band as a result of doping (DSd5
2DSCT). Consequently, we can state that optical excitatio
with charge transfer in the given model participate in t
formation of metallic properties of HTSC: the integral spe
trum of the d-component is determined by the two mo
important parameters of interband conductivity, viz., the o
tical ~dielectric! gap\vg and the characteristic lengtha0 of
the Cu–O bond in theab plane of HTSC materials. In the
description of the frequency dependences of integral cond
tivity, the introduction of the ‘‘gap’’ attenuationG5vg/2 for
interband excitations was of primary importance. It sho
be noted in this connection that, according to prelimina
analysis, the two-component model@the Drude spectrum
~14! plus the ‘‘gap’’ spectrum~12!# makes it possible to
describe such experimental data onSa

meas(v) and Sb
meas(v)

with an error smaller than 5% in the entire frequency ran
v<vC .

2. A comparison of theoretical relations for integr
conductivity with experimental results obtained f
La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O61x in a wide frequency range
up to 1.5 eV and for doping levels from the beginning
metallization to the loss of superconductivity confirms t
existence of two groups of charge carriers with different
grees of localization and coupling with interband transitio
The integral characteristics of optical conductivity of the
group of charge carriers are in dynamic equilibrium. At t
doping stage, when the superconducting transition temp
ture increases, the intraband conductivity is mainly de
mined by thed-component emerging due to correlated tra
fer of ‘‘over-the-gap’’ interband excitations to the narro
hole band. An increase in the integral contribution fro
free Drudep-carriers, which are not associated with ‘‘ove
the-gap’’ excitations, slows down the increase in t
superconducting transition temperature and ultimat
al
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leads to the emergence of an ordinary noncorrelated m
with a loss of superconductivity. The dynamic equilibriu
in La22xSrxCuO4 sets in the CuO2 plane, while in
YBa2Cu3O61x the superconductivity loss is associated w
Drude metallization of the chain structure CuOx .

The strong interrelation between interband excitatio
and hole carriers of essentially local nature is confirmed
optical experiments with heterogeneous YBa2Cu3O61x films
carrying a direct current.30 In the current mode, when charg
carriers are hurled to regions of spatial localization, the
tensity of interband absorption increases~optical absorption
behaves similarly upon a decrease in the doping lev!.
When the current is terminated, and charge carriers are
localized, the interband absorption decreases, which co
sponds to an increase in the doping index with enhancem
of p-metallization.

3. Thus, correlated redistribution of the optical condu
tivity spectra is observed in the range of the normal meta
phase of CuO2 and CuOx provided that the system contain
localized ~narrow-band! d-carriers. The integral interban
conductivity is pumped just to the system of hea
d-carriers, but the interband transition channel is actua
due to a finite degree ofp–d hybridization with wide-band
oxygenp-carriers. The integral conductivity ofd-carriers in
this case is determined by interband electron excitations w
energies not smaller than the optical~dielectric! gap width in
the electron structure of HTSC. With increasing hybridiz
tion ~and the number ofd-carriers!, the absolute value o
integral interband conductivity ‘‘pumped’’ to the hole ban
increases~by approximately 10V21 cm21 eV per degree of
superconducting transition temperature!. The superconduct-
ing transition temperature increases accordingly. At the sa
time, enhancement of hybridization decreases the exten
localization and increases the number of wide-band li
p-carriers~the narrowd-band at the Fermi level is blurre
and merges with the widep-band, which is accompanie
with the filling of the dielectric gap!. Sincep-carriers are not
associated with interband excitations, hybridization at a c
tain stage becomes a factor hampering a further increas
the superconducting transition temperature. As soon as
of oxygen–copper planes CuO2 or CuOx in a unit cell of
HTSC goes over to a predominantlyp-metallic state with the
standard Drude spectrum of charge carriers, a noncorrel
metal with lost superconductivity is formed.

The author is grateful to I. Ya. Fugol for fruitful discus
sions of the problems considered in the present research

* !E-mail: samovarov@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!For YBa2Cu3O61x crystals with twin boundaries,Nab(vC)'0.9x.2 Multi-

plying the left- and right-hand sides of~4! by two, we find that the effec-
tive electron mass for these crystals must be increased approximately
factor of two:m0→2m0 ,Nab(vC)→1.8x.

2!A comparison of experimental data on the frequency behavior of intrab
conductivity and the results obtained in the two-component model~the
Drude component~14! and the ‘‘gap’’ component~12!! shows that\G0

.400 cm21 for x50.95.
3!According to Calvani and Lupi,24 the dynamic nature of intraband compo

nent is also observed for doped superconducting Tl-, Bi-, and Nd-ba
HTSC samples.
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On the effect of dislocation arrays on the superconducting transition temperature
in HTSC
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It is shown that arrays of edge dislocations with parallel Burgers vectors in the slip plane can
lead to significant local changes in the transition temperatureTc of the deformed crystals
of high-temperature superconductors. These changes are due to the redistribution of free charge
carriers in the elastic strain fields of the ionic crystal lattice and a strong nonmonotonic
dependence ofTc on the concentration of charge carriers if the characteristic length of dislocation
arrays is much larger than the coherence length and screening radius. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00311-9#
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INTRODUCTION

The superconducting transition temperatureTc of high-
temperature superconductors~HTSC! based on cuprate meta
loxide compounds~MOC! assumes nonzero values only in
very narrow range of concentrationsn of free charge carriers
~holes and conduction electrons! and varies nonmonotoni
cally with n ~according to a nearly parabolic law!:1,2

Tc~n!5Tcm2A~n2nm!2, ~1!

wherenm is the value ofn for which the transition tempera
ture attains its maximum valueTcm . In this communication,
we shall show that if the elastic stress fields in the vicinity
the structural defects of the ionic crystal lattice of layer
cuprates of MOC vary on macroscopic scales much lar
than the coherence lengthj0 and screening radiusr S , the
electroneutrality condition leads to spatial redistribution
charge carrier concentrationn(r ) as well as considerable lo
cal variations ofTc(r ) in accordance with Eq.~1!.

DEPENDENCE OF TC ON THE STRAIN TENSOR « ik

Assuming a linear dependence betweenn(r ) and« ik(r )
in the theory of elasticity, we can presentTc in an aniso-
tropic deformed crystal in the form of the following qua
dratic function of the strain tensor« ik :3

Tc5Tc02Cik« ik2Qi jkl « i j «kl . ~2!

HereTc0 is the value ofTc in an undeformed crystal,Qi jkl a
tensor of rank four which is symmetric to transpositions
indices i� j and k� l ( i , j ,k,l 5x,y,z), and the diagona
componentsCxx5Ca , Cyy5Cb and Czz5Cc of the rank-
two tensorCik along the principal crystallographic axes d
termine the variation ofTc as a result of a weak uniaxia
deformation of the crystal. The quantitiesCa , Cb , andCc

are connected with the derivative ofTc with respect to pres-
sure in the direction of the corresponding axis of the crys
7931063-777X/98/24(11)/4/$15.00
f

er

f

f

l.

For example, experiments on uniaxial compression~exten-
sion! in optimally doped single crystals of YBa2Cu3O72d

lead to the following results:4

]Tc

]Pa
'21.9@K/GPa#;

]Tc

]Pb
'2.2@K/GPa#;

]Tc

]Pc
'0, ~3!

wherePa , Pb and Pc denote the uniaxial pressure alonga,
b, and c axes, respectively. According to Meingastet al.,5

this corresponds to valuesCa.2220 K, Cb.315 K, and
Cc.0.

Opposite signs ofCa and Cb in monodomain YBCO
crystals are associated with a strong anisotropy of their e
tic and electronic properties in theab plane owing to the
presence of ordered 1D CuO chains along theb-axis, which
play the role of the ‘‘reservoir’’ during doping of 2D CuO2

cuprate layers by holes.
In crystals of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox , which are practically iso-

tropic in the ab plane, uniaxial deformations lead to th
values6

]Tc

]Pa
'1.6@K/GPa#;

]Tc

]Pb
'2.0@K/GPa#;

]Tc

]Pc
'22.8@K/GPa#, ~4!

which corresponds to close values ofCa andCb . However,
the dependence ofTc on ~isotropic! hydrostatic pressureP is
weak (( i]Tc /]Pi'0) due to different signs of the deriva
tives]Tc /]Pi along different axes in both cases~YBCO and
BSCCO!. On the other hand, the effect of hydrostatic pre
sure onTc in crystals of HgBa2Ca2Cu3Ox is quite strong,
(]Tc /]Pi.1 K/GPa and hence the value ofTc increases to
160 K and beyond forP>10 GPa.7,8
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Turning to the quadratic dependence~2! of Tc on « ik ,
we note that the tensorQi jkl has 9 independent componen
in crystals with orthorhombic symmetry.9 Confining the
analysis to planar deformations in the layer plane, we are
with just four independent components of the tensorQi jkl ,
and formula~2! assumes the form

Tc5Tc02Ca«xx2Cb«yy2Qa«xx
2

2Qb«yy
2 2Q1«xx«yy2Q2«xy

2 . ~5!

In an isotropic crystal~in the ab plane!, whenCa5Cb

5C, Qa5Qb5(1/2)Q1 and Q250, the dependence ofTc

on the dilatation«5«xx1«yy can be represented in the for

Tc5Tc02C«2~C«!2/4DTm , ~6!

whereDTm5Tcm2Tc0 , and the coefficients are chosen
such a way that the maximum valueTcm is attained for«m

522DTm /C.

ELASTIC DEFORMATION AND Tc AROUND EXTENDED
DISLOCATION ARRAYS

The components of the deformation tensor« ik(r ) around
a linear edge dislocation parallel to the axisciz have the
form10

«xx~x,y!52
By@~322s!x21~122s!y2#

4p~12s!~x21y2!2 ; ~7!

«yy~x,y!52
By@~122s!y22~112s!x2#

4p~12s!~x21y2!2 ; ~8!

«xy~x,y!52«yx~x,y!5
Bx~x2-y2!

4p~12s!~x21y2!2 , ~9!

where B is the length of the Burgers vectorB, and s is
Poisson’s coefficient. For an infinite periodic chain of dis
cations~dislocation wall! along the axisbiy with the same
separationd between adjacent dislocations and the Burg
vectorB'y, replacement of the coordinatey by (y2nd) in
Eqs.~6!–~8! and summation overn from 2` to 1` gives
~cf. stress tensor in Ref. 10!

«1
' ~x,y![«xx

' ~x,y!1«yy
' ~x,y!52

«a sin~q!

cosh~p!2cos~q!
; ~10!

«2
' ~x,y![«xx

' ~x,y!2«yy
' ~x,y!52

2«bp sinh~p!sin~q!

@cosh~p!2cos~q!#2 ;

~11!

«xy
' ~x,y![2«yx

' ~x,y!5
«bp@cosh~p!cos~q!21#

@cosh~p!2cos~q!#2 ; ~12!

where

«a5
B~122s!

2d~12s!
; «b5

B

4d~12s!
;

p5
2px

d
; q5

2py

d
. ~13!
ft

-

s

It can be seen that forx@d/2p, all components« ik are
exponentially small@;exp(22px/d)# owing to mutual com-
pensation ~‘‘annihilation’’ ! of periodic sign-alternating
stresses in adjacent dislocations.

The situation changes radically for a domain wall f
which the Burgers vectors lie in the slip plane (Biy) and
whose deformation tensor components are defined as~cf.
Ref. 10!

«1
i

~x,y![«xx
i

~x,y!1«yy
i

~x,y!52
«a sinh~p!

cosh~p!2cos~q!
; ~14!

«2
i

~x,y![«xx
i

~x,y!2«yy
i

~x,y!52
2«b

cosh~p!2cos~q!

3H sinh~p!2
p@cosh~p!cos~q!21#

cosh~p!2cos~q! J ; ~15!

«xy
i

~x,y!5
«b sin~q!

cosh~p!2cos~q! F12
p sinh~p!

cosh~p!2cos~q!G . ~16!

It can be seen that the components«6
i are finite and

constant foruxu→`:

lim
uxu→`

«1
i

52
B~122s!

2d~12s!
sgnx,

lim
uxu→`

«2
i

52
B sgnx

2d~12s!
, ~17!

owing to the summation of deformations of the same s
caused by individual dislocations, but have opposite signs
both sides of the dislocation wall~for x.0 andx,0). At
the same time, the nondiagonal component«xy

i →0 for
uxu→`. However, such an infinite dislocation wall has in
nitely large elastic energy per unit length~along the disloca-
tions! and is therefore unstable~disadvantageous from th
energy point of view!. Hence real crystals can contain met
stable dislocation walls~arrays! of finite length, fixed at both
ends by some obstacle~grain boundaries, interfaces, etc!.
The dislocations are pushed back at the obstacles~stoppers!
and hence their density increases in the vicinity of the
stacles.

It was shown in Refs. 9, 11, 12 that, in the continu
approximation, the distribution of the dislocation dens
S(y) in a linear dislocation array of length 2L subjected to
an external pressureP ~along thex-axis! is described by the
expression

S~y!5
N1Gy

pAL22y2
, ~18!

whereN5N12N2 is the difference in the number of dislo
cations with positive (B.0) and negative (B,0) directions
of the Burgers vectorBiy), andG52pP(12s)/mB, m be-
ing the shear modulus.

The components of the nonuniform strain tensor in
vicinity of such a dislocation array can be calculated by
ing the relation
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«̃ i j ~x,y!5E
2L

L

dy8S~y8!« i j ~x,y2y8!, ~19!

where « i j are defined by formulas~7!–~9! from which it
follows that the integral~19! can be reduced to integrals o
the type

I k~x,y!5E
2L

L

dy8
~11gy8!@A~y2y8!21Bx2#

AL22y82@x21~y2y8!2#k
, ~20!

in which g5G/N, andk51,2. Using the change of variable
y85L cos(t), we can easily show that the integralsI 1 andI 2

are presented in terms of the real and imaginary parts
their first derivatives of the complex function

F~z!5E
0

p dt

z1cos~ t !
5

p sgnz

Az221
, ~21!

wherez5h1 i z, h5x/L andz5y/L. As a result of simple
computations, we obtain

«̃xx1 «̃yy52«1~122s!Im$F~z!~12gz!%; ~22!

«̃xx2 «̃yy52«1 ImH S 22z
]

]zD @F~z!~12gz!#J ; ~23!

«̃xy5
«1

4
ReH S 22z

]

]zD @F~z!~12gz!#J , ~24!

where«15NB/2pL(12s). In the simplest case of an iso
tropic crystal ~in the ab plane!, for which «̃xx5 «̃yy and
«̃xy50, we obtain the following expression for a nonunifor
elastic dilatation:

«̃~x,y!5
NB~122s!

2&pL~12s!
@ I ~h,z!2gJ~h,z!#, ~25!

where

I ~h,z!5
h

uhuR~h,z!
AR~h,z!111h22z2; ~26!

J~h,z!5
z

uzu
h

R~h,z!
AR~h,z!1z22h2212zI ~h,z!; ~27!

R~h,z!5A~11h22z2!214h2z2. ~28!

Assuming thatL@r S , so that the concentration of carr
ers matches with the deformation of the ion lattice, and s
stituting Eq.~25! for « into formula~6!, we obtain an expres
sion for the nonuniform distribution of the superconducti
transition temperature in the vicinity of a dislocation arra

Tc~h,z!5Tc01T0@ I ~h,z!2gJ~h,z!#2T0
2@ I ~h,z!

2gJ~h,z!#2/4DTm , ~29!

where

T05
CNB~122s!

2&pL~12s!
. ~30!

For L@j0 , the distribution of the superconducting order p
rameterD(r ) has the same kind of profile.

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the differen
nd

-

-

(Tc2Tc0) in the vicinity of a dislocation array withNÞ0
for P50, while Fig. 2 shows the same distribution in th
vicinity of a dislocation array withN50(N15N2) for
PÞ0. The latter case corresponds to the creation of dislo
tion pairs with antiparallel Burgers vectorsB under the ap-
plication of a local pressure~Frank–Reid dislocation source!.
It can be seen that local variations ofTc have opposite signs
and different magnitudes on opposite sides of the disloca
array. The suppression ofTc is a more pronounced effec
~see Fig. 1!. Such regions with lower values ofTc(r ) and
D(r ) may serve as good traps~pinning centers! for Abriko-
sov vortices ifL.lL ~wherelL is the London penetration
depth for the magnetic field!. Regions with higher values o
Tc(r ) and D(r ) may be more conducive to the passage
superconducting transport current since they are chara
ized by a higher value of the critical depairing current. The
regions may be observed experimentally by using magn
optical methods of trapped magnetic flux and are manifes
in the diamagnetic response of HTSC aboveTc0 .

This research is dedicated to the 70th birth annivers

FIG. 1. Spatial distribution of the variationDTc5Tc(x,y)2Tc0 of the su-
perconducting transition temperature in the CuO layer plane for a lin
edge dislocation array along thex-axis with Burgers vectors localized in th
slip planex50 between two stoppers at a distance 2L calculated by using
formula ~29! for DTm55 K; T056 K, andg50.

FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of the variation of the superconducting transit
temperature in the CuO layer plane for a symmetric array with equal n
bers of dislocations with opposite directions of the Burgers vector
DTm55 K; T051 K, andgT056 K.
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of Arnol’d Markovich Kosevich whose classical works o
dislocation theory are well known.
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LOW-TEMPERATURE MAGNETISM

Temperature dependence of high-field magnetization of dilute spinels with cluster-type
magnetic structures
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The isothermssT(H) and the high-field magnetization polythermssH(T) of polycrystals of the
dilute spin-glass system Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 are studied in the temperature range 4.2–380 K
in fields up to 25 kOe. The nonmagnetic Ga31 ions in the crystals have concentrationsx51.4 and
1.6 in the vicinity of the multicritical pointx051.5 on thex-T phase diagram, near which
all types of magnetic states have cluster-type spatially inhomogeneous structures. It is found that
the dependencessH(T) obey Bloch’sT3/2 law in the paramagnet temperature rangeT.Tf

518 K, x51.6 andT.TC5160 K, x51.4 for H>10 kOe. This is attributed to spin wave
excitations in individual noninteracting clusters. TheT3/2 law is violated atT,Tf for x
51.6, but is obeyed atT,TC for x51.4. The clearly manifested phase transition at the Curie
point in the form of a kink on the linear dependencesH(T3/2) suggests that the spin
wave excitations are cooperative: their spectrum is formed atT<TC by the entire crystal, i.e., by
the clusters and the matrix which is responsible for the long-range exchange coupling
between clusters. At low temperatures, theT3/2 law is violated atT;50 K, where the sample
with x51.4 previously displayed a first-order phase-transition. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00411-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous experimental studies of spin-glass syste
~magnets with competing exchange interactions!1–5 have
shown that theirx–T phase diagrams correspond to a cert
general type shown schematically in Fig. 1 for dilute ferr
or ferrimagnets~we shall use the abbreviation FM for both!.
For concentrationsx>x0 of nonmagnetic ions (x0 is the
multicritical point on thex–T phase diagram!, the long-
range FM order is not observed at any temperatureT
>0 K, but a transition PM→SG from paramagnetic to spin
glass state is observed at temperatureTf @curveTf(x) on the
phase diagram#. Disordered states, having the same pheno
enological parameters atT,Tf as the SG state, exist in
certain concentration range, and the reentrant region of
x–T diagram is observed forx,x0 . In this region, the tran-
sition PM→FM is first observed at the Curie pointTC upon
a decrease in temperature. This is followed by an FM→FSG
transition atT5Tf . In the ferro- and ferrimagnetic spin glas
~FSG! state, a long-range FM order with a nonzero spon
neous magnetization (sSÞ0) coexists with typical spin-
glass properties.1–5 In a magnetic fieldH, a transition to the
spin-glass states of either type occurs along the curveTf(H),
the value ofTf decreasing in the same way upon an incre
in H along the Almeida–Thouless and Gabay–Thoulo
critical curves.3,5

In general, the experimental phase diagrams~Fig. 1! are
in accord with the theoretical curves calculated in the me
7971063-777X/98/24(11)/6/$15.00
s
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field model with an infinite radius under the assumption t
the magnetic states are homogeneous.1–4 In real magnets~es-
pecially in dilute magnets with a short-range exchang!,
however, all types of magnetic states have spatially inhom
geneous cluster type structures atx;x0 , which are reflected
in neutron diffraction studies and manifested in the form
peculiarities in their magnetic properties.1,5,6 It is quite pos-
sible that spatial inhomogeneity of cluster type may also
fect the spectrum of magnetic excitations.7,8 The theoretical
conclusion about the existence of spin waves with a lin
dispersion relation9 in spin glasses does not match with th
dependence C(T);T1,10 observed experimentally fo
T,Tf . Moreover, the data obtained during attempts to o
serve spin waves directly in FSG and SG states by the
elastic neutron scattering technique are quite con
dictory.1,11–16

For example, Hennionet al.12 reported that spin wave
exist in the Ni–Mn system atT,Tf , while Shapiroet al.11

and Malettaet al.13 failed to observe any spin waves in th
system. For the canonical short-range spin-glass sys
~Eu–Sr!S, spin waves were observed both atT,Tf ~reen-
trant and SG regions of the phase diagram! and atT.Tf in
the PM state.14 The inelastic scattering spectrum does n
undergo any changes during the PM→SG transition. Wong
et al.14 carried out their investigations on samples with co
centrationsx close to the multicritical point on thex–T
phase diagram. In view of this, it is not possible to draw
unambiguous conclusion about the ‘‘origin’’ of the sp
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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waves being recorded, i.e., about whether they are coop
tive excitations in the traditional sense, or reflect local p
cesses in ferromagnetically ordered clusters.

Thus, the problem of existence of collective excitatio
of the type of spin waves in disordered spin-glass state
associated with another problem, viz., the formation of
spectrum of excitations in spatially inhomogeneous states
spin-glass systems, this problem is generally different fr
the one in the percolation theory, in which finite clusters
not interact with infinite clusters~percolation net! or with
one another.8 The formation of spatially inhomogeneou
states in dilute magnets is a consequence of the comp
tional disorder~nonuniform distribution in the lattice of mag
netic and nonmagnetic atoms!, and their structure can b
presented as the aggregate of two subsystems~clusters and
matrices! with exchange coupling.1,5,6,17,18 The enhanced
concentration of nonmagnetic atoms weakens the excha
in the matrix, and the competition between exchange in
actions facilitates the emergence of frustrated bonds.
matrix determines the nature of the magnetic states~FM,
FSG, SG or PM! in a crystal as a whole, while FM order i
preserved in the clusters.5,6,17,18Experimental studies of the
formation of excitation spectrum in an exchange-coup
cluster–matrix system for various states of the latter~FM,
FSG, and SG states in the crystal as a whole! are undoubt-
edly quite interesting. Unlike earlier publications on th
subject,11–16 we use the integral approach in the pres
work, i.e., the investigation of temperature dependencessH

of high-field magnetization.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTS OF
INVESTIGATION

In this communication, we present the results of inve
gation of temperature dependencessH(T) of high-field mag-
netization in the temperature range 4.2–380 K and magn

FIG. 1. Schematicx–T phase diagram for dilute spin-glass systems (x is the
dilution!. See text for notation.
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fields 5–25 kOe for polycrystalline samples of the spin-gla
system Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4, i.e., dilute cubic spinels with col-
linear ferrimagnetic ordering forx50.

The integral characteristicssH(T) were studied in order
to determine the existence of spin waves in systems of
lated and exchange-coupled ferrimagnetic~FM! clusters. For
the model objects that can be used for studying the prob
under consideration and which are optimal from the point
view of the experimental approach adopted by us, we ch
samples with concentrations of nonmagnetic ions Ga31 sym-
metric with respect to the multicritical pointx051.5:5

x51.4 (x,x0) and x51.6 (x.x0). A ‘‘reentrant’’ sample
with x51.4 undergoes two transitions upon cooling, viz.
PM→FM transition at the Curie temperatureTC5160 K,
and a FM→FSG transition at the freezing pointTf525 K
(H50). The spin-glass sample withx51.6 undergoes a
single transition upon a decrease in temperature, viz
PM→SG transition at the temperatureTf518 K (H50).5

While choosing these concentration cross-sections~shown
by dashed lines on thex–T phase diagram in Fig. 1!, we
assumed that both these cases are characterized by a s
inhomogeneity that is not only manifested sharply, but
also of the same kind~as regards the characteristics of t
cluster subsystems!. The latter circumstance makes it po
sible to analyze several situations simultaneously. For c
centrationx51.4: an ensemble of noninteracting ferrima
netic ~FM! clusters atT.TC ; the emergence of long-rang
ferrimagnetic coupling between clusters atT<TC , and the
formation of frustrated bonds in the matrix atT,Tf (H
50) andT→Tf ~from the right!. For concentrationx51.6:
an ensemble of noninteracting ferromagnetic~FM! clusters
existing right up toT5Tf (H50), which covers the ferri-
magnetic state in a sample withx51.4 on the temperature
scale~see above!, and the emergence of exchange coupli
between clusters through a frustrated matrix atT,Tf . It
should be observed that, although the term high-field m
netization of spin glass is used frequently in the literature1,2

the FSG and SG states are destroyed in high fields, whic
reflected in the vanishing of characteristic phenomenolog
features of these states.1–5

It is well known19–21 that ferrimagnets have a low
energy branch of spin waves with a quadratic dispersion
lation. Hence the experimental approach was based on
assumption that such excitations may exist in large FM cl
ters ~with the linear sizer 0 of the order of several hundre
angstroms!,18 in a wide temperature range, including th
paramagnetism region. Since excitation of spin waves wit
quadratic dispersion relation leads upon heating to a decr
in magnetization according to Bloch’sT3/2-law,20,21 the
‘‘test’’ for the existence of spin waves is the possibility o
describing the experimental dependencessH(T) by theT3/2

law. Premises for such an approach are also provided by
results of earlier experiments in which it was shown tha
magnetic field suppresses excitations that exist together
spin waves in the spectrum of ferrimagnets with local vio
tions of collinear order.22
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3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The magnetization isothermssT(H) and polytherms
sH(T) were studied in the temperature interval 4.2–380 K
magnetic fieldsH<25 kOe using ballistic magnetomete
with a sensitivity 1023 G•cm3

•g21. The polycrystalline
samples and the types of experimental set-up used in t
investigations were the same as the ones described in
earlier publications.5,6

3.1. Nature of spatial inhomogeneity of magnetic states in
samples with x 51.4 and 1.6

It was mentioned in Sec. 2 that the possibility of solvi
the formulated problem with the help of the experimen
approach used by us depends to a considerable extent o
choice of the objects of investigation, namely, the closen
of the spatial inhomogeneities of the magnetic states.
initial assumption concerning the strong spatial inhomoge
ity of magnetic states in the samples under consideration
based on the data obtained from neutron diffraction anal
of a sample withx51.35, which is close to the concentratio
in the above-mentioned samples.18 The results presented b
us in Ref. 18 are used in Fig. 2 to illustrate schematically
variation of average linear dimensions of an FM cluster
x→x0 ~from the left!. The results of magnetic studies, viz
the magnetization isotherms shown in Fig. 3 can also be u
to draw certain qualitative and quantitative conclusions ab
the nature of spatial inhomogeneity. A comparison of
sT(H) dependences in the paramagnetic region (x51.4,
curves13–17 in Fig. 3a andx51.6, curves2–7 in Fig. 3b!
reveals an almost complete qualitative and quantitative id
tity of these dependences. In contrast to the case of a ho
geneous PM, high magnetization values are observed in
cases in comparatively weak fields forT.TC (160 K) or
T.Tf (18 K). Indeed, assuming that all spins are free,
can use the simple estimates based on the Langevin fun
approximation in the form

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the temperature dependence of the mea
of a ferrimagnetic cluster in Li–Ga spinels from the results of neutron
fraction studies.18
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I 5rs5Nm2H/3kT, mH!kT, ~1!

~wherer is the sample density,N the number of particles pe
unit volume, m the magnetic moment in Bohr magneto
mB , andk the Boltzmann constant! to show that the magne
tization must be much smaller than the experimental valu
For example, s.0.08 G•cm3

•g21 at T5100 K and
H520 kOe (mH;3 K), if m55mB , i.e., equal to the mag
netic moment of Fe31. Such a disparity between the expe
mental and theoretical values ofsT(H) obviously indicates
that spatially inhomogeneous superparamagnetic type s
are realized in both cases.

The average magnetic moment and volume of superp
magnetic clusters can be estimated in the weak-field limit~1!
as well as in strong fields, where

I 5nmS 12
kT

mH D5
m

V
2

kT

VH
, mH@kT. ~2!

HereV is the mean volume andn the concentration of clus
ters. Plotting the experimental dependences in theI , T/H
coordinates@the dependencessT(H) must be linear in this
case#, we can determine the values of (m/V) and (k/V) from

ize
-

FIG. 3. Magnetization isothermssT(H) for Li 0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 samples with
concentrationsx51.4 ~a! and 1.6~b! at temperaturesT, K: ~a! 4,2 ~1!, 20
~2!, 30; 40~3,4!, 60 ~5!, 70 ~6!, 80 ~7!, 100~8!, 120~9!, 130~10!, 153~11!,
160 ~12!, 193 ~13!, 225 ~14!, 280 ~15!, 294 ~16!, 387 ~17!; ~b! 4,2 ~1!, 20
~2!, 60 ~3!, 80 ~4!, 100 ~5! 130 ~6!, 150 ~7!.
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the intercept on theI -axis and the slope of the straight lin
relative to the T/H-axis, respectively. Using such a
approach, we obtained from Fig. 3 the mean value
m;103mB and the linear dimensions of the clusterr 0

;450 Å. These results are in good agreement with the n
tron diffraction analysis data.18 It follows directly from here
that ferrimagnetic order is preserved within the clusters
that the cluster size is quite large.

The spatial inhomogeneity of magnetic states obviou
affects the shape of magnetization isotherms atT,TC or
T,Tf since their general form remains identical to that o
served in the PM region. However, the formation of lon
range FM order in a sample withx51.4 atT<TC leads to a
noticeable variation of thesT(H) curves in fields
H,2 kOe where the susceptibility increases sharply in co
parison with the PM region. Such a behavior can naturally
associated with the emergence of domain structure and h
the processes of technical magnetization which terminat
magnetic fieldsH;2 kOe. The values ofsT attained during
technical magnetization are about half the values obtaine
strong fields (H525 kOe). The shape of the isotherms
H.2 kOe is analogous to the ‘‘paramagnetic’’ curv
sT(H) at T.TC , while the increment in magnetization
comparable with the magnetization of the cluster subsys
in the PM region. On the whole, it leads to the assumpt
that the cluster subsystem makes the main contribution to
magnetization in the FM region in fieldsH.2 kOe. Thus, so
far as the magnetization processes are concerned, the c
subsystem retains its identity to a certain extent in the
state also.

Before concluding the discussion of results~see Fig. 3!,
it should be observed that for both samples the shape
magnetization isotherms does not change noticeably in
low-temperature region forT→0, but their arrangement be
comes anomalous as compared to the conventional ferro
ferrimagnets. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the isotherm
T54.2 K are lower than at higher temperatures. Their n
mal arrangement is restored only atT>Tf for the spin-glass
sample withx51.6 and at much higher temperaturesT
;50 K for x51.4. It should be remarked at the very outs
that such a behavior is typical of the spin-glass systems
is responsible for the emergence of regularities associ
with the existence of the disordered states of SG and F
types for H50.1,2,5 At the same time, the ‘‘former’’ FSG
(x51.4) and SG (x51.6) states have considerably differe
values of magnetization at low temperatures. Although
concentrations of nonmagnetic ions forx51.4 and 1.6 differ
just by 6.7%, the magnetizationsT(H) of the sample with
x51.4 atT54.2 K is nearly double the value ofsT(H) of
the sample withx51.6 in a fieldH525 kOe and more than
double the value in fieldsH,25 kOe.

3.2. Temperature dependences of the high-field
magnetization sH

The dependencesH(T) for both the samples investi
gated by us is shown in Fig. 4 ins, T3/2 coordinates. The
inset to this figure shows the magnetization polytherms
rectly in s, T coordinates. It should be remarked by the w
that, according to Fig. 4, the above-mentioned anomal
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arrangement ofsT(H) isotherms reflects the peculiarities o
the temperature dependence of the magnetizationsH(T) in
the form of a low-temperature peak which is characteristic
spin-glass systems.

The linear temperature dependence of the high-fi
magnetization ins, T3/2 coordinates~Fig. 4! shows that
Bloch’s T3/2 law is observed over a wide range of tempe
tures. For the ‘‘spin-glass’’ sample withx51.6, this range
corresponds to the paramagnetic regionT.Tf (H50), and
sH;T3/2 only in fields H>10 kOe. For a sample with
x51.4, theT3/2 law for spin waves is obeyed atT<TC (H
>5 kOe), as well as atT.TC (H>10 kOe in the tempera
ture intervalTC<T<1.8 TC (280 K). At low temperatures
the departure from theT3/2 law for both samples is formally
associated with the existence of a peak on thesH(T) depen-
dence followed by a decrease in magnetization forT→0 K.
The decrease in magnetization is associated with a com
tion between exchange interactions which leads to the
mation of not only SG-type disordered states (H50), but
also noncollinear ferromagnetic structures.1,24 For example, a
first-order phase transition to the noncollinear ordered fe
magnetic state in zero field for a sample withx51.4 occurs
at T'45 K.24 Obviously, the FSG and SG states in a ma
netic field are also replaced by noncollinear ferrimagne
states whose ordering depends on the applied magnetic fi
Obviously, the criterion used by us for ascertaining the pr
ence of spin waves is no longer applicable in this case.

It can be seen clearly from the data presented in Fig
that the phase transition occurring atTC for a sample with
x51.4 is manifested as a kink on the dependencesH(T3/2)
whose position corresponds toT5160 K, i.e. the value of
TC determined in weak fields.6 The slope of the straight line

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of high-field magnetizationsH for
samples with concentrationsx51.4 ~a! and 1.6~b! in magnetic fieldsH ~in
kOe!: 5 ~1!, 10 ~2!, and 25~3!. The inset shows the same dependence
coordinatess, T. The notation is the same as before.
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sH(T3/2) relative to theT3/2-axis increases upon a transitio
to the ferrimagnetic state. Before concluding the discuss
of the results~Fig. 4!, it must be mentioned in addition t
what has been stated above that the dependencessH(T3/2)
are nearly parallel for all cases considered above (x51.6 for
T.Tf , x51.4 for T.TC andT,TC). This shows that the
suppression of spin waves by a magnetic field described
an additional termbTH1/2 in the Bloch’s law25 is quite small
in the fields 0,H<25 kOe considered here.

To our knowledge, investigations similar to those und
taken by us have not been reported for the paramagn
temperature range. However, the available experimental
together with the results of neutron diffraction studie14

prove convincingly that spin-wave type excitations~even
with a quadratic dispersion relation according to our resu!
exist in individual clusters that are not connected throu
exchange coupling. Indeed, it was mentioned above tha
T.Tf or T.TC , the dependencesH(T) is due to cluster
subsystems. The field intervalH>10 kOe, in which theT3/2

law is satisfied for both samples in the case of high-fi
magnetization, corresponds to saturation of a superparam
net. In this case, the high-field magnetization is defined
formula ~2! in which the magnetic moment of the cluster
m;sSC(T) ~heresSC is the spontaneous magnetization
the cluster!. It follows hence that the experimentally me
sured magnetization sH(T);sSC(T). Consequently,
sSC(T)}T3/2 in each cluster, and spin waves with a qu
dratic dispersion relation are excited within the cluster. T
is completely in accord with the fact that clusters have a s
of several hundred angstroms~see above! and their Curie
points have quite large values.

The manifestation of a PM→FM transition at the Curie
point in the form of a kink on the high-field magnetizatio
dependencesH(T3/2) is also a new experimental result. O
viously, such an effect can be observed only in spatia
inhomogeneous cluster-type ferro- or ferrimagnets in wh
spin waves exist in individual clusters atT.TC , i.e., in the
paramagnetic region. The change in the slope of the stra
lines sH(T3/2) ~Fig. 4! corresponds to a decrease in the
fective spin-wave rigidity constant in the ferrimagnetic r
gion. This is quite logical in view of the fact that the long
range FM order is formed owing to the matrix in which th
exchange coupling is weaker than in clusters. However,
relatively small magnitude of the effect indicates that bo
exchange-coupled subsystems, viz., clusters and the ma
participate simultaneously in the formation of excitati
spectrum. Thus, if long-range order prevails in the crys
the cluster system completely loses its identity~which is
manifested in the specific features of magnetization p
cesses! during the formation of excitation spectrum: fo
T,TC , spin waves exist as collective excitations of the e
tire crystal.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of investigation of temperature dependen
sH(T) of high-field magnetization in two samples from th
system of dilute ferrimagnetic spinels Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with
concentrationsx51.4 and 1.6 of nonmagnetic Ga31 ions cor-
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responding to reentrant and spin-glass regions on thex–T
phase diagram show that the dependencesH(T) follows
Bloch’s T3/2 law over a wide temperature interval includin
the paramagnetic region. At temperaturesT.Tf (x51.6) or
T.TC (x51.4), this is due to the excitation of spin wave
with a quadratic dispersion relation, localized in ferrima
netic clusters whose size extends to several hundred
stroms according to the data of neutron diffraction and m
netic studies.

A clearly manifested phase transition at the Curie po
appearing in the form of a kink on the linear dependen
sH(T3/2) at T5TC5160 K (x51.4) indicates that spin
waves become collective excitations of the entire crysta
T<TC , due to the emergence of long-range exchange c
pling between clusters.

The decrease in the value of the effective spin–wa
rigidity constant atT,TC is in accord with the model of the
spatially inhomogeneous magnetic states structure which
be presented as an aggregate of two exchange-coupled
systems, viz., clusters and the matrix formed by spins wit
weak exchange.

Although an analysis of the low-temperature region
beyond the scope of this research, it can be stated in con
sion that, if long-range FM order is preserved atT,Tf ~i.e.,
in the FSG state!, the cluster subsystem cannot be indepe
dent just like at temperaturesT,TC . Hence we believe tha
the spin waves, which are detected in reentrant system
neutron diffraction technique, are cooperative excitations
the system in the general sense.

* !E-mail: alexander.v.vankevich@univer.kharkov.ua
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Polaron conductivity of La 0.7h0.3MnO32d thin films in the magnetic phase transition
range
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The magnetoresistiver(T,H) and thermoelectric~the Seebeck coefficient! S(T,H) properties of
La0.7h0.3MnO32d thin films ~h is a cation vacancy! grown by the magnetron deposition
technique are investigated. The magnetic polaron origin of the conductivity of such systems is
established in the temperature range 77 K<T<350 K in magnetic fields 0<H<10 kOe.
The experimental dependencesr(T,H) and S(T,H50) are approximated by a universal
phenomenological expression. Thermopower measurements indicate a considerable
change of the mobility as well as the density of states of charge carriers in the region of
magnetic phase transition. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00511-8#
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INTRODUCTION

Recent intense studies of perovskite-type lanthan
manganites revealed a number of key factors determining
magnetoresistive properties of these compounds. Above
these factors include the mean ionic radius of cations in
A-position as well as the concentration and mobility
charge carriers, which are determined by the ra
Mn31:Mn41 of ions in the lattice~see, for example, Refs
1–4!. At the same time, it was found that two types of ma
ganites for which the magnetoresistive effect~MRE! can as-
sume completely different forms should be distinguished4,5

Manganites of type I exhibit a transition from the ferroma
netic metallic ~FMM! to the paramagnetic semiconductin
~PMS! state upon heating. The MRE peak is observed in
vicinity of the Curie pointTC , although its position may no
coincide with this temperature. Type II manganites exhib
transition from the antiferromagnetic insulator~AFMI ! to the
FMM state at a quite low temperature. An increase in te
perature leads to a transition to the PMS state. A sal
feature of type II manganites is the charge-ordered stat
the AFMI phase. Typical representatives of such mangan
are Nd12xSrxMnO3 and Pr12xSrxMnO3 with values of x
close to 0.5.5–7

The mechanism of magnetoresistive properties of typ
manganites in the AFMI–FMM transition region has app
ently been determined. This is a first-order transition from
charge-ordered state to a charge-disordered state~a transition
of the type of Wigner crystal melting!. The physical factor
responsible for the emergence of the charge-ordered pha
the Coulomb attraction of charge carriers.5–7 As regards the
change in the transport properties in the FMM–PMS tran
tion region, the situation is unclear as in the case of typ
manganites.

Although the sharp change in the resistance of mang
ites near the FMM–PMS transition is usually regarded a
phase transition, no arguments have been formulated
porting this point of view unambiguously. As before, th
8031063-777X/98/24(11)/5/$15.00
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electrical conductivity mechanism ensuring giant values
MRE remain unclear. It has not been established whether
change of the metal-type conductivity to hopping conduct
ity near the Curie point is a true metal–semiconductor ph
transition and, finally, whether the transition is caused b
change in the mobility of charge carriers or/and a change
their number density. The attempts to explain the large m
nitude of the MRE by using the double exchange mo
encounter considerable difficulties~see, for example, Ref. 8!.
At the same time, the same double exchange model sup
mented with effects of disordering and localization of ele
tron states leads to reasonable qualitative results.9–11 It is
well known that a magnetic semiconductor under cert
conditions can go over to a spatially inhomogeneous stat
which samples contain nonferromagnetic regions with
activation conductivity along with ferromagnetic region
with a metal-type conductivity. The colossal magnetores
tance of manganites in this model can be regarded a
percolation-type metal–semiconductor phase transition.12–14

However, the model of inhomogeneous state in the pres
form has a number of drawbacks and cannot be applie
manganites directly.

Various versions of the polaron scenario of conductivi
which are being developed most intensely at the pres
time, take into account the strong interaction of charge c
riers with the subsystem of localized spins and with the
tice ~in some models!.15–22 It should be noted that the par
ticipation of the lattice in magnetic phase transitions follo
from the ‘‘isotopic effect’’ discovered recently: a displac
ment of the Curie point~by ;10 K) upon a change of the
isotope16O by the isotope18O in (La12xCax)12yMn12yO3.

19

At the same time, the FMM–PMS transition can occur a
true phase transition or as a transition of the type of cond
tivity crossover for the polaron type of conductivity als
The possibility of the second version has become an ob
of serious discussion only recently.16,18,20–22The most simple
and physically clear model was proposed by Zhang.16
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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According to Zhang,16 magnetic polarons are charge ca
riers above and below the temperatureTm corresponding to
the resistance peak. The formation of resistance above
belowTm is governed by two independent mechanisms: e
tic and inelastic processes of interaction between polar
and the magnetic subsystem. The conductivity determine
elastic mechanisms can be described by the band mo
while in the case of inelastic processes, ‘‘dressed’’ electr
move by hopping with the emission and absorption of m
nons. These two mechanisms exhibit completely differ
temperature dependences: in the band description, the r
tance increases with temperature, while in the case of ine
tic processes the resistance decreases upon heating. I
found that if the properties of a system satisfy certain
quirements~the existence of such properties for lanthanu
manganites naturally requires a verification!, the crossover
from one conductivity mechanism to the other is not on
abrupt, but also sensitive to the external magnetic field.
viously, the experimental data confirming the crossover fr
the metal-type to hopping conductivity upon a change
temperature in a magnetic field and without it would be
fundamental importance for the choice of mode; and the c
struction of the theory of magnetotransport properties
manganites.

To our knowledge, the only attempt of processing t
experimental data by using the phenomenological approa16

was made by Rubinsteinet al.20 The authors obtained a sa
isfactory description of magnetoresistive and thermoelec
properties of thin manganite films doped with Co and
for reasonable values of phenomenological parameter
the system. Earlier experimental results21,22 are also
worth mentioning. O’Donnellet al.21 studied high-quality
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 films grown by the atomic layer-by-laye
molecular-beam epitaxy technique. The authors emphas
that they observed a crossover rather than a change in
physical mechanisms of conductivity in the vicinity ofTC

and described the behavior of resistivityr(T,H) above and
below TC by a universal expressionr(T,H).r(0)exp
@2C(M/Msat)#, whereM sat is the saturation magnetization
Hundley et al.22 analyzed thin La0.7A0.3MnO31d films with
A5Ba, Ca and Sr grown by pulsed laser deposition. It w
found that the film resistance is successfully described by
same phenomenological expression r(T,H);
exp@2C(M/Msat)# not only in the vicinity of the magnetic
phase transition, but also in the entire explored tempera
range 10 K<T<272 K.

In this paper, we report on the results of experimen
studies of magnetoresistive and thermoelectric propertie
thin La0.7h0.3MnO32d films ~h is a cation vacancy! grown
by reactive magnetron deposition technique. The model
veloped by Zhang16 is used for analyzing the phenomen
logical expressions describing the experimental depende
r(T,H) andS(T,H) in the entire explored range of temper
tures and magnetic fields. The obtained results indicate
the behavior ofr(T,H) can be described correctly in th
model of conductivity crossover from the metal-type to th
mally activated hopping conductivity in the region of ma
netic phase transition. On the other hand, the measurem
of thermoelectric properties indicate a change not only in
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type of film conductivity, but also in the density of states
charge carriers near the Fermi surface in this region. It w
found that the sign in the coefficient of the field dependen
of thermopower in the magnetically ordered phase is
versed. The physical meaning of phenomenological par
eters of the system is discussed.

MEASURING TECHNIQUE AND MATERIALS

The material for targets was obtained from the oxid
La2O3 and MnO2 taken in the appropriate proportions.~The
details of sample preparation technique are described in
23.! X-ray diffraction studies revealed that the synthesiz
powder contains only one phase and exhibits rhombohe
distortions of the perovskite structure. The films
La0.7h0.3MnO32d having a thickness;3500 Å were grown
by reactive magnetron deposition on the VUP-5M devi
The targets for deposition were obtained in the form
4031 mm disks by hydrostatic compacting of the synth
sized powder into pellets and additional fritting for six hou
at 1050 °C. The films were deposited on~001!-oriented
SrLaAlO4 substrates whose temperature was maintaine
600 °C. The pressure of the gas medium having a comp
tion Ar:O254:1 was 10 mtorr, and the residual pressure
the chamber was 5•1027 torr. The results of x-ray diffrac-
tion analysis proved the one-phase composition of fi
samples and their perovskite structure. The epitaxial str
ture of the films in the~001! plane was established.

It is well known~see, for example, Ref. 24! that the films
obtained by magnetron deposition are deficient in oxygen
order to optimize the ratio Mn31:Mn41, the films were an-
nealed additionally in oxygen flow for 30 min; the anneali
temperature was 700 °C.

The resistance and magnetoresistance of the films w
measured as a function of temperature and magnetic fiel
using the four-probe method. The magnetic field was app
parallel to the film surface, the magnetoresistance being
dependent of the mutual orientation of the field and curre
The thermopower was measured in vacuum as the pote
difference between two contacts at the film surface with
controlled temperature gradient.

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Magnetoresistance

It is well known ~see, for example, Refs. 25 and 26! that
the structures with lanthanum deficiency of the ty
La12xhxMnO32d synthesized at comparatively low temper
tures (1000– 1100 °C) are self-doped systems. The pres
of vacancies leads to the emergence of Mn41 ions and to a
colossal magnetoresistance.

Light circles in Fig. 1 show the results of measureme
of temperature dependencesr(T,H) of the resistivity of
La0.7h0.3MnO32d films in magnetic fields up to 10 kOe. Th
r(T,H) curves have a broad peak at a certain tempera
Tm . The value ofTm increases with magnetic field and lie
in the region 210–230 K in the field range under investig
tion. The measurements of magnetization of the films~made
at the Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, W
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saw! proved that the temperatureTm is close to the tempera
ture of transition from the ferromagnetic to the paramagn
state. The inset a to Fig. 1 shows the temperature depend
of MRE @r(0)2r(H)#/r(0), whose magnitude was 56% i
the field H51 T. The inset b in Fig. 1 illustrates the fiel
dependence ofr(T,H) at a fixed temperature.

The experimental data onr(T,H) were processed by
using the following empirical relation:16

r~77 K,0!/r~T,H !5exp@2aN~v01gmBSCH !#

1
b2

ErkT
expS Er

kTD . ~1!

HereN(«)5@exp(«/kT)21#21 is the distribution function for
magnons with energy«, Er the activation energy of a mag
netic polaron,k the Boltzmann constant,g52; mB the Bohr
magneton, anda the structural factor. The first term in~1!
describes the band conductivity mechanism for an elec
‘‘dressed’’ by magnons, while the second term takes i
account the conductivity due to thermally activated hops
polarons. The coefficientT21 in this case corresponds t
adiabatic hopping mode. The nonadiabatic mode~with the
coefficientT23/2) was also tested, but the difference betwe
the adiabatic and nonadiabatic models was insignifican
the paramagnetic temperature range in which the sec
term determines the behavior ofr(T). We chose the adia
batic model of hopping conductivity which was preferred
other authors also~see, for example, Refs. 9, 20, and 27!.

The quantitiesEr , v0 , SC , a, and b are functions of
microscopic parameters of the system whose explicit form
not known so far. We shall use these quantities as fitt
parameters. The values ofEr , v0 , a, andb were determined
from the dependencer(T,H50), and the quantitySC was
then reconstructed from the field dependencesr(T,H) for
fixed values of these parameters. The results of approxi
tion of experimental data by formula~1! in the entire ex-
plored range of temperatures and magnetic fields are
picted by solid curves in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of resistivityr(T,H) for various values
of magnetic fieldH, T: 0 ~curve1!, 0.65~curve2!, and 1~curve3!. Circles
correspond to experimental results and solid curves are the results of
cessing by formula~1!. Inset~a! shows the temperature dependence of m
netoresistive effect@r(0)2r(H)#/r(0) in the fieldH51 T. Inset~b! illus-
trates the behavior ofr(T,H) at T5202 K; the solid curve shows the
results of processing by formula~1!.
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The reconstructed values of the parameters
Er5(11960,6) meV, v05(953610) K, SC530240,
a5530630 andb5(750613) K. The obtained values o
Er;100– 200 meV are typical of perovskite manganit
~see, for example, Refs. 17, 20, 21, and 27!. The most sig-
nificant difference from the results obtained in Ref. 20 w
observed for the parameterv0 ; in Ref. 20, this parameter is
close to the energy of indirect exchange interaction in m
ganites;150– 220 K, while our value ofv0 rather corre-
sponds to the Hund energy. In our opinion, the latter f
indicates that the corresponding quasiparticles should
rather interpreted as optical ferromagnetic magnons.28 A no-
ticeable difference is also observed for the parameterSC

which is larger than in Ref. 20 by a factor of several uni
According to Zhang,16 SC should be regarded as cluster sp
of nanoscale. It should be noted that magnetic inhomoge
ity of nanoscale was noted in a number of rece
publications27,29,30 as an intrinsic properties of perovskite
type lanthanum manganites exhibiting a colossal MRE.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that electric transport prop
ties of La0.7h0.3MnO32d films can be described satisfactori
in the model of conductivity crossover in the regions of ma
netic phase transition. However, the coincidence of the
sults of theory and experiments can be false since a num
of the parameters of the system are not defined at the mo
stage of evolution of the theory~see above!, and can be
treated as fitting parameters. It should also be noted that
model16 reduces the change in the transport properties o
to a change in the mobility of charge carriers. At the sa
time, we can expect that not only the mobility of char
carriers, by their number density also changes in the vicin
of TC . Taking into account this circumstance, we made th
moelectric measurements for the films. It is well known th
the temperature behavior of thermopower~Seebeck coeffi-
cient! is very sensitive to the electron structure of conduct
near the Fermi surface and is an effective indicator of vari
types of phase transitions.31 The study of thermoelectric
properties1,15,20,27,32–34demonstrates that this method is qu
informative for manganite compounds also.

Thermopower

The Seebeck coefficientS(T,H) is defined as the ratio o
the potential difference between two points of the samp
appearing as a result of temperature difference between t
points. The circles in Fig. 2 show the results of measu
ments of theS(T,H) dependences for La0.7h0.3MnO32d

films in fields up to 0.07 T. In the low-temperature ran
(T,190 K), the Seebeck coefficient has a value of seve
mV/K typical of metals. AtT.190 K, a sharp increase i
observed, and the value ofS(T,H) becomes an order o
magnitude higher. The peak is attained at a tempera
slightly higher thanTm . In the paramagnetic region (T
;300 K), the thermopower changes its sign. The insets
Fig. 2 show the values ofS(T,H) as a function of magnetic
field at a fixed temperature: inset~a! for T,Tm and inset~b!
for T>Tm .

The experimental data forS(T,H) were processed by
using the following empirical relation:

ro-
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2
ueu
k

s tot~T,H !S~T,H !5AT exp@2aN~v0

1gmBSCH !#1S ES

kT
2BD

3
b2

ErkT
expS 2

Er

kTD , ~2!

wheree is the electron charge,s tot(T,H) the right-hand side
of formula~1!, and the values of the parametersEr , v0 , SC ,
a, andb have already been determined from the depende
r(T,H). Here we use the fact that the resultant value
thermopower is determined by the sum of partial contrib
tions and that the expression for the Seebeck coefficient
different functional dependences for different mechanism
motion of charge carriers. The results of approximation
experimental data by formula~2! in the explored temperatur
range atH50 are depicted by the solid curve in Fig. 2.

The reconstructed values of the parameters areES

5(827616) meV, A5(860.6)31023 mV/K2, B5(30.6
60.7) mV/K. The parameterB determines the asymptoti
form of the Seebeck coefficient atT@Tm ; it has the physical
meaning of the entropy per charge carrier. The value ofS`

;10 mV/K is typical of perovskite-type lanthanum
manganites.15,20,27,32,33If one type of charge carriers makes
dominating contribution to the transport properties of t
system, and the temperature range is such that thermally
tivated hops of polarons take place, we haveEr5ES

1WH , where the energyWH is equal to half the polarization
energy of the lattice.31 The value ofES determined by us is
several times larger thanEr , which is probably due to a
noticeable contribution of hole states to the conductivity
La0.7h0.3MnO32d films. It is well known ~see, for example
Refs. 27, 33, and 34! that two types of charge carriers~elec-
trons and holes! with high and low mobilities can be
expected in perovskite-type lanthanum manganites.

FIG. 2. The results of measurements of temperature dependences o
Seebeck coefficientS(T,H); circles correspond to the results of expe
ments, and the solid curve is the result of processing by formula~2!. The
inset shows the magnetic field dependenceS(T,H) at a fixed temperature a
T,Tm ~a! andT>Tm ~b!.
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presence of holes also follows from the sign reversal of th
mopower near 300 K.~It should be noted, however, tha
sometimes the sign reversal of thermopower can be due
to the competition between the electron and hole conduc
ties, but to random factors.32!

The form of the field dependence ofS(T,H) at fixed
temperatures is illustrated in the insets to Fig. 2. It should
noted that the coefficient in the field dependence of th
mopower in this case changes sign from positive to nega
near 150 K~see the inset~a! to Fig. 2!. ~Such a behavior of
S(H) in the magnetically ordered phase of manganites
not been described in the literature to our knowledge.! As the
temperature increases, the value ofuSu decreases monotoni
cally with increasing field. The behavior ofS(H) for
La0.7h0.3MnO32d films is now similar to that established b
Asamitsuet al.33 for La0.75Sr0.25MnO3 single crystals.~We
can also mention the analysis of field dependences of
Seebeck coefficient for La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 carried out by
Chenet al.,34 who noted a linear correlation betweenS(H)
and lnr(H).) The field dependences of thermopower in t
vicinity of magnetic phase transition can be interpreted
taking into account the fact that an increase in the field c
responds to an increase in spin polarization, i.e., theS(H)
dependence must be similar to theS(T) dependence for
cooling in the region below~but close to! Tm . It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that the absolute value of the Seebeck coeffic
decreases in this region. The reasons behind the chang
the form of the field dependence of thermopower in a m
netically ordered phase are not clear and require further
vestigations.

We failed to obtain a satisfactory description of the fie
dependence of the thermopower of the system by using
mula ~2!, although the same mechanism is undoubtedly
sponsible for magnetoresistance and field dependence
thermopower. The most realistic physical reason behind
observed behavior ofS(T,H) can be formulated as follows
According to the prevailing ideas, perovskite-type lanthan
manganites are distinguished by a relatively narrow cond
tion band (;1.5 eV) and a high Hund energy (;2.5 eV).
At low temperatures, the conduction band is complet
spin-polarized and is separated by a large gap from the b
with the opposite spin orientation.35,36 Spin-polarized charge
carriers determine the electric-transport and thermoelec
properties of the system in this temperature range. As
approach the Curie point, band splitting decreases, and
contribution of states with opposite spin orientations
creases. We can expect that the contribution of such state
the region ofTm and higher is significant. At the same tim
Zhang’s model16 disregards the effects of the change in t
density of states with temperature in the vicinity of the Fer
surface and should be developed in this direction. As rega
the change in the form of the field dependence of th
mopower in the magnetically ordered phase, further inve
gations are also required in this field~see above!.

Thus, the results of analysis of the Seebeck coeffici
for La0.7h0.3MnO32d films indicate a considerable rearrang
ment of the band structure of the system in the vicinity of t
magnetic phase transition. In this respect, self-doped syst

the
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of the type of La12xhxMnO32d are similar to other com-
pounds of lanthanum manganites.

CONCLUSION

The magnetoresistive and thermoelectric properties
thin La0.7h0.3MnO32d films grown by reactive magnetro
deposition have been investigated. The polaron nature o
conductivity of such films above and below the point
magnetic phase transition is established. The experime
dependencesr(T,H) and S(T,H) are analyzed under th
assumption on the crossover of the conductivity of the fil
from the metal type to hopping conductivity upon a chan
in temperature and the absence of a sharp FMM–PMS p
transition. The values and meaning of the phenomenolog
parameters of the system are discussed. The obtained ex
mental results indicate that not only the nature of the mo
ity of charge carriers changes in the region of magnetic ph
transition, but the band structure also undergoes a cons
able rearrangement in the vicinity of the Fermi surface.

The authors are grateful to V. P. Pashchenko for
preparation and synthesis of the ceramic materials for
deposition and to V. I. Kamenev for carrying out x-ray d
fraction experiments.
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Nonlinear localized excitations in magnets with a weak exchange interaction
as a soliton problem
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Spin dynamics of soliton-like localized excitations in a discrete ferromagnetic chain with an easy-
axis anisotropy and weak exchange interaction is studied. The relation of these excitations
and dynamic magnetic solitons in the long-wave approximation is determined, and the dependence
of frequency of localized excitations on the exchange interaction parameter for a fixed value
of the total number of spin deviations is constructed. It is shown that this dependence is modified
significantly for values of exchange interaction of the order of the one-ion anisotropy value.
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INTRODUCTION

Specific nonlinear localized excitations in magnetica
ordered media~magnetic solitons! have been studied thor
oughly and comprehensively in recent years.1,2 However,
these studies were mainly carried out in the long-wave
proximation presuming that one-ion anisotropy is sma
than exchange interaction, which is justified for tradition
magnets. In a series of subsequent theoretical pub
tions,3–6 it was shown that the structure and dynamics
localized excitations is modified qualitatively in magne
with a weak exchange interaction~for which the exchange
integralJ becomes of the order of or smaller than the one-
anisotropy constantb!, and the results obtained in the lon
wave description become inapplicable.

Additional interest to this problem was stimulated
connection with recent synthesis of quasi-one-dimensio
and quasi-two-dimensional magnets withJ;b and even
with J!b. Examples of such materials are quasi-on
dimensional magnets@~CH3!3NH#NiCl3•2H2O, ~C9H7NH!
NiCl3•1.5H2O,7 layered antiferromagnets such
(CH2)n~NH3!2MnCl4, (CnH2n11NH3)2MnCl4 with the J/b
ratio of the order of 1022,8–12 and most of high-temperatur
superconductors and their isostructural analogs. It is imp
tant that measurements in layered antiferromagnets w
made for a series of samples with different indicesn of or-
ganic molecules intercalating magnetic layers, and he
with different intensities of exchange interaction of magne
layers. This permits an experimental study of variation of
structure and dynamic properties of localized excitations a
function of the exchange integralJ.

The characteristic size of the magnetization field nonu
formity ~e.g., domain wall width! in the long-wave approxi-
mation is of the order of the ‘‘magnetic length’’l 05AJ/b
which decreases with exchange interaction. However, it
8081063-777X/98/24(11)/7/$15.00
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proved in Ref. 3 that for comparable values of the consta
J andb, the domain wall ‘‘collapses’’ to atomic distances
form a collinear structure with parallel and antiparallel sp
orientation. Later, Goncharuket al.4 considered a more com
plex compact collinear structure with an ‘‘inverted’’ spin
which is formed in the case of weak exchange interaction~It
should be noted that compactization of nonlinear localiz
excitations and the emergence of specific exotic solit
~compactons! has been discussed intensely in recent year13

The existence of compactons is associated with anomalo
low spatial dispersion of elementary excitations in a syste
In the case of magnetically ordered media, low dispersion
magnons is due to strong anisotropy of exchange interact
Thus, the above two problems, i.e., the formation of colline
structures in systems with weak exchange interaction and
formation of compactons in systems with a strong anisotro
of this interaction, are interrelated.!

Stepanov and Yablonskii14 presented the results of ex
periments on resonant properties of layered antiferromag
and proved the presence of an additional absorption ban
the gap of the magnon spectrum. These authors attributed
presence of such a band to the emergence of an intri
mode at domain walls or to the existence of specific str
tures with local spin flip in a magnetic layer. The transfo
mation of the intrinsic mode of domain walls near the po
of transition of a wall from collinear to canted structure w
considered by us earlier.6

Since the collinear structure with an inverted spin p
posed in Ref. 4 resembles a magnetic dynamic soliton,
shall study here the dynamics of localized nonlinear s
excitations of various types and the transformation of
collinear spin configuration analyzed in Ref. 4 into lon
wave magnetic solitons by using the soliton theory.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FORMULATION OF MODEL AND LONG-WAVE DESCRIPTION
OF MAGNETIC SOLITONS

Basic equations

Since the interaction of spin in the layers of layer
magnets considered above is considerably stronger than
interaction between layers, we shall simulate each magn
layer by an effective spin, thus reducing the problem to
analysis of a one-dimensional magnetic chain. The magn
zation dynamics for such a chain is studied on the basi
the classical Heisenberg discrete model for an easy-axis
romagnet. The expression for the total energy of a spin ch
has the form

E5(
n

H 2JSṅSn112
b

2
~Sṅez!

2J , ~1!

whereSn is the lattice site spin (uSnu251), J the exchange
interaction constant~J.0 for a ferromagnet!, andb the one-
ion anisotropy constant~b.0 for an easy-axis ferromagne
with an easy axis directed along the axisez!; the lattice con-
stant is assumed to be equal to unity. If we measure tim
the units of 1/v0 , wherev052bm0 /\ is the frequency of
uniform ferromagnetic resonance, and introduce the par
eter l5J/b5 l 0

2, the dynamic equations corresponding
energy ~1! ~discrete Landau–Lifshitz equations witho
damping! can be written in the form2

d
Sn

dt
1l@Sṅ~Sn111Sn21!#1@Sṅez#~Sṅez!50. ~2!

The parameterl characterizes the chain discreetness:
long-wave limit corresponds to large values of the param
(l@1), while in the essentially discrete limitl;1. Besides
the obvious integral of motion~total energy~1!!, the system
of equations~2! for an easy-axis ferromagnet has an ad
tional integral of motion, i.e., the total numberN of spin
deviations. We choose it in the form

N5
1

2 (
n

~12Sn
z!. ~3!

With such a choice of normalization, the total number
spin deviations in a configuration with several complet
inverted spins is equal to the number of such inverted sp

It is convenient to go over to the complex-valued qua
tity Cn5Sn

x1 iSn
y ~classical analog of the creation operat

for magnons! and to the spin projection on thez-axis: Sn
2

5mn (mn5A12uCnu2). Henceforth, we shall consider onl
stationary dynamic states in which the entire dependenc
time is reduced to uniform precession of sins about the e
axis Cn5cn exp(iVt), wherecn are real-valued quantities
In this case, Eq.~2! can be written in the form

2Vcn1l@cn~mn111mn21!2mn~cn111cn21!#

1cnmn50. ~4!

In some cases, we shall use a slightly different form
this system of equations in terms of the variab
qn5arccosmn :
the
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2V sin qn1l@sin~qn2qn11!1sin~qn2qn21!#

1sin qn cosqn50. ~5!

Long-wave description of magnetic solitons

The long-wave description of magnetization dynam
on the basis of differential equations is valid in the lim
l@1. In this case, we can go over from the discrete num
n to the continuous coordinatex and write the system o
difference equations~5! in the form

lqxx5sin q cosq2V sin q. ~6!

Soliton solutions of this equation are well known.2 For
the sake of simplicity, we shall confine our analysis to t
particular case of symmetric~‘‘positive-frequency’’! mag-
netic solitons for whichcn5c2n . The magnetization field
distribution in such solitons has the form

q~x!52 arctanFA12V

AV
sechS A12V

Al
xD G . ~7!

In an analysis of soliton solutions, all parameters o
substance~the parameterl in our case! are usually assumed
as given, and the transformation of the soliton structure u
a change in its dynamic parameters~in particular, frequency
V in our case! is studied. It can be seen from~7! that this
solution in the limit 12V!V is transformed into the solution
for a small-amplitude soliton. In the opposite limiting ca
V!1, a magnetic soliton is a bound state of two doma
walls of width l 05Al and with the separationL} ln V be-
tween the walls. A change in the frequency of precess
changes the number of spin deviations bound in the soli
In the long-wave limit, this integral of motion is defined b
the formula

N5
1

2 E
2`

`

dx~12cosq~x!!. ~8!

Substituting solution~7! into formula ~8!, we find the
dependenceN(V) for l5const:

N52Al ArthA12V. ~9!

However, it was mentioned in Introduction that the d
namics of magnets can be studied at present on a batc
similar samples differing in the value of exchange interact
~i.e., the value of the parameterl!. In this case, formula~9!
can be presented as a dependence of the precession
quency in a soliton from the discreetness parameterl and the
numberN of spin deviations. In order to compare the cha
acteristics of similar excitations, we fix the integral of m
tion N and analyze the dependenceV~l! for N5const:

V5sech2
N

2Al
. ~10!

Since we want to compare long-wave magnetic solito
and the collinear configuration with an inverted spin cor
sponding to the valueN51, which is considered in Ref. 4
we fix this value in formula~10!:
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V5sech2
1

2Al
. ~11!

This dependence is plotted in Fig. 1 in the form of cur
1. The asymptotic form of the dependence in the long-wa
limit has the formV.121/~4l!. Although the long-wave
approximation used by us is valid only forl@1, we depicted
in Fig. 1 this dependence for all values ofl. ~It will be
proved below that the formulas of the long-wave limit ho
well for l;1 as well.! If we formally consider the limitl!1
in which V→0(V.exp(21/Al)), the solution differs sig-
nificantly from the soliton solution in the limitV→0 for a
fixed value ofl: the localization domain tends to zero fo
N51, and the soliton is transformed to a collinear config
ration with a single inverted spin. However, the long-wa
analysis becomes meaningless in this limit, and the prob
must be solved by using discrete equations.

COLLINEAR STRUCTURE OF MAGNETIC SOLITONS

Let us consider again the system of discrete equat
~4! describing stationary dynamic states with the precess
frequencyV. We confine our analysis to solutions with
symmetry of positive-frequency solitons~7!, i.e., assume tha
c2n5cn , m2n5mn ~we assume that the center of a loca
ized excitation corresponds to the spin with numbern50!.
Collinear states of this type were considered in Ref. 4
values of the discreetness parameterl,l0 , wherel05(7
2A17)/8.

A collinear structure with a single inverted spin corr
sponds to the valuesm0521 andmn51 for nÞ0. We can
linearize the discrete equations~4! in spin deviationscn and
obtain the following system of linear algebraic equations

~2l212V!c012lc150, n50,

~12V!c12l~c01c2!50, n51,

~2l112V!cn2l~cn111cn21!50, n>2. ~12!

FIG. 1. FrequencyV as a function of the discreteness parameterl5J/b for
a magnetic soliton with the total number of spin deviationsN51 in the
long-wave approximation~curve 1! and for a collinear localized structur
with an inverted spin from Ref. 4~curves2 and3!.
e

-

m

s
n

r

The solution of this system of equations decreasing
infinity has the form4

c05B, cn5A exp@2G~ unu21!#,

n>1, ~13!

where

G5ArcchF12V

2l
11G ; ~14!

A

B
5S 11V

2l
21G , ~15!

and the relation between the discreetness parameterl and
frequencyV has the form

l5
~712V25V2!2A~712V25V2!2232~12V2!2

8~12V!
.

~16!

It follows from formula ~16! that the given value of the
parameterl for l,l0 corresponds to two solutions wit
different signs of frequencyV. These solutions are depicte
in Fig. 1 in the form of curves2 and3. For the critical value
of l0 , the frequency corresponding to the lower branch v
ishes. This fact was used by Goncharuket al.4 to draw the
erroneous conclusion that the collinear structure with
single inverted spin under investigation is unstable in
regionl.l0 .

In actual practice, this statement is valid when dissip
tion of the medium with zero integral of motionN is taken
into account. In this case, the parallel ordering of spins in
region l.l0 becomes unstable, and the localized inhom
geneous state is transformed from the collinear structure
static canted phase withm0521 and cn52c2nÞ0, in
which NÞ1. In the absence of dissipation and with preserv
value of the integralN, dynamic collinear structure are pos
sible forl.l0 also. Their stability is ensured by the conse
vation of the integral of motionN.

It can be seen that dynamic positive-frequency magn
solitons and collinear spin configurations considered ab
possess the same symmetry and structure~the same total
number of spin deviations and the same decrease in field
infinity!. Consequently, it is natural to assume that a decre
in the discreetness parameterl leads to transformation o
magnetic solitons into a collinear structure with invert
spin.

TRANSFORMATION OF MAGNETIC SOLITONS INTO
COLLINEAR SPIN STRUCTURES

Let us consider first of all the solution of~13!–~16! for a
collinear spin configuration in the entire region of its ex
tence. The complete correspondence between the param
V and l for a state with an inverted spin following from
formula ~16! is depicted in Fig. 2 in the form of curve1. It
can be seen that the critical value of the discreetness pa
eter is equal not tol0 , but to l* at which the derivative
dV/dl is equal to infinity. It can easily be verified that th
value of frequency at the critical point satisfies the equat
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7V428V3218V2148V21350. ~17!

The approximate solution of this equation gives the f
lowing values of parameters at the critical point:l*.0.3907 andV* .0.3107. As we move along theV~l!
curve from the point~V51, l50! to the point ~V521,
l50!, the solution is transformed as follows. Near the po
V51, l50, the V~l! dependence has the asymptotic fo
V.12l/2. In this case, the value ofA/B→`, i.e., the cen-
tral spin does not precess, and the decrease in spin devia
is described by the formulacn11 /cn.0.5. At the critical
point (V* ,l* ), the ratio of spin deviations at the center o
nonhomogeneous state and the rate of decrease in thes
viations with numbern are defined by the formulasA/B
.0.677 andcn11 /cn.0.2876. Thus, practically the centra
inverted spin and its nearest neighbors only precess nea
point. Finally, in the limit V→21, l→0, for V'21
12l, we haveA/B→0 andcn11 /cn'(l/2)→0, i.e., only
the inverted spin precesses.

It is natural to assume that long-wave magnetic solito
with the fixed value ofN51 are transformed into a collinea
structure with a single inverted spin forl;l* . In order to
verify this assumption, we shall find first of all possible b
furcation points on theV~l! curve, at which noncollinea
solutions withcnÞ0 andN51 can split from the solution
with a collinear configuration. The point of bifurcation ca
be determined from the condition of fixation of the tot
number of spin deviations. Sincemn.sgn(mn)(12cn

2/2), for
small deviations of spins from the ground state, formula~3!
and the form of solution in the linear approximation~13!–
~15! lead to the relation

N512
B2

4
1

A2

2~12exp~22G!!
. ~18!

The condition of conservation of the total numb
of spin deviationsN51 can be used to find the addition

FIG. 2. Total dependenceV~l! for a dynamic collinear structure with an
inverted spin~curve1! and the corresponding dependence for a canted ph
of a dynamic magnetic soliton withN51 in a discrete magnetic chain~curve
2!. ~The dependenceV~l! obtained in the long-wave description of a ma
netic soliton~curve3! is shown for comparison.! The inset shows the neigh
borhood of the bifurcation point on a magnified scale.
-

t

ns

de-

his

s

relation for the amplitudes of spin deviations in the line
approximation:A/B5A12exp(22G)/2. Combining this re-
lation with ~14! and ~15!, we find the dependenceV~l!
which must be satisfied at the point of bifurcation:

3V31~1214l!V21~124l120l2!V1~326l24l2

28l3!50. ~19!

It can easily be verified that simultaneous fulfillment
formulas ~16! and ~19! gives the point of bifurcation coin-
ciding with the point on the vertical tangentialV5V* ,
l5l* . Thus, a dynamic symmetrical solution with nonze
deviations of rotating spins bifurcates in the form of a d
namic soliton withN51 at this critical point from the collin-
ear structure with one inverted spin. In spite of the smalln
of spin deviations from the ground state near the bifurcat
point, the solution for a magnetic soliton with noncolline
structure can be found only if we take into account the n
linearity of discrete equations of spin dynamics, which co
plicates the problem significantly.

In order to simplify calculations, we can take advanta
of the fact that spin deviations at the bifurcation point d
crease rapidly with increasing distance from the center o
localized excitation~spin with the numbern50!, and only
precession amplitudes for spins with numbersn50,61 actu-
ally differ from zero. Moreover, it will be proved below tha
this property of the solution is preserved up to large values
l for which the long-wave approximation becomes app
cable.

We shall use the system of difference equations for s
tionary states in the form~5!. We shall take exact equation
for spins with numbersn50,61, in the equations for spins
with numbersn562, we take into account completely th
nonlinearity of dynamic terms as well as the energies of
isotropy and the energies of exchange interaction with sp
with the numbersn561, respectively, but the energy of ex
change interaction with neighbors having the numb
n563 will be taken into account in the linear approxim
tion. Finally, all the remaining equations for particles wi
numbersunu>3 are linearized in spin deviationsqn . Taking
into account the symmetry of the solution (qn5q2n), we
can write the system of equations~5! in the form

2V sin q01sin q0 cosq012l sin~q02q1!50,

2V sin q11sin q1 cosq11l sin~q12q0!

1l sin~q12q2!50,

2V sin q21sin q2 cosq21l sin~q22q1!

1l~q22q3!50, ~20!

.................................................

2Vqn1qn1l~2qn2qn212qn11!50, unu>3.

The linearization of equations with large spin numbe
allows us to select easily the solution decreasing at infin

qn5q2 exp@2G~ unu22!#, unu>2, ~21!

where the dependenceG(V,l) is defined by formula~14! as
before.
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Thus, the equation forq2 in system~20! can be written
in the form

2V sin q21sin q2 cosq21l sin~q22q1!

1lq2@12exp~2G!#50 ~22!

and forms with the first two equations from~20! a closed
system of three nonlinear algebraic equations for the am
tudesq0 ,q1 ,q2 .

The first equation in~20! can be used to express th
dependenceq1(q0 ,V,l) in a cumbersome, but explici
form, while the second equation leads to the explicit dep
denceq2(q0 ,V,l). After this, Eq.~22! can be reduced to a
cumbersome nonlinear algebraic equation for the amplit
q0 of a magnetic soliton, containing the parametersV andl.
This equation, which is not written here in view of its cum
bersome form, was solved numerically. For a given value
the discreetness parameterl, the solution forq0 , and hence
for all qn , was determined for various values of precess
frequencyV, and the obtained distribution of magnetizatio
was substituted into formula~3! for the total number of spin
deviations in a soliton, which has the following form
within the accuracy of our calculations:

N5
1

2
~12cosq0!122cosq12cosq2

1
q2

2

2@exp~2G!21#
. ~23!

From all the roots of the equation, we chose the one
which the value ofN was close to unity and determined th
value of frequency for which~N21! changed its sign. Thus
we determined the sign of the derivativedV/dN apart from
the dependenceV(l,N51).

The results of numerical analysis of the problem can
formulated as follows.

Above all, we have verified that the solution for a cant
~noncollinear! phase of a magnetic soliton indeed bifurca
from the solution for a collinear phase with inverted spin
the critical pointV5V* , l5l* , and the curvesV~l! for
the collinear and canted structures at the critical point are
perpendicular to each other as in the conventional theor
bifurcations.

The structure of a magnetic soliton changes radically
a narrow region near the critical point, the spin deviations
five central particles from their equilibrium positions in th
collinear phase amounting to;0.5 even when the discrete
ness parameterl exceeds its critical value by 0.06. Howeve
spin deviations at the remaining sites of the chain in this c
remain small (qn,0.1), which justifies the approximation
made by us in the search of solutions in the approximat
The obtained dependence is presented by curve2 in Fig. 2,
while curve3 corresponds to the dependenceV~l! obtained
earlier in the long-wave description of magnetic solito
with the number of spin deviationsN51. The segments2
and3 on the solid curves in Fig. 2 correspond respectively
the values of the parameterl for which the discrete model in
our approximation and the long-wave approach are ap
cable. Although the magnitude of spin deviations at si
li-
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with numbersn>3 increases with the parameterl, the de-
pendenceV~l! following from discrete equations is in goo
agreement with the results of long-wave analysis. It can
seen that the results of the long-wave description corre
approximate the structure of a dynamic magnetic soliton i
discrete spin chain in a wide range of values of the discre
ness parameter. However, the results of long-wave and
crete descriptions differ significantly in a narrow range ofl
near the critical value.

When the discreteness parameter of the system attain
critical value, a magnetic soliton ‘‘collapses’’ into a collinea
structure with parallel and antiparallel spin orientations.
this case, the frequency dependence is modified significa

Unfortunately, the discrete description of the structu
and dynamics of a magnetic soliton in the noncollinear ph
in the case of an infinite spin chain requires numerical c
culations, and the analysis becomes complicated. Howe
only three central spins actually participate in spin dynam
in the region of strong transformation of the soliton soluti
from the collinear to the canted form near the bifurcati
point. Consequently, we can assume that an analysis
finite-length spin chains can give additional information co
cerning the transformation of solitons into a compact str
ture~especially, in the case when the study can be carried
analytically!. This was verified in an analysis of intrinsi
modes of domain walls in discrete ferromagnetic chains~see
Ref. 6!. In Appendix, we shall consider a chain of three sp
in a configuration with the inverted central spin, and demo
strate analytically that a transition of a soliton from a can
to a collinear form has qualitatively the same form as in
infinite chain, although it has some distinguishing feature

In conclusion, we consider the sign of the derivati
dV/dN for the obtained magnetic solitons in discrete sp
chains. This question is of primary importance in the theo
of solitons since the stability of soliton solutions is connec
with the sign of this derivative. In the long-wave descriptio
relation~10! implies thatdV/dN,0. The numerical analysis
carried out by us proved that this result is also valid for sm
values of the discreetness parameterl including a narrow
neighborhood of the critical point. However, the derivati
dV/dN changes its sign in this neighborhood. To within t
accuracy of our calculations,dV/dN vanishes forl5l2

50.398, remains equal to zero in the intervall1,l,l2 ,
and becomes positive forl* ,l,l150.397. The existence
of the finite interval of zero values of this derivative is pro
ably associated with insufficient accuracy of numerical c
culations; as the accuracy is improved, this interval contra
into a point at whichdV/dN changes its sign. It is interest
ing to note that the inequalitydV/dN,0 holds in the entire
frequency range for solitons in the collinear phase.

The negative sign of the derivativedV/dN for dynamic
solitons in the theory of solitons in media with distribute
parameters usually indicates their stability, while the posit
sign points towards their modulation instability. Howeve
such a simple relation between stability and the sign
dV/dN may not be observed for systems without trans
tional invariance~see Ref. 15!. In the case of a discrete spi
chain, the system does not possess translational invaria
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and the problem of stability of discrete solitons requires
ditional analysis.

The authors are grateful to M. M. Bogdan for fruitfu
discussions and valuable remarks.

This research was supported by the Foundation of F
damental Studies of the Ukrainian State Committee on S
ence and Technology~project ‘‘Soliton 3’’!.

APPENDIX

Let us consider a chain of three spins with free ends
the symmetry configuration considered in this work. The s
tem of equations~4! can be reduced to the following syste
of two equations:

2Vc012l~c0m12c1m0!1c0m050,

2Vc11l~c1m02c0m1!1c1m150. ~A1!

This system should be supplemented with the condit
of equality of the total number of spin deviations to unit
m012m151. Using the relation betweenmi and c i (mi

2

1c i
251), we can express all quantities only in terms

m15m:

~12m!@3m31~6V25!m21m2V2#50,

~123m!@~328l!m31~226l!m21~2l21!m

1l2#A12m50. ~A2!

The obtained equations have three different solutio
The simplest solution withm51 ~m15m2151, m0521!
corresponds to a collinear structure with an inverted sp
Linearization of ~A1! in the vicinity of this state with
c i!1 leads to the following form of the dependenceV~l!:

V5
1

2
~l6Al2212l14!, ~A3!

which is close qualitatively to the dependence~16! for an
infinite spin chain. The critical value of the parameterl is
now equal tol* 52(322&).0.343, andV* 5322&
.0.1716. This dependence is represented by curve1 in Fig.
3.

The second solution of Eqs.~A2! corresponds to a ho
mogeneous state withN51, in which mi51/3 andV51/3
~curve3 in Fig. 3!. In the theory of nonlinear excitations i
finite-dimensional systems, such homogeneous states p
special role. Localized states of the soliton type exist in
bounded systems for infinitely small levels of excitatio
while spatially nonhomogeneous localized solutions
finite-size systems split from the homogeneous state wi
finite excitation level of the system.16 In the case under in
vestigation, solutions for magnetic solitons with a fixed va
of N split from nonlinear spatially homogeneous solutio
for a finite value of the discreetness parameterl. This critical
value decreases with the length of the system and amoun
l** 58/27.0.296,l* for a chain of three spins.

Finally, the most interesting solution for a ‘‘nonco
linear’’ soliton and the corresponding dependenceV~l! are
defined implicitly by the following system of equations:
-

n-
i-

n
-

n

f

s.

.

y a
-

,

a

e

to

V53m22~3m21!Am21m,

l5m~11m!~4m21!2Am~11m!~4m21m21!2.
~A4!

The dependenceV~l! for this solution is plotted in Fig.
3 in the form of curve2. It can be seen that it splits from th
line corresponding to a collinear configuration at the po
with the vertical derivative and is directed at an angle to
Thus, the analytic result for a finite-length spin chain co
cides qualitatively with the result of numerical analysis
the transformation of a magnetic soliton into a local colline
structure in an infinite discrete spin chain.
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Non-linear effects in hopping conduction of single-crystal La 2CuO41d
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The unusual non-linear effects in hopping conduction of single-crystal La2CuO41d with excess
oxygen has been observed. The resistance is measured as a function of the applied voltage
U ~voltage controlled regime! in the temperature range 5 K<T<300 K and voltage range
1023225 V. At relatively high voltage~approximately atU.0.1 V! the conduction of
sample investigated corresponds well to variable-range hopping~VRH!. That is, in the range
0.1 V,U<1 V the conductivity does not depend onU ~Ohmic behavior! and the temperature
dependence of resistanceR(T) follows closely Mott’s law of VRH@R}exp(T0 /T)1/4#. In
the range of highest applied voltage the conduction has been non-Ohmic: the resistance decreases
with increasingU. This non-linear effect is quite expected in the frame of VRH mechanism,
since the applied electric field increases the hopping probability. A completely different and
unusual conduction behavior is found, however, in the low voltage range~approximately
below 0.1 V!, where the influence of electric field and~or! electron heating effect on VRH ought
to be neglected. Here we have observed strong increase in resistance at increasingU at T
<20 K, whereas atT.20 K the resistance decreases with increasingU. The magnetoresistance
of the sample below 20 K has been positive at low voltage and negative at high voltage.
The observed unusual non-Ohmic behavior at low voltage range is attributable to inhomogeneity
of the sample, namely, to the enrichment of sample surface with oxygen during the course
of the heat treatment of the sample in helium and air atmosphere before measurements. At low
enough temperature~below '20 K! the surface layer with increased oxygen concentration
is presumed to consist of disconnected superconducting regions in a poorly conducting~dielectric!
matrix. This allows us to explain the observed unusual non-linear effects in the conduction
of sample studied. The results obtained demonstrate that in some cases the measured transport
properties of cuprate oxides cannot be attributed to the intrinsic bulk properties. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00711-7#
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-temperature~high-Tc! superconductivity of cuprate
oxides with perovskite-related structure is still a fascinat
problem in solid state physics. Aside from superconductiv
the investigations of these materials also give the possib
of studying other fundamental phenomena, for exam
magnetism, electron localization and hopping, me
insulator transition. It is well known that electronic and ma
netic properties of cuprate oxides depend essentially
charge carriers density which in its turn depends strongly
chemical composition. Introducing the donor or acceptor
purities into oxides, or changing the oxygen concentration
them it is possible to vary their conductivity over wide limi
and to cause the transition from insulating to metallic state
some cases. To judge whether a system is in the meta
superconducting or insulating state the measurement
transport properties are used in most cases. From these
surements the magnitude, temperature and magnetic-field
pendences of resistivity and other conduction characteris
8151063-777X/98/24(11)/8/$15.00
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can be obtained. These data are often used for the chara
ization of prepared samples and evaluation of their ‘‘qu
ity’’. But it is not uncommon that the measured transpo
characteristics do not correspond to the intrinsic crystal, s
ichiometric and, therefore, electronic and magnetic prop
ties of the sample. In the majority of the cases the m
reason for it is a sample inhomogeneity due to peculiari
of sample preparation procedure, heat treatment and o
related factors. Two main possible sources for cuprate in
mogeneity can be distinguished: intrinsic and extrinsic.
trinsic source is connected with phase separation of cup
oxides on two phase with different concentration of cha
carriers.1 The extrinsic one is due to various technologic
factors of sample preparation. This may lead, among o
things, to significant difference in charge carriers density
tween the surface and inner parts of the sample.2

In our opinion the investigations of influence of surfa
or volume inhomogeneity of cuprate oxides on their tra
port properties are of considerable importance in two follo
ing aspects. First, such kind of studies can help to answer
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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question in what degree the observed transport properties
be attributed to intrinsic properties of the bulk crystal.2 Sec-
ond, under gaining enough experimental data on this ma
~combined with necessary theoretical considerations
treatments! it is possible to apply the transport measureme
not only for revealing of structural inhomogeneity, but al
for identification of specific types of surface and volume
homogeneities. Therefore, study of influence of inhomoge
ity on transport properties of cuprate oxides is of both fu
damental and applied importance.

In this communication we shall describe some new
sults of investigation of hopping conduction of single-crys
La2CuO41d with some amount of excess oxygen (dÞ0). In
the studies of high-Tc superconductivity these compound
have attracted considerable attention. The stoichiome
La2CuO4(d50) is an antiferromagnetic insulator with Ne
temperatureTN in the range 300–325 K.1,3,4 However, the
introducing of excess oxygen~as well as doping with biva-
lent metals such as Sr! leads to the violation of long-rang
antiferromagnetic order and to a transition to metallic a
superconducting states. Excess oxygen doping introduce
ditional charge carriers~holes! in Cu-O planes.5 For high
doping level (d.0.13) the superconducting transition tem
peratureTc may be as high as.50 K.6 For the range of
dopingd.0.01–0.055 the La2CuO41d compounds undergo
phase separation below room temperature into the
phases with different oxygen content: the oxygen-poor ph
is nearly stoichiometric and non-superconducting, while
oxygen-rich phase is superconducting.1,5,7–10 Depending on
the d value, the different~sometimes coexisting! supercon-
ducting phases can emerge withTc values from.20 to.45
K.1,5,7–11

It is known that low-temperature conduction of nea
stoichiometric La2CuO41d occurs by variable-range hoppin
~VRH! of localized holes12–15 and can be fitted well to
Mott’s formula @with temperature dependence of resistan
R}exp(T0 /T)1/4#. In Refs. 14 and 15 it was found that th
transition from VRH to simple activation conductio
R}exp(D/kT) occurs at temperatures below 20 K~the similar
effect was described also before in Ref. 13!. In Refs. 14 and
15 this effect was explained by the influence of sample
homogeneity, namely, by the presence of superconduc
inclusions in the insulating sample due to phase separatio
La2CuO41d . As was mentioned in Ref. 2, in each case wh
some exotic transport behavior of cuprate oxides is fou
the reason for it should be sought primarily in the possi
influence of inhomogeneity. Our new experimental resu
support~as we believe! this point of view. We have observe
the unusual non-linear behavior of hopping conduction
single-crystal La2CuO41d : at low applied voltages~in con-
ditions where the influence of electric field and~or! electron
heating effect on VRH can be neglected! the resistance
strongly increases with increasing of applied voltage
T&20 K, but decreases with voltage increasing at tempe
tures above 20 K. This unusual non-Ohmic behavior is
tributed to inhomogeneity of sample, namely, to the enri
ment of sample surface with oxygen during the course of
heat treatment of the sample in helium and air atmosph
before measurements. At low enough temperature~below
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'20 K! the surface layer with increased oxygen concen
tion is presumed to consist of disconnected superconduc
regions in a poorly conducting~dielectric! matrix.

2. SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENT

We have studied the hopping conduction of the sa
single-crystal sample of La2CuO41d as in Refs. 14 and 15
but with reduced and inhomogeneous oxygen content in i
a result of the heat treatment in helium gas and air outlin
below. The original sample or, as it is better to say, t
original state of this sample, is characterized byTN.230 K
and d'0.005.14,15 For reducing the oxygen content th
sample was annealed in a furnace in an atmosphere of he
at T.330 °C for two hours. It was rather slowly coole
thereafter~about 4 h! in the same inert atmosphere. It
known that annealing in inert gas atmosphere is a very
fective way to reduce the oxygen content in cuprate oxide12

The resistance of the sample after this procedure~measured
by a standard four-probe technique! has appeared however t
be too high~about 1.7 kV! for intended study of the hopping
conduction at low temperatures~down to about 5 K!. There-
fore it was additionally annealed in air atT.330 °C for 2.5
h and~for lowering the contact resistance! at T.80 °C for 2
h. As a result of such heat and gas treatment, the oxy
content in single-crystal sample was reduced significan
This is evidenced by an increase of Ne´el temperatureTN

from 230 to 290 K and very large rise~of more than three
order of magnitude at liquid helium temperatures! in resis-
tance~see Figs. 1 and 2, in which the temperature dep
dences of magnetic susceptibility and resistance are sh
for the original state of the sample and for the state a
above-described gas and heat treatment!. The rather high
crystal quality of sample investigated is characterized by
high anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility~Fig. 1!.

The sample studied has dimensions approxima
33332 mm. For resistance measurement the thin gold c
tact wires were connected to the sample by a silver ep
paste which was hardened atT.80 °C for 2 h. The measur
ing direct currentI was parallel to the Cu-O planes. Tw
techniques were used in resistance measurements:~i! A stan-
dard four-probe technique when sample resistance was
than'4•106 V; ~ii ! Two-probe technique for higher samp
resistances. For both techniques, actually, theI –V character-
istics were measured with applied voltage varyingU ~voltage
controlled regime!. From these data we shall present belo
the obtained dependencesR(T,U) and I (U).

In measurements of high-resistive semiconduct
samples with non-Ohmic effects it is important to take in
account the possible influence of contact resistances. C
cerning our sample, we can say the following on this po
First, both of the~four-probe and two-probe! techniques give
the same behavior ofI –V curves and very similar values o
the resistanceR5U/I ~as a rule, the difference is not mor
than about 2%! in the resistance range 23105– 4•106 V.
This range corresponds approximately to the tempera
range 15–25 K. Second, the special estimation of influe
of contact resistances~using different contact places o
short-circuiting wires! at R>109 V ~this corresponds to
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibilityx in the
magnetic fieldH50.83 T of the single-crystal sample of the La2CuO41d in
the initial state~d! and after the outlined heat treatment in helium and
~s!. The quantityxc corresponds to the measurements in a magnetic fi
parallel to the crystallographic axisc ~the unit cell corresponds to the crys
tallographicBmabstructure in whicha,b,c, c being the tetragonal axis!.
The dependencesxc(T) are represented by two upper curves. The quan
xab is the susceptibility in a magnetic field parallel to Cu-O planes~two
bottom curves!. The positions of maximums ofx(T) dependences corre
spond to Ne´el temperatureTN .

FIG. 2. The dependences of the resistanceR ~on logarithmic scale! on T21/4

of the sample in initial state~curve1! and after the outlined heat treatme
in helium and air~curve 2!. The dependences were registered at app
voltageU525 V.
temperature below 10 K! has shown that the ratio of conta
resistance to measured sample resistance is less than
All this implies ~as we believe! that the contact resistance ha
not much influence on reliability of the obtained results.

The I –V curves and resistance were also recorded i
magnetic fieldH ~with magnitude up to 5 T! in the tempera-
ture range 5–40 K. The magnetic field was directed along
Cu-O planes at the right angle to the measuring current.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We found that hopping conduction of sample inves
gated follows the Mott’s law of VRH closely:

R}expS T0

T D 1/4

, ~1!

whereT0.6.4•106 K. It can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3 th
this law holds for broad temperature range~10–300 K! in
which the resistance is varied up over 7 orders of magnitu
The same exponentialR(T) dependence in nearly stoichio
metric La2CuO41d was found previously in Refs. 12–15 bu
in not as wide temperature and resistance ranges as in pr
study. In the theory of VRH the fractional exponent in E
~1! is written in general form asa51/(D11) whereD is the
system dimensionality.16 Therefore, the casea51/4, ob-
served in our and previous studies, corresponds to the be
ior of a three-dimensional system. This seems to be cont
to the commonly accepted belief that the cuprate oxides w
layered perovskite structure, in which the Cu-O planes
the main conducting units, should behave as electronic q
two-dimensional systems.17–19 If this is the case, the VRH
behavior should be two-dimensional witha51/3, and this
was indeed observed in some cuprate oxides.17,18 However,
as shown in Ref. 5, in La2CuO41d owing to special characte
of the excess oxygen as interstitial atom with weak oxyg

r
d

d

FIG. 3. The dependences of the resistanceR ~on logarithmic scale! on T21/4

of the sample studied at different magnitudes of applied voltage.
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oxygen bonding a hole transfer between Cu-O planes
likely. Therefore, the VRH of this compound behaves
that of a three-dimensional system: In passing it should
mentioned that this is not true for Sr or Ba doped La2CuO41d

systems which remain quasi two-dimensional.5

At T&20 K, we observed very large deviations ofR(T)
dependence from Mott’s law~Fig. 3! which are determined
by non-Ohmic effects in the sample conduction. In this te
perature range the resistance rise with decreasing temp
ture is much less than the prediction of Eq.~1! and at low
enough temperatures the resistance does not increase
@approaches some constant value or even decreases wit
creasing temperature at fairly low voltage~Fig. 4!#. The de-
viation temperature below which the appreciable deviati
of this type take place decreases as the voltageU increases.
A quite unusual and unexpected behavior for semicondu
in VRH regime of conduction is connected with this: at lo
enough temperature (T&20 K) the resistance increases wi
U increasing~Fig. 3!. Indeed, it is well known16 that conduc-
tivity in this regime can only increase with the applied ele
tric field E which ~when it is large enough! enhances the
electron hopping probability. For not very largeE values
~eELc,kT, whereLc is the localization length!, the effect
of electric field on resistance can be described by the follo
ing expression:16

R~T,E!5R0~T!expS 2
eErhg

kT D , ~2!

whereR0(T) is the resistance forE→0 @described by Eq.
~1!#; r h is the mean hopping distance;g is a factor of the

FIG. 4. A selection of dependences of resistanceR ~on logarithmic scale! on
T21/4 presented on an enlarged scale as compared with Fig. 3. They
onstrate the peculiarities ofR(T) behavior at low temperature range at d
ferent magnitudes of applied voltage. It can be seen that at high voltag
resistance saturates with decreasing temperature, but at low enough v
it decreases with decreasing temperature.
is
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order of unity. It follows from Eq.~2! that at low enough
field (E!kT/eLc) the resistance does not depend onE; that
is, Ohm’s law holds. With increasingE and decreasingT the
influence of the electric field must be enhanced and lead
decreasing inR with increasingE; that is quite contrary to
what we have observed~Fig. 3!.

The unusual behavior ofR(U) that has been described
one of the major non-Ohmic effects that we have observ
Before trying to explain it we should, however, present mo
a general picture of non-Ohmic effects found inI –V char-
acteristics and the correspondingR(U) dependences o
sample investigated~Figs. 5–7!. At low enough voltage the
resistance behavior was found to be non-Ohmic in the en
temperature range investigated~from 5 K to room tempera-
ture!, but atT&20 K the resistance increases with increas
U ~as was shown above! whereas atT*20 K it decreases
with increasingU ~Figs. 6 and 7!.1! These unusualR(U)
dependences at low voltage and the radical difference
tween them below and aboveT'20 K are keys to under-
standing the conducting state of sample investigated and
be considered more thoroughly below. At higher voltage
I (U) andR(U) behaviors are basically the same for all tem
perature range investigated. That is, in some intermed
range of voltage the Ohm law is true and at maximal appl
voltage~about 10 V or more! the resistance decreases wi
increasingU ~Figs. 5–7!. As was mentioned above, this typ
of transition from Ohmic to non-Ohmic regime of condu
tion at increasing of applied voltage is quite common
semiconductors with VRH and is attributed to the influen
of the applied electric field.16 We believe that this is also tru
for the sample studied and we can substantiate it with so
numerical estimates using the Eq.~2!. Indeed, it is

m-

he
age

FIG. 5. A set ofI –V curves~in logarithmic coordinates! for different tem-
peratures.
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known12,28 that electron localization lengthLc in nearly sto-
ichiometric La2CuO41d is about 0.8–1.0 nm. Taking into
account that the mean hopping distancer h in VRH regime of
conduction is greater thanLc ~say by a factor of 2 or 3!, and
using the above-indicated sample dimensions, it is eas
see that the electric field effect on hopping conduction
negligible (eErhg/kT!1) not only in low-voltage range
where the above-mentioned non-linearI (U) behavior and
unusual R(U) dependences were observed, but also
higher-voltage range, where Ohmic behavior takes pla

FIG. 6. A set of voltage dependences of resistanceR ~in logarithmic coor-
dinates! for the same temperatures as in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. The semilogarithmic plots of voltage dependences of resistanR
for two temperatures above 100 K.
to
s

n
e.

Only for the highest applied voltage~10 V and more! may
the quantityeErhg/kT be about 0.1 and, hence, the influen
of electric fieldE can be appreciable in accordance with E
~2!. This can explain the resistance decrease withU increase
at highest applied voltage~Figs. 5–7!. In addition, at fairly
high field the heating effect is possible at low temperatur
This can also lead to the resistance decrease with increa
U.

The magnetoresistance~MR! of sample studied was
found to have appreciable and rather high magnitude o
belowT.10 K. It was negative at high voltage range, but
low voltage (U&0.1 V) the MR becomes positive at low
enough temperatures~Figs. 8 and 9!. The negative MR is
quite common for insulating La2CuO41d samples and may
be determined by different mechanisms,13–15,21 which we
will not discuss here in detail. As far as we know, the po
tive MR in insulating La2CuO41d was not observed. Theo
retically this phenomenon is considered, however, as q
possible in the VRH regime of conduction and is associa
with the shrinking of the impurity wave function in a mag
netic field.22 In this connection we have calculated the po
sible value of MR using the appropriate equation in Ref.
for the case of ‘‘weak’’ magnetic field~LH@Lc , where
LH5(\eH)1/2 is the magnetic length!:

ln
R~H !

R~0!
5t1S Lc

LH
D 4S T0

T D 3/4

, ~3!

where t155/2016. We have obtained the results th
ln@R(H)/R(0)# is about 0.003 forH54 T. This is much less
than the experimental value of ln@R(H)/R(0)#.0.2 ~Fig. 9!.
We believe, therefore, that the observed positive MR is
determined by the mechanism proposed in Ref. 22.

From the above discussion it appears that the conduc
behavior of sample studied at high voltage range, in parti
lar, the transition from Ohmic to non-Ohmic regime of co
duction with U increasing, is quite consistent with know
properties of semiconductors. This is not the case, howe
for the observed non-linear effects in low-voltage range. T

FIG. 8. The dependences of resistanceR ~on logarithmic scale! on T21/4 at
U5300 mV registered in a magnetic fieldsH50 and 2.45 T.
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raises the two main questions:~i! why do non-Ohmic effects
take place at all at so low voltage@in conditions where the
influence of electric field and~or! Joule heating on VRH can
be neglected#? ~ii ! what is the cause of the radical differen
between non-Ohmic effects below and aboveT'20 K in this
voltage range? What is more, the observed transition fr
negative to positive MR at decreasingU should also be con
sidered. After examination of obtained results and taking i
account the known properties of cuprate oxides we arriv

FIG. 9. The temperature dependences of resistanceR(T) at H50 and at
some constant magnitudes ofH. These dependences were registered at
ferent applied voltagesU: 1 V ~a!; 100 mV ~b!; 70 mV ~c!.
m

o
at

the conclusion that the sample inhomogeneity, namely,
face enrichment with oxygen may be responsible for the
served non-linear conduction effects. For the rest of the
per we shall present the points substantiating this conclus

First of all we would like to point out that as the result
the above-described heat treatment of the sample in he
and air~see Sec. 2! the oxygen concentration at the surfa
of sample may be considerably higher than in central~inner!
region of it. Indeed, the first step of the treatment was
annealing in helium gas. This should cause12 an effective
reduction in oxygen content in the sample. However,
second step was an annealing in air~partly for the purpose of
reducing contact resistance! and this could definitely caus
the oxygen enrichment of sample’s surface region. This
quite possible if after the helium treatment the oxygen c
centration in the sample was low enough. Consider in t
connection once again the temperature dependence o
magnetic susceptibilityx(T) of sample studied~see Fig. 1!.
It can be seen that after the described heat and gas treat
the Néel temperature has increased from'230 K to'290 K.
The later value ofTN corresponds to nearly stoichiometr
La2CuO41d ~very low oxygen content!. Therefore, the hea
treatment in helium was fairly effective in reducing the
oxygen concentration. At the same time, if a considera
volume part of the sample~in our estimate 1/10 or more! has
gained some additional oxygen after the heat treatment in
this should be reflected in the form of thex(T) curves as
well. However, any marked evidence of sample inhomo
neity in this curves, can not be seen. There is only one
tinct peak inx(T) dependence. But it should be taken in
account that in the case, when only fairly thin surface la
has increased oxygen concentration, the influence of it
x(T) dependence may be quite negligible. It should be a
noted that the marked difference between the surface
inner oxygen content is rather common for the La2CuO41d

and other cuprate oxides.2,6 For example, in Ref. 6 in
La2CuO41d films, which were oxidized in ozone gas, th
increased oxygen concentration in surface layer was fou
Taking all this into account and considering the peculiarit
of sample treatment we shall assume in the following that
surface region of the sample is enriched with oxygen2!

Based on this, it is possible to give a reasonable explana
of all obtained results.

The oxygen-enriched surface layer of sample can
dergo a phase separation1,5,6–10with the resulting formation
of considerable volume fraction of superconducting phase
this case the surface layer would consist of disconnected
perconducting regions in a poorly conducting~dielectric!
matrix. We believe, that the critical temperatureTc of super-
conducting phase is about 20 K in the case being conside
It is at this temperature that the radical change in the n
linear behavior of conduction takes place~Figs. 5 and 6!.3!

Consider, at first, the conduction belowT.20 K. In the
specified conditions, for driving electric field the system pr
vides at least two main channels for the response: the l
resistive surface layer~with disconnected superconductin
regions! and high-resistive core. The measured conductiv
of these composite system should be much higher than
‘‘intrinsic’’ conductivity of the core. The increasingU leads

-
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to the increase in the current and this must induce the
pression of the surface superconductivity and, hence, the
creasing of the sample resistance. This corresponds to
observedR(U) behavior in low-voltage range~Figs. 3, 5,
and 6!.

One of the obvious reasons for the superconductiv
depression at increasingU is the increase in the current de
sity ~this leads to a reduction inTc!. However, in this case
the possible influence of Joule heating in low-resistive s
face layer on the conductivity of whole system must not
ruled out since the Joule heat~as well as current! is much
more in this layer than in the core. It is known that Jou
heating plays a crucial role in the breakdown of superc
ductivity in composite or inhomogeneous superconductor24

The Joule heating may result~among other things! in resis-
tive domains and negative differential conductance.24 The
latter can be actually seen in the measuredI –V characteris-
tics at low enough temperatures~Fig. 5!. It cannot be ex-
cluded that the observed negative differential conductanc
connected with some of the mechanisms of heat breakd
of superconductivity described in Ref. 24. The results
tained do not provide reason enough to consider this ques
in detail. In any case, however, we believe that increasinU
leads to superconductivity depression and, hence, to the
sistance increase.

The magnetic field should also reduce the supercond
tivity. In this connection the observed positive MR at low
voltage range and the transition to negative MR with incre
ing U ~Fig. 9! can be considered as an important argumen
support the existence of oxygen-enriched surface layer~with
superconducting inclusions! in the sample. A close look a
Fig. 9,c shows that when the temperature drops, the MR
first negative and then becomes positive. It is significant t
the positive MR is combined with decreasing resistance w
decreasing temperature atH50, whereas the negative MR i
combined with increasing resistance as the temperature
creases. The resistance decrease with decreasing tempe
takes place only at low-voltage range where surface su
conductivity is not depressed~Fig. 9, see also Fig. 4!. This
decrease can be explained by enhancing of Josephson
pling within some confined groups of superconducting
gions with decreasing temperature. Such an effect is q
typical for granular metals in which the competition of th
hopping conduction and Josephson coupling takes plac25

All these effects~especially, the positive MR combined wit
resistance decreasing with decreasing temperature! can be
considered as a direct evidence of superconductivity effec
the sample studied.

It is reasonable to expect that at high enough voltage
surface superconductivity will be depressed completely a
which the non-linear conductance of the whole system wo
change over to Ohmic behavior~Figs. 5 and 6!. At the high-
est applied voltage the non-linear behavior appears again
the reasons that we have mentioned above.

Above T.20 K, where the superconductivity effec
should not take place, the non-linear behavior of conduc
at low-voltage range still remains. It is weaker than atT
,20 K, and appears in radically changed form: the res
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tance decreases with increasingU ~Figs. 6 and 7!, at high
enough voltage the resistance seems to saturate, that is
transition to Ohmic behavior occurs~Fig. 5!. This type of
non-linearity can also be adequately explained in the con
of our main conjecture~oxygen-enriched surface layer!. The
low-resistive surface layer is inhomogeneous. It consists
disconnected~dispersed! high-conducting regions in dielec
tric matrix. Generally the surface layer would constitute
percolation system with tunneling~or hopping! between dis-
connected conducting regions. It is just the tunneling tha
responsible for the non-linearity of this type of compos
system.26,27 The distinctive feature of these systems is t
transition from non-Ohmic to Ohmic behavior of conductio
at increasing applied electric field~or temperature!. The tran-
sition of this type was observed on Ag particles in KCl m
trix 28 and in a semicontinuous gold film near the percolat
threshold29. In Ref. 29 such behavior was attributed~in line
with theory of Ref. 30! to an increase in the probability o
tunneling with increasing applied voltageU or temperature.
The percolation approach of Refs. 26 and 27 leads to es
tially the same result. Thus we believe that the obser
change-over from non-linear conductance to Ohmic beha
at low-voltage range~Fig. 5–7! with increasingU is con-
nected with the percolating structure of the oxygen-enrich
surface layer and should be attributed to theoretical mec
nisms similar those of Refs. 26, 27, and 30. Once the c
duction of this layer becomes Ohmic beyond some volta
the behavior of the whole sample also becomes Ohmic u
the highest voltage, where the influence of electric field~or
Joule heating! on hopping conduction becomes perceptibl

In conclusion, it may be said that our conjection abo
the oxygen-enriched surface layer enables us to explain
the observed unusual non-linear effects and magnetore
tance behavior of studied sample of La2CuO41d. The results
obtained demonstrate that the transport properties of cup
oxides may be determined to an essential degree by s
tural or stoichiometric inhomogeneities. This circumstan
should be taken into account at evaluation of^quality& of
high-temperature superconductors on the basis of trans
properties.

We are very grateful to S. I. Shevchenko for critic
reading of the manuscript and helpful comments.

*E-mail: belevtsev@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!Owing to the logarithmic scales in Fig. 6 the important peculiarities of

R(U) behavior at temperatures above 100 K cannot be seen. Becau
this, some examples ofR(U) dependences in this temperature range
shown more clearly in Fig. 7 using semilogarithmic coordinates.

2!The possible influence of this type of inhomogeneity on the conduc
will be considered below. We exclude the phase separation in the i
part of sample as other source of inhomogeneity. Indeed, the Ne´el tem-
peratureTN'290 K for the sample studied means thatd<0.003.10,23 This
value ofd is far outside of thed range~betweend50.01 andd50.055! in
which the phase separation occurs1,5,7–10,23.

3!The stable superconducting phase withTc520 K can emerge due to phas
separation of La2CuO41d at rather low oxygen doping level~d50.01!.11
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On the existence of long-range magnetic order in two-dimensional easy-plane magnets
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A consistent phenomenological approach is used to show that a true long-range order can exist
in two-sublattice two-dimensional antiferromagnets~AFM! and ferrites closed to the
compensation point. The effect is due to the long-range component of dipole forces. A similar
result was obtained earlier for ferromagnets by Maleev@Sov. Phys. JETP43, 1240~1976!#,
who suggested that the Mermin–Wagner theorem may not be valid for interactions decreasing in
proportion to 1/R3 or more slowly. It is found that the effect exists in the case of magnets
with completely identical sublattices~AFM! only due to some types of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya
interaction. For example, it is observed for AFM with an even~in Turov’s sense! principal
axis and is absent otherwise. For a magnet with nonidentical sublattices, the effect can take place
only for ferrites, i.e., for sublattices that are not compensated in the exchange approximation.
The effect of stabilization of long-range order disappears at the point of compensation of magnetic
moment. If this point does not coincide with the point of compensation of spin angular
momentum, the intensities of fluctuations are nonmonotonic functions of temperature. The obtained
estimates for the phase transition temperature are compared with experimental results.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00811-1#
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It was shown in the classical works by Bloch1 and by
Mermin and Wagner2 that, in two-dimensional magnet
whose ground state is characterized by continuous de
eracy~as, for example, in isotropic and easy-plane models
magnets!, thermal fluctuations violate the long-range ma
netic order at indefinitely small but finite temperature
Berezinskii,3 as well as Kosterlitz and Thouless4 proved that
such systems can exhibit only quasi-long-range order at t
peraturesT,TBKT , whereTBKT}S2J is the phase-transition
temperature,J the exchange integral, andS atomic spin.

However, the conclusion on the impossibility of a tru
long-range order in two-dimensional magnets was dra
only for short-range potentials decreasing with distance
rate higher than 1/R3. The magnetic dipole–dipole interac
tion whose energy decreases with distance as 1/R3 does not
satisfy the conditions of the Mermin–Wagner theo
Maleev5 was the first to pay attention to this circumstanc
He proved that consistent inclusion of the dipole–dipole
teraction in isotropic ferromagnets~FM! leads to a root dis-
persion relation for magnons (v}Ak), and hence to stabili-
zation of the long-range magnetic order at fin
temperatures.

The interest in two-dimensional magnetism increas
considerably after the refinement of the technology
obtaining monolayered structures with a high structu
accuracy.6–8 The Langmuir–Blodgett method was used
obtain true two-dimensional antiferromagnetic~AFM! of the
type of manganese stearate.9 However, a theoretical descrip
tion of two-dimensional magnetism was proposed only
FM.5,6 It was noted above that this description is based t
8231063-777X/98/24(11)/8/$15.00
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considerable extent on the inclusion of the dipole–dipole
teraction which is inherent in ferromagnets. The magne
dipole–dipole interaction of spins naturally exists in AFM
well, but this interaction is usually neglected in an analy
of AFM since the spins of the sublattices in AFM are com
pensated in the exchange approximation.10–13,15–18On the
other hand, the contribution of the dipole–dipole interacti
can appear in AFM due to noncollinearity of sublattices, b
direct analysis based on microscopic spin Hamiltonian5,6 is
quite cumbersome. A theoretical explanation of tw
dimensional antiferromagnetism was proposed for the fi
time in our brief communication,19 where it was proved tha
the long-range magnetic order in Langmuir–Blodgett film
of the type of manganese stearate (Mn(C18H35O2)2) with an
easy-plane anisotropy is stabilized due to the long-ra
component of dipole forces. It should be noted that this re
was obtained only for a specific type of the Dzyaloshinsk
Moriya interaction typical of this material.

In this paper, we develop the simple phenomenologi
approach proposed earlier19 to explain two-dimensional mag
netism and the role of dipole–dipole interaction in establi
ing the long-range magnetic order in AFM and generalize
for several different magnetic models. In Sec. 1, we consi
the simplest case of a two-dimensional easy-plane ferrom
net. A good agreement between the results obtained her
the basis of the phenomenological approximation and ca
lations using the exact method of spin Hamiltonian of t
dipole–dipole interaction demonstrates the correctness o
phenomenological approach.

In the following sections, two-sublattice models a
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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analyzed for which the exact method is inapplicable. In S
2, the model of a magnet with two compensated sublattice
considered~i.e., the case of antiferromagnetic ordering!. The
results of theoretical analysis of the phase transition temp
ture are compared with experimental data. In Sec. 3, sim
results are obtained for a two-dimensional easy-plane fe
close to the compensation point.

1. PHENOMENOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF DIPOLE–DIPOLE
INTERACTION. FERROMAGNET

The energy of magnetic dipole–dipole interaction in t
phenomenological description can be presented as the su
two terms. The first term associated with interaction betw
nearest neighbors gives in the case of a two-dimensio
magnet only a positive correction to the constant of uniax
anisotropy, i.e., forms anisotropy of the ‘‘easy plane’’ type6

The second term corresponding to the long-range compo
of magnetic dipole forces can be written in the phenome
logical approximation in terms of the so-called demagne
ing field Hm as follows10:

Wd52~1/2!aE dxdy~M•Hm!, ~1!

wherea is the film thickness, and integration is carried out
the plane of the film. The demagnetizing fieldHm is defined
by the magnetostatic equations

div Hm524p div M , curl Hm50 ~2!

taking appropriate boundary conditions into account. In
three-dimensional case, the solution of Eqs.~2! is well
known:

Hm52“E dr 8@M ~r 8!•“8#
1

ur2r 8u
, ~3!

wheredr 85dx8dy8dz8; “ and“8 are the gradient operator
in the variablesr and r 8, respectively. Phenomenologic
analysis of the contribution from dipole–dipole interacti
will be carried out on the basis of an approximate but sim
and~which is most important! universal model. We conside
a two-dimensional magnet in the form of a very thin contin
ous magnetic film of thicknessa with the normal along the
z-axis, in which magnetization is a function of only two var
ablesx andy. In order to obtain the result in compact form
we introduce the following notation:Hm5(Hm

(s) , Hm
z ), M

5(M (s), M2), where the vectorsHm
(s)5(Hm

x , Hm
y ) and

M (s)5(Mx, M y) lie in the plane of the film. Integrating in
~3! with respect to the variablez from 2a/2 to 1a/2, we
obtain the required result for the two-dimensional case,
demagnetizing field being expressed in terms of magnet
tion M :

Hm
~s!~x,y!5“ i

~s!E
2`

` E
2`

`

dx8dy8@Mi
~s!~x2x8, y2y8!

3f1~x8, y8!#, ~4!

5E
2`

` E
2`

`

dx8dy8M ~z!~x2x8, y2y8! f 2~x8, y8!,
c.
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where

r5~x,y!, r 85~x8,y8!,

f1~x,y!5ar r 22~r 21a2/4!21/2,

f 2~x,y!52a~r 21a2/4!23/2,

“

~s!5S ]

]x
,

]

]yD .

These expressions can be used in principle for an an
sis of linear as well as nonlinear magnetization dynam
These formulas were used by Kovalevet al.13 for an analysis
of small-amplitude solitons; in this case, integral equatio
must be analyzed in actual practice. In our case of lin
oscillations, calculations can be carried out completely
using the spatial Fourier transform. WritingM5M01dM ,
whereM0 corresponds to the ground state anddM to small
deviations from it, we can easily write the energy of ma
netic dipole– dipole interaction in terms of Fourier comp
nentsdM k :

W52pa(
k

1

uku ~k•dM k!~k•dM2k!. ~5!

The nonanalyticity appearing in this formula is due
the long-range nature of the magnetic dipole–dipole inter
tion. The physical reason behind the nonanalyticity is qu
clear. Let us consider a spin wave in any magnet, which
accompanied by oscillations of total magnetization in t
direction of the wave vector of the wave. In this case,
quantity div(dM )Þ0, and since divM plays the role of the
source of the fieldHm ~‘‘magnetic charge’’! in magnetostatic
equations, the wave is accompanied by oscillations of
field Hm . The range of localization of the field along th
z-axis is determined by the wavelengthl'2p/k, and hence
the corresponding energy contains the factor 1/uku. It should
be noted that thez-component of magnetization does not le
to such a singularity since the corresponding fieldHm for l
@a is virtually localized within the film. It should also be
emphasized that the form of expression~5! does not depend
on the type of magnetic ordering; it is valid for ferromagne
as well as compensated antiferromagnets or weak ferrom
nets. Only the notation for the total magnetizationdM with a
corresponding dynamic variable changes~see Sec. 2!.

In order to verify the approximation introduced abo
and to compare the result with the available exact data,5,6 we
obtain the magnon spectrum in a ferromagnet. Taking i
account~5! and ordinary terms, viz., the exchange ener
A(¹M )2 (A}JS2) and the easy-plane anisotropy ener
KMz

2 , we can write the Hamiltonian of a two-dimension
easy-plane ferromagnet in the quadratic approximation in
form

H5(
k

$Ak2dM k̇dM2k1K~dMz!k~dMz!2k

2a~p/k!~k•dM k!~k•dM2k!%.

Using this expression, we can obtain the dispersion rela
for spin waves in the standard manner~using the Landau–
Lifshitz equation or the expression fordM k in terms of spin
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wave operators, see Refs. 10 and 11!. The root modification
of the dispersion relation fork→0 is due to corrections as
sociated with nonlocal dipole–dipole interaction~5!:

«k→2m0@~HKHdip/4!ka sin2 wk1~2A/M0!k2#1/2, ~6!

whereHK52K/M0 is the anisotropy field,Hdip54pM0 in-
dicated the field of dipole forces, andwk the angle between
the wave vector and the equilibrium direction of magneti
tion.

This result coincides~to within a factor close to unity,
appearing in formulas when the lattice discreteness is ta
into consideration! with the exact result obtained by Maleev5

and Bruno6 on the basis of the microscopic Hamiltonian
dipole– dipole interaction in the two-dimensional discre
spin lattice.

With account of the root modification of the dispersio
relation for magnons, the average fluctuation of magnet
tion DM (T) becomes finite, indicating the stabilization
the long-range magnetic order. In order to calculate the va
of this quantity, we must know the coefficientDk of spin
deviation for a ferromagnet, which can be easily obtain
from the coefficients of theu–v transformation.5,6 However,
we shall describe another method of calculation ofDk ,
which is simpler for an analysis of multisublattice magn
and will be required in subsequent analysis.

We supplement the Hamiltonian with the termD52M
•Hext corresponding to the energy of a ferromagnet in
external field.~It should be emphasized that we are speak
only of a formal approach simplifying calculations. Accor
ingly, we must makeHext tend to zero in final results.! We
shall use the formula for the average thermal fluctuation
magnetic moment which is well known from the FM
thermodynamics,10 i.e.,

DM ~T!52
1

~2p!2 (
i
E dk

]« i~k,Hext!

]Hext

3@exp~« i~k!/T!21#21 ~7!

~in the case of multisublattice magnets, summation is car
out over all branches of spin waves!. Comparing the above
expression and formula~23! from Ref. 6, it can be readily
seen that the coefficientDk is defined by the quantity
]« i(k,Hext)/]Hext whose value can be calculated easily. Th
approach is very productive in a more complex case of m
tisublattice magnets, when the alternative calculations of
coefficients of the generalized Bogoliubovu–v transforma-
tion is very cumbersome.11

Thus, the phenomenological approach can be rega
as quite adequate for the microscopic approach for the g
type of problems. The application of the phenomenologi
approximation becomes necessary in more complex t
sublattice models. The calculation ofDM (T) by formula~7!
can be carried out analytically only to logarithmic accura
in the small parameterM0Hdip /A. In this approximation, the
exact value of the coefficient ofAka is immaterial since the
results calculated by using the phenomenological appro
literally coincide with those obtained earlier.5,6
-
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2. THE ROLE OF DIPOLE–DIPOLE INTERACTION IN
ESTABLISHING LONG-RANGE MAGNETIC ORDER IN TWO-
DIMENSIONAL EASY-PLANE ANTIFERROMAGNETS

In the description of AFM, it is convenient to introduc
the normalized vectors of magnetizationm and antiferro-
magnetisml:

m5
Sn1Sn1a

2S
, 15

Sn2Sn1a

2S
,

where the translation vectorn defines spins of only one sub
lattice, anda is the set of minimum vectors of translatio
between atoms of the first and second sublattices. The
torsm andl satisfy the conditionsm• l50, m21 l 251. In the
continual approximation, these vectors depend on continu
spatial variable, while the total magnetization of the AFM
defined by the formulaM52M0m, whereM0 is the magne-
tization of one sublattice.

The presence of two sublattices creates the main d
culty in the description of AFM~as compared to FM!. In the
semiclassical approach, we must consider equations for
dynamic vectorsSn , Sn1a or m, l. In the standard method o
introduction of magnon operators, we have to use the ge
alized u–v transformation containing four operators. Man
difficulties can be avoided by going over to thes-model for
the vectorl ~see reviews in Ref. 12!. The Lagrangian in the
s-model for a two-dimensional easy-plane AFM has t
form L5L02Wd , whereWd has the meaning of the long
range component of the dipole–dipole interaction energy
before, andL0 is the standard Lorentz-invariant Lagrangia

L05E dxdyH AF 1

c2 S ] l

]t D
2

2~“ l!2G2Kl z
2J .

In this formula,xy is the plane of the film coinciding
with the easy plane of the AFM,c the velocity of spin waves
(c252g2A/x, wherex is the magnetic susceptibility of th
AFM!, and the easy-plane anisotropy constantK.0 is renor-
malized taking into account the short-range component
the dipole–dipole interaction. In thes-model, the magneti-
zationM in the AFM is not an independent dynamic variab
and can be expressed in terms ofl and its time derivatives:

M52
x

g F l3
dl

dtG1x@H01HD2 l$~H01HD!• l%#. ~8!

HereH0 is the external magnetic field,HD the Dzyaloshin-
skii field, HD

i 5Dikl k ; g52m0 /\ the gyromagnetic ratio,
and the form of the tensorDik is determined by the magneti
symmetry of the crystal.

Formula ~8! is written taking into account the gener
form of the Dzyaloshinskii– Moriya energy which is chose
in the form

WD52M0E dxdyDikM i l k . ~9!

Let us go over to the angles characterizing the direct
of the vector l: l z5cosu, lx1il y5sinu exp(iw). Assuming
that u5p/2 andw50 in the ground state, we can introduc
the field variablesq and w, whereq5p/22u,q!1, and
w!1. In order to analyze thermal fluctuations of the mome
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in the approximation of noninteracting spin waves, we int
duce canonic field pairs: (q,w) and conjugate field moment
(Pq ,Pw), respectively. Taking into account only quadra
terms, we can easily obtain from the LagrangianL0

Pq5~2A/c2!]q/]t, Pw5~2A/c2!]w/]t. ~10!

Using these formulas, we can determine the Hamilton
H0 corresponding to the LagrangianL0 . The small correc-
tion term Hd in the total HamiltonianH5H01Hd of spin
waves is due to the dipole–dipole interaction and is equa
the energyWd expressed in terms of canonic variabl
~10!.14

Let us first consider the spectrum of spin waves a
calculate the rms fluctuations of the antiferromagnetism v
tor disregardingWd . Carrying out the two-dimensional Fou
rier transformation in the wave vectork5(kx ,ky), i.e.,

~q,w!5
1

AV
(

k
~Qk ,qk!eik–r,

~Pq ,Pw!5
1

AV
(

k
~Pk ,pk!eik–r,

we obtain the HamiltonianH0 in canonic form:

H05(
k

c2

2A
~PkP2k1pkp2k!

1(
k

A

c2 ~Vk
2QkQ2k1vk

2qkq2k!. ~11!

Here V is the volume of the system, andVk5cAk21K/A
and vk5cuku are the frequencies of two spin branches,
first branch corresponding to oscillations ofl perpendicular
to the plane of the film, and the second—to oscillations ol
in the plane of the film. Since the Hamiltonian is written
canonic form, we can easily find mean fluctuations of fie
variablesq and w. For this purpose, we use the standa
formulas for averaging Bose operators:

^q1q2&5\c2n1d~112!/2Av1 ,

^Q1Q2&5\c2N1d~112!/2AV1 ,
~12!

^p1p2&52A\n1d~112!v1 /c2,

^P1P2&52A\N1d~112!V1 /c2.

HereN1 andn1 are Bose distribution functions for the firs
and second magnon branches, respectively, 1[k1 , while the
remaining average values are obviously equal to zero. Go
over from summation overk to integration, we can easily
find that the fluctuation ofq is finite at finite temperatures
^(Dq)2&5(T/A)ln(T/\V0), where\V0 is the activation en-
ergy. On the other hand, the corresponding integral for
activationless branch diverges logarithmically ask→0. Since
^(w)2& defines thermal fluctuations of magnetization in t
easy plane, the divergence of this quantity indicates the
sence of a long-range order at finite temperatures. Howe
the situation changes radically if we take into account
energyWd of dipole–dipole interaction.

The Hamiltonian Hd expressed in terms of canon
operators is much more cumbersome thanH0 . It generally
-

n

to

d
c-

e

g

e

b-
r,

e

contains almost all bilinear combinations of the variab
Qk , qk ,Pk , andpk . But since we are interested only in th
possible singular contribution of this term fork→0, the ex-
pression forHd can be simplified significantly.

First, we can calculateHd by taking into account only
the variablesq and p since the magnon frequency of th
branch withP andQ is finite for k→0 and makes zero con
tribution to divergence. Second, we can ignore the dyna
contribution to magnetization since it obviously contains t
magnon frequency and is small fork→0. Consequently, we
are obviously interested only in terms proportional toqk .

We can writel5 l01d l, m5m01dm, wherel0 andm0

are equilibrium values of the vectorsl andm, andd l anddm
describe their oscillations in the wave. It can easily be ve
fied that the componentd l linear in C can be written in the
form d l}(ez3 l0)C. In the approximation linear inC,dm,
and d l, we can easily find from the relationsl•m50,
l21m251 that dm52 l0(m0 , @ez3 l0#)C. Using expres-
sion ~8! for m in the static limit, we can present the magn
tization component in the plane of the film in the form

dM52M0•dm52 l0~~H1HD!, @ez3 l0# !xC.

This leads to the following simple universal expressi
for the singular component of dipole energy:

Hd5
paHD0

2 x2

4 (
k

qkq2kaukucos2 w0 .

Here cosw05(k• l0)/uku, and the following notation is intro-
duced:

HD0
5~~H1HD!, @ez ,l0# !. ~13!

The quantityHD0
introduced here plays the leading ro

in the modification of the dispersion relation for the activ
tionless branch of spin waves. IfHD0

Þ0, a root modification
of the same type as for FM appears, and hence the lo
range magnetic order is stabilized. This term appears in
Hamiltonian of the long-range component of the dipole
dipole interaction only if the magnetizationM has a compo-
nent parallel to the plane of the film. It can be seen fro
formula ~13! that, if the direction of the external fieldH is
perpendicular to the film, i.e., is such that the isotropy of
easy plane is not violated, the required contribution toM can
come only from the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction.

We begin with an analysis of the most standard form
the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction with the antisymme
ric tensorDik :

Dik5« ik jHD
~ j ! ,

and do not fix the direction of the vectorHD at this stage. It
is well known that such an interaction is of the exchang
relativistic origin,15 HD5AHKHe (HK andHe are the anisot-
ropy and exchange fields!, and does not disturb the Lorentz
invariance of thes-model. Simple calculations show that th
parameterHD0

52(ez•Hd), i.e., HD0
Þ0 only if the chosen

axis of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction is perpendic
lar to the plane of the two-dimensional magnet. This exac
corresponds to the situation when the Dzyaloshinsk
Moriya interaction does not violate the exact easy-pla
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anisotropy and continuous degeneracy of the ground sta
the magnet. In this case, the long-range order can be s
lized only due to the root modification of the dispersion
lation for the lower magnon branch.

Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that in an analysis
the stabilization of the long-range magnetic order in tw
dimensional easy-plane AFM we must take into account
long-range component of the magnetic dipole–dipole in
action as well as the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction w
an invariant of the form (mxl y2myl x). The dispersion rela-
tion for the upper branchVk changes insignificantly in this
case. The energy of the lower branch in the main appro
mation in the small parametersx andak assumes the form

\vk5\cS k21
pax2HD

2

4A
aukucos2 w0D 1/2

. ~14!

Thus, this dispersion relation for smallk has a root
modificationvk'cAuku•k* and remains linearvk'cuku for
k@k* , where

k* 5
x2HD

2 a

4A
p cos2 w0 .

It should be noted that these results are in accord w
those obtained earlier for FM,5 but the value ofk* for AFM
is considerably smaller than the corresponding paramete
FM.

Let us estimate the value of^(Dw)2& which does not
diverge in the root modification of the dispersion relatio
For this purpose, we use the method proposed in Sec.
similar calculations for a two-dimensional FM. Formally, w
supplement the Hamiltonian for AFM with the term
D52 l x•M0Hl

ext. In contrast to ferromagnets, this term
the Hamiltonian of AFM cannot be interpreted as the ene
in an external magnetic field. The dispersion relation~14! for
spin waves is modified as follows:

\vk→\cS k21
Hext

2A
1

pax2HD
2

4A
aukucos2 w0D 1/2

~the dispersion relation for the upper branch also change
the same way!. Since the equilibrium direction of the ant
ferromagnetism vector was chosen by us in the plane of
film along the x-axis, the average fluctuation ofl can be
expressed in terms of mean fluctuations of field variab
^D l x&52(1/2)̂ (Dw)2&2(1/2)̂ (Dq)2&. On the other hand
we can present̂D l x& in the form

^D l x&52
1

~2p!2 E dk
\

2M0

3S ]vk~Hext!

]Hext nk1
]Vk~Hext!

]Hext NkD ,

where the first term corresponds to the fluctuation^(Dw)2&
and the second term to the fluctuation^(Dq)2&. Since
(]vk /]Hl

ext)}1/vk , we again arrive at the formula follow
ing from ~12!.

Taking into account ~14!, we obtain for T
@(\c)x2HD

2 a2/4A
of
bi-
-

f
-
e
r-

i-

h

or

.
in

y

in

e

s:

^~Dw!2&'
2T

A
lnS TA

pa2\cx2HD
2 D .

This expression can readily be used for estimating
temperatureTC corresponding to violation of the long-rang
magnetic order if we assume qualitatively that^(Dw)2&}1
for T5TC .5,6 This leads to the following estimate forTC :
TC'A ln21(A2/p\a2cx2HD

2 ). This temperature for the sam
value of exchange integral is much lower than the cor
sponding parameter for FM; its estimated value
Mn~C18H35O2!2 leads to the result matching with the expe
mental values (TC.0.5 K).9

Concluding the section devoted to antiferromagnets,
us consider the general case of the Dzyaloshinskii–Mor
interaction leading to the emergence of the termsWD in the
energy of the magnet, which is linear in magnetizatio15

(WD5DikMi l k), where the tensorDik5Dik( l) is determined
by the magnetic crystal symmetry of the magnet. If we co
sider only such a form of the tensorDik for which the con-
tinuous degeneracy of the ground state~i.e., the isotropy of
the easy plane corresponding to the symmetryC`) is not
violated, we can prove that the case ofWD5HD(Mxl y

2M yl x) analyzed above is the only case in which the sta
lization of the long-range order due to the nonanalytic
~root modification! of the dispersion relation is manifested
pure form. Indeed, this condition corresponds to the ten
Dik including only three different components:

Dik}S D2 2D1 0

D1 D2 0

0 0 D3

D ,

whereD1 ,D2 andD3 are independent ofl.
The corresponding terms in the expression for ene

can be written as the sum of two invariants:WD5I 11I 2 ,
I 15D1(M yl x2Mxl y), I 25D2(Mxl x1M yl y)1D3Mzl z .
The first invariant was considered in this section, while t
second can exist only for two-sublattice AFM with no
equivalent sublattices. Examples of such magnets are fer
at the point of compensation or so-called weak longitudi
ferromagnets,15 in which the atomic spins in different subla
tices are equal, but their crystal environments are nonequ
lent. Strictly speaking, these magnets are not AFM ev
when the magnetizations of the sublattices are equal exa
uM1u5uM2u since their crystal symmetry group does n
contain an odd element transposing the sublattices~see Ref.
15!. In the pure easy-plane model, the only symmetry axi
C` which cannot be odd by definition. In this case, the e
pressionLzMz changes sign and is not invariant in the pre
ence of some other odd symmetry element. The inclusion
other invariants in the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interactio
which are manifested for ‘‘true’’ AFM with an odd principa
axis is a quite complicated problem. First, the inclusion
such invariants violates the initial Lorentz-invariance of t
LagrangianL0 of the s-model. Second, in the case of
consistent exclusion ofM and a transition to thes-model,
these invariants lead to anisotropy in the basal plane wit
constant of the order ofD2/d ~see for details the analysis o
these problems in Refs. 12 and 16!. An analysis of AFM
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should actually be carried out by taking into account th
two factors. Simple calculations show that the constantHD0

in ~13! for some classes of magnets differs from zero, and
frequency acquires a nonanalytic term of the ty
HD0

2 ukucos2w0. Foe example, this is true of AFM with th

symmetry 4z
(2)2x

(2)2xy
(1) ~this symmetry is inherent in

MnF2 ,CoF2 , and other magnets!. In this case, WD

5D(Mxl y1M yl x), and the constantHD0
can be written in

the form

HD0
5D@ l0 , ~ex2ey!#.

Thus, the quantityHD0
is determined by the type of th

ground state:HD0
50 for l oriented along the odd axesex and

ey , while HD0
56DA2 and differs from zero forl oriented

along the diagonal of the square. The same regularity is
typical of other AFM: forDikÞ« ik jHD

j : the constantHD0
is

determined by the orientation of the vectorl in the easy
plane.

The lowering of symmetry~both crystal and dynamic
the latter is manifested in the violation of the Lorentz inva
ance! complicates the calculation ofD l x . Lorentz invariance
is violated due to the emergence in the Lagrangian of
terms linear in]u/]t,]w/]t of the type D1(u,w)(]u/]t)
1D2(u,w)(]w/]t) ~see the table in Ref. 16!. If these invari-
ants are taken into consideration, the transition to cano
variables becomes quite complicated, and the simple for
las ~11! and ~12! are no longer applicable. However, th
does not complicate significantly the calculations ofD l x us-
ing the above-described approach with the introduction
Hl

exp.
It can be proved, however, that the main factor in the

cases is the anisotropy in the basal plane which inevita
appears for AFM withDikÞ« ik jHD j . It leads to the emer-
gence of activation in the spectrum of the lower branch a
to a deviation of the dispersion relation from the line
form for k,k

*
A , where the quantity (ak

*
A )}(agHD0

/c)
}(ak* )1/2@(ak* ). It follows hence that the inclusion of th
magnetic dipole–dipole interaction for such AFM is imm
terial. The main source for the existence of a long-ran
magnetic order in such materials is that the degeneracy o
ground state can also be discrete when anisotropy in
basal plane is taken into account.

Thus, the case when the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya ene
has the simplest formD(Mxl y2M yl x) is the only nontrivial
case for ‘‘pure’’ AFM with equivalent sublattices considere
here.

3. MAGNETS WITH NONEQUIVALENT SUBLATTICES. TWO-
DIMENSIONAL FERRITE NEAR THE COMPENSATION
POINT

We shall consider peculiarities of a magnet with tw
nonequivalent sublattices on the basis of the model of a t
sublattice easy-plane ferrite film whose state is determi
by two vectorsM1 andM2 of magnetization of sublattices
For definiteness, we chooseDM5M12M2.0. If the values
of M1 and M2 differ significantly, the dynamics of such
magnet is completely equivalent to the dynamics of a fer
e
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magnet and is described by the Landau–Lifshitz equation
the total magnetizationM5M11M2 . If, however, uM1u
'uM2u, it can be described on the basis of the modifi
s-model.17,18 The normalized antiferromagnetism vector c
be determined in the standard manner:

l5
M12M2

uM12M2u
for uM1u'uM2u

As in the case of AFM, the magnetizationM5M11M2 is a
dependent variable that can be expressed in terms of
antiferromagnetism vectorl. In the static case, we have

M5DM l1~D32D2!~ l z
2l2 l zez!. ~15!

The dynamic term has the same form as for AFM and
not given here. The second term is due to the invaria
D2(Mxl x1M yl y) and D3Mzl z . The fact that this contribu-
tion is proportional to (D32D2) is obvious since it does no
depend on the relation betweenuM1u and uM2u; M• l50 for
uM1u5uM2u, and for D35D2 these two invariants cance
out.

It should be emphasized that a magnet with nonequ
lent sublattices cannot have other invariants bilinear inMi

andMk . The emergence of terms of the type ofWD in pure
AFM is due to the presence of odd~in Turov’s sense15! ele-
ments of the crystal group, which are absence in the pre
case.

It was mentioned earlier for two-dimensional easy-pla
antiferromagnets that the root modification of the dispers
relation, taking into account the magnetic dipole–dipole
teraction is observed only provided that the nondynamic p
of magnetizationM in equilibrium has a component paralle
to the easy plane. The corresponding component ofM in
AFM appears as a result of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya
teraction. It can be seen from formula~15! that this compo-
nent for ferrites is equal toDM l, and hence appears due
nonidentity of the sublattices. The term with (D32D2) is
such that it gives a nonzero magnetization only whenl forms
an angle with the easy plane other than 0 or 90°.

The Lagrangian of the system in terms of the field va
ablesq andw has the form

L5E dxdyH a

gFDM

2
~12sin q!1x~D22D3!

3sin q cos2 qG ]w

]t
2A@~“q!21cos2 q~“w!2#

1
A

c2 F S ]q

]t D 2

1cos2 qS ]w

]t D 2G2K sin2 q2WdJ ,

where the constantsA and K of nonuniform exchange and
anisotropy are defined in the same way as in AFM, andc is
the velocity of spin waves in the ferrite. In addition to th
term which is standard in Lorentz-invariant models, this L
grangian contains terms linear in]w/]t. These terms appea
due to the difference betweenuM1u anduM2u ~‘‘ferromagnet-
ic’’ term!17 as well as due to an invariant withD2 , D3 .18 If
we take into account the dipole–dipole interaction, t
Hamiltonian of the problem acquires an additional term
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Hd5a~M12M2!2(
k

CkC2kaukusin2 w0 .

As in the case of static magnetization,, the invariant w
(D32D2) makes no contribution to the quadratic Lagran
ian for an easy-plane magnet. Consequently, its inclusio
immaterial for the calculation of the spectrum of spin wav
As regards the ‘‘ferromagnetic’’ term, it plays the leadin
role for all values ofDM except very small values (DM
,(HK /He)

1/2>1022, whereHe is the exchange field! ~see
estimates obtained in Ref. 17!.

The frequencies of the two magnon branches are defi
by the equation

@V0
2~k!2v2#@v0

2~k!2v2#5v2~gDM /x!2,

whereV0(k), v0(k) are the frequencies in the ‘‘antiferro
magnetic’’ limit for DM50. Taking into account the contri
bution of the long-range component of the dipole–dipole
teraction and the fictitious fieldHl

ext, these frequencies ar
defined as

V0~k!5c@k21K/A1~1/2!Hl
ext#1/2;

v0~k!5c@k21p~DM !2ukusin2 w0 /A1~1/2!Hl
ext#1/2,

where sin2 w05@k22(k–l)2#/k2. If, however,DMÞ0, the for-
mulas for the magnon frequenciesv1(k) andv2(k) become
more cumbersome. The ‘‘ferromagnetic’’ limit correspon
to the inequalityDM@AxK; in this case, the frequency o
the lower branchv1(k)>(x/gDM )v0(k)V0(k) and has a
root dispersion relation forHl

ext50. In this limit, the fre-
quency of the upper branchv2(k) has a very large activation
energy ~of the order of the exchange integral! and can be
ignored here. Consequently, the specific behavior assoc
with the presence of two sublattices is observed only i
narrow range ofDM for

uM12M2u<AxK>102221023.

In this region, the standard procedure of separation
canonic variables is quite cumbersome, but the introduc
of Hl

ext leads to a general formula for the contribution fro
both magnon branches to the fluctuation^D l &. Differentiat-
ing v1,2 with respect to Hl

ext and considering tha
(]v0 /]Hl

ext)}1/v0 , (]V0 /]Hl
ext)}1/V0 , we can easily

write

^D l &5
\c2

4A (
k

H F12
~gDM /x!2

F GN~v1!
1

v1

1F11
~gDM /x!2

F GN~v2!
1

v2
J ,

where v1 and v2 are the magnon frequencies,v1,v2 ;
F25@V0

2(k) 1v0
2(k)1(gDM /x)2#22 4V0

2(k)v0
2 (k); and

N(v) are occupation numbers for magnons from the t
branches. It should be noted that the two contributions in
case cannot be interpreted simply as the contributions f
the variableŝ (Dw)2& and ^(Dq)2&. For smallk, the value
of v0!V0 , and the formula for F is simplified (F
5(gDM /x)21c2K/A).
-
is
.

ed

-

ed
a

f
n

o
is
m

Thus, the coefficients ofN(v1,2) contain only the stan-
dard singularity (1/v1,2) for v1,2→0 in this case also.
Clearly, the main contribution tôD l & is due to the first term
associated with the activationless mode, whose freque
can be written in the form

v1
2~k!5

2Kxv0
2~k!

2Kx1~DM !2 .

In the main approximation ink, this term can we written
in the form of the same integral as in the case of AFM, b
with an additional factor

^D l &5
T

A

2Kx

2Kx1~DM !2 lnUxT@2Kx1~DM !2#1/2

g\~2Kx!1/2~DM !2 U .

~16!

Thus, thermal fluctuations of the vectorl increase with
decreasingDM due to the prelogarithmic factor as well a
due to the logarithm itself. AsDM→0, ^D l &→` due to the
divergence of the logarithm, i.e., the long-range order is v
lated. This is clear since the dipole–dipole interaction ‘‘do
not operate’’ forDM→0.

It is appropriate to note here that the points of comp
sation of the mechanical momentDI 5I 12I 25(M1 /g1)
2(M2 /g2) and the magnetic momentDM in real ferrites
with nonequivalent atoms in sublattices do not coincide
view of the difference ing-factors. In this case, formula~16!
should be modified as follows:DM must be replaced by
ḡ(DI ), whereḡ5(g11g2)/2 ~see Ref. 18! everywhere ex-
cept in the denominator of the argument of the logarith
The dependence of̂D l & on DM may not be monotonic in
this case. The minimum value of^D l & exists between the
points of compensation of the magnetic and mechanical
ments.
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Dynamic characteristics of adsorbents for adsorption pumps of dilution refrigerators
R. I. Shcherbachenko and V. N. Grigor’ev

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of the Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted June 4, 1998!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.24, 1105–1109~November 1998!

The data on adsorption isotherms of4He in synthetic adsorbents are obtained at 4.2 K in the
pressure range 1–1022 torr. The dependence of pressure on the amount of adsorbed gas in
adsorption pumps is studied under conditions simulating the pump operation in dilution
refrigerators. It is found that the pressure in the pump is practically independent of the amount
of adsorbed helium for a constant pumping rate in the interval 102621024 mole/s, over
a wide pressure range. The obtained characteristics can be used for designing and developing
pumps for dilution refrigerators. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!00911-6#
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Adsorption pumps, which are used quite frequently
vacuum technology,1 have found a new application recent
following the development of3He–4He dilution refrigerators
with cryogenic circulation cycles.2–4 Interest has been grow
ing in the new information concerning the characteristics
such pumps in view of the peculiarities of their operation
dilution refrigerators. In vacuum technology, the mass flux
not large during pumping in most cases of evacuation,
hence the construction of adsorption pumps requires ju
knowledge of the limiting values of pressure for a giv
level of adsorbent filling, i.e., adsorption isotherms measu
under static conditions. Dynamic characteristics, which
termine the possibility of a constant pumping rate for p
longed durations under considerable mass fluxes, are
significant for dilution refrigerators. Information about th
pump operation under such conditions is quite scarce
even contradictory~see, for example, Ref. 5!. it was found by
Wiedemannet al.6 that the pumping rate remains practica
unchanged as long as the amount of adsorbed helium is
than about two thirds of the equilibrium volume of the a
sorbent defined by the adsorption isotherm. At the sa
time, Amamchanet al.7 discovered a decrease in the pum
ing rate upon an increase in the adsorbent filling, start
from the smallest values. An identical result was also
ported in a subsequent publication by Kolobrodovet al.8

In order to ensure a stable operation of dilution refr
erators with a cryogenic circulation cycle, we must find t
conditions under which the pumping rate can remain c
stant over a quite long time. Otherwise, either the tempe
ture regime of operation of the refrigerator will be violate
or at least its operation will be considerably complicate
The present work is devoted to an analysis of such proble
Moreover, we also continue our studies of the properties
new adsorbents.

First of all, we studied the adsorption isotherms of
number of new synthetic adsorbents. Measurements w
8311063-777X/98/24(11)/4/$15.00
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made at 4.2 K according to the technique described
Dikina et al.9 by using liquid helium in a standard dewa
containing the sample under investigation. PressuresP in the
interval 1–1022 mmHg corresponding to the working pre
sures in the dilution refrigerators were measured by a th
mocouple vacuum gauge calibrated for helium with the h
of a McLeod gauge. Figure 1 shows the adsorption isothe
of 4He at 4.2 K for carbons SKN and KAU under norm
conditions.

Within the limits of the spread of data, the adsorpti
isotherms are described by the dependence

Va5A1BV0gP. ~1!

The parameters of this dependence for the investiga
samples are given in Table I.

In addition to the values ofA andB corresponding to the
pressureP in mm Hg, Table I also contains data about t
absorbabilityV0 of the adsorbents for the highest charact
istic value of pressure 7.531022 mm Hg in the evaporation
chamber of the dilution refrigerator.

The difference in the results for SKNP-4 can be attr
uted to different batches of the adsorbents used by us an
the authors of Ref. 9.

Subsequent investigations were carried out by using
bons SKN and KAU. The carbon SKN has the best adso
tion isotherm, while KAU is characterized by the shorte
period in which equilibrium pressure is established. This c
cumstance envisages the existence of optimal characteri
of adsorbents under dynamic conditions in spite of the re
tively small absorbability under equilibrium condition
Hence the carbon KAU was chosen as the material for
most comprehensive studies in our experiments.

Measurements were made by using a pump whose c
struction is shown in Fig. 2. The adsorbent was placed i
single layer on plates fitted on a tube passing through
center of the cylindrical casing. All components of the pum
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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were made of copper. In most experiments, 13 plates c
taining 8.73 g carbon KAU and 14.35 g carbon SKN we
used. Gaseous helium was supplied through a tube in
form of a spiral8 immersed in liquid helium to ensure coo
ing of the gas being supplied. Another tube was used
connection with the manometer. The lid3 was connected
with the casing through an indium seal ensuring a conven
replacement of samples.

In our experiments, we measured the dependence o
pressureP in the pump on the amount of adsorbed heliu
under a constant injection rate. The injection rateV̇ varied in
the interval (1026– 1024) mole/s. Figure 3 shows some o
the obtained dependences. It can be seen that the press
the pump in the initial stage in almost all cases does
depend on the amount of the adsorbed gas, the plateau b
observed at low injection rates up to 0.9Va (Va corresponds
to the adsorption isotherm at a given pressure!. The length of
the plateau decreases upon an increase in the injection
~Note that the data corresponding to an increase in the p
sure are only qualitative since a constant injection rate c
not be ensured under these conditions.!

Figure 4 shows such dependences obtained under
conditions when the injection rate changes stepwise in
course of the experiment. It can be seen that under s
conditions, a plateau is also observed on the depend
P(V). In our experiments, the plateau was observed for

FIG. 1. Isotherms of4He adsorption by SKN~crosses! and KAU ~circles!
at T54.2 K.

TABLE I. Values of parametersA andB in Eq. ~1! for different adsorbents.

Adsorbent r, g/cm3

A B V0

cm3/g

SKF 0.35 719 77.2 628
SKT 0.39 644 77.1 560
KAU 0.58 437 59.7 361
SKT 0.49 440 41.0 394
SKN 0.40 613 59.4 546
UST 0.64 78 12.5 64
SKNP-4 0.34 579 67.8 502
SKNP-4* 0.34 790 97.2 680

*data from Ref. 10.
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the adsorption pump:1—adsorbent,2—pump
casing,3—lid, 4—McLeod gauge,5—thermocouple vacuum gauge,6—
mechanical pressure gauge,7—calibrated volume,8—condenser coil,9—
nitrogen trap,10—inlet valve.

FIG. 3. Dependence of pressure on the degree of filling for various injec

rates V̇ ~in micromole/s!: ~a! adsorbent KAU: 9,6~l!; 18 ~n!; 40 ~1!;
78 ~m!; 110 ~d!; 120 ~s! ~b! adsorbent SKN: 57~n!; 79 ~h!; 140 ~1!; 150
~d!, ~s! ~data obtained in different experiments!; 230 ~,!; 290 ~j!.
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the investigated adsorbents. This is in qualitative agreem
with the data of Ref. 6. At present, it is not possible
explain unambiguously the absence of a plateau in the
perimental data presented in Refs. 7 and 8. This can ha
be associated with high pumping rates since indirect e
mates indicate that values ofV̇ of the order of 1024 mole/s
were used in both cases~the exact data are not presented
either of the above-mentioned works!. Hence the absence o
a plateau is most probably associated with the construc
of the pumps. In particular, one can also expect the detrim
tal effect of multilayer arrangement of adsorbents on pu
characteristics. In this connection, it should also be reca
that the data presented in Ref. 8 correspond to a lower p
sure P5531023 mm Hg than in our case~the value ofP
presented in Ref. 7 isP.1022 mm Hg).

An interesting peculiarity was observed in the initi
stage of the experiment. As a rule, the pressure in the p
decreases in such cases upon an increase in the amou
adsorbed helium, the decrease being especially noticeab
low injection rates. This circumstance is illustrated in t
inset to Fig. 4 showing the initial experimental stage w
silica gel at an injection rate of 1026 mole/s. Apparently,
such a behavior can be explained by the fact that the
sorbed helium facilitates a more effective cooling of the a
sorbent.

The data presented in Fig. 3 were used to construct
most representative~from the point of view of practical ap
plication! dependence of pressure ensured by the pump in
region of the plateau on the pumping rate~Fig. 5!. In addi-
tion to the data for KAU and SKN, the figure also contai
points obtained in analogous experiments with the adsor
SKNP-4 which has been used in dilution refrigerators.4 In
order to take into consideration the difference in the mas
of the investigated samples, the pumping rate divided by
mass of the sample is laid along the abscissa axis in Fi
~preliminary experiments with a lower concentration of t
adsorbent showed thatV̇ in the plateau region is proportiona
to the mass under identical pressures!. It was found that,

FIG. 4. Dependence of pressure in the pump on the degree of filling o

adsorbent KAU during a stepwise variation of the gas flow rateV̇ ~in
micromole/s!: 10 ~1!, 18 ~2!, 10 ~3!, 12 ~4!, 9.5 ~5!. The inset shows the
dependence of pressure for silica gel in the initial stage of the experim
nt
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within the spread of experimental points, the obtained dep
dence in these coordinates is universal for all three ad
bents and is practically linear.

The comparatively weak increase in pressure upon
increase in the pumping rate is apparently due to the fact
the increase in heat removal during absorption is comp
sated by an increase in the thermal conductivity of the g
Apparently, the thermal conductivity of a gas is the ma
mechanism for removal of the heat of adsorption and ens
the universal nature of the obtained dependence under
ditions when the pumping rate for the adsorbent is de
mined by the intensity of its cooling.

It should be emphasized that the dependencesP(V̇) are
almost identical in spite of the fact that the adsorption is
therms of KAU differ significantly from those of SKNP-4
and SKN~see Fig. 1!. This confirms the idea put forth in th
Introduction that the adsorption isotherm is not a sufficien
reliable characteristic of the quality of the adsorbents use
dilution refrigerator pumps, and also supports the assump
that there exists a correlation between the speed at w
equilibrium pressure is established in the adsorbent and
possibility of ensuring a fast pumping rate. However, the r
of the absorbability can by no means be disregarded sinc
determines the required amount of the adsorbent.

The obtained dependences allow us to carry out qua
tative analysis of adsorption pumps used in low-tempera
dilution and evaporation refrigerators. Naturally, in order
make the calculations reliable, we must carry out measu
ments in a wider range of parameters and, above all, of
pumping rates. We must also clarify the role of construct
details of the pumps and determine the ways of improv
the cooling of the adsorbents. It should also be interestin
determine the extent to which the dependenceP(V̇) is uni-
versal. We plan to carry out these investigations and
search for new adsorbents. This research was carried ou
using ordinary helium while dilution refrigerators use3He as
a rule. One can hope that the difference will turn out to
just quantitative as was found during a comparison of

e

t.

FIG. 5. Dependence of pressure in the pump in the plateau region on th
injection rate per unit mass of the sample: SKNP-4~triangles!; KAU
~circles!, SKN ~crosses!.
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adsorption isotherms of3He and4He.10,11However, this con-
clusion needs to be verified.
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Did Ogg really observe high-temperature superconductivity
in metal-ammonia solutions?

É. A. Pashitski 

Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 252650 Kiev, Ukraine* !

~Submitted June 22, 1998!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.24, 1110–1112~November 1998!

An empirical analysis of the results of time- and temperature dependences of the electrical
resistanceR of metal-ammonia solutions NH3:Na with different Na concentrations quenched in
liquid nitrogen point towards an anomalously high but finite conductivity rather than
superconductivity. In particular, the time dependenceR(t) of solutions NH3:Na quenched rapidly
at T,80 K can be described correctly by a ‘‘logistic curve’’ with a nonzero initial value
R(0)Þ0 ~at t50!. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01011-1#
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1. The experimental results obtained by Ogg1 from re-
sistance measurement of metal–ammonia solutions quen
in liquid nitrogen~at T578 K! have remained enigmatic fo
over half a century. These investigations were the first
arouse the interest of researchers in the problem of h
temperature superconductivity~HTSC! and stimulated ex-
perimental and theoretical quest for nontraditional superc
ductors which culminated in a resounding success after
years when Bednorz and Mu¨ller2 discovered HTSC in cu-
prate metal-oxides in 1986.

However, the main~foremost! question as to whethe
Ogg1 observed ‘‘nitrogen-temperature’’ superconductiv
for the first time or an anomalously high ‘‘normal’’ conduc
tivity in frozen NH3:Na solutions remains unanswered so f
For example, Verkinet al.3 suggested that the high condu
tivity of metal–ammonia solutions is due to the precipitati
of whiskers of chemically pure sodium as a result of quen
ing of solutions in liquid nitrogen. However, the reasons b
hind a low initial resistance of solutions with low Na co
centration of the order of 2–3 at. %, and a subsequ
increase in the resistance of metallic Na filaments with ti
are not clear so far.

Dmitrenko and Shchetkin4 carried out the most compre
hensive investigations of temperature- and time depende
of the resistanceR of metal–ammonia solutions with variou
sodium concentrations~1–12 at. %! over a wide temperature
interval T520– 240 K. These experiments showed that
addition to the low-temperature phase with an anomalou
high conductivity in the temperature rangeT,80 K,
quenched solutions NH3:Na also contain a conducting pha
with a higher resistance in the interval 80 K,T,120 K, a
dielectric phase in the interval 120 K,T,160 K, and a
high-temperature conducting phase in the interval 160
,T,195 K, a transition to which from the dielectric pha
is accompanied by a hysteresis of width about 5 K. In or
to describe theR(T) dependence in the entire temperatu
range, Dmitrenko and Shchetkin4 proposed an empirical in
terpolation relation:
8351063-777X/98/24(11)/2/$15.00
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R~T!5A exp~2T0 /T!, ~1!

which can be treated as an inversion of the temperature
pendence of activation conductivitys(T)5s0 exp(2T0 /T)
and corresponds to zero~exponentially low! resistance
R(0)50 for T50. However, formula~1! does not describe a
sharp increase in resistance (R→`) upon a transition to the
dielectric phase, or the hysteresis phenomena in the vici
of T5160 K.

Dmitrenko and Shchetkin4 measured at low temperature
(T,20 K) the time dependenceR(t) of quenched NH3:Na
solution with a 2%-concentration of sodium which has t
lowest initial resistanceR0 . Using the obtained experimenta
data, they showed that under the assumption of precipita
of the entire sodium content into a single conducting filam
of a uniform cross-section throughout its length, the resis
ity r corresponds to the effective valuer'(1027– 1028)V
•cm which is about 3–4 orders of magnitude lower than
resistivity of metallic sodium. Hence the authors of Ref.
suggested that a transient superconducting state with
resistance at the initial instant of quenching of the solution
formed in NH3:Na, and proposed the following empirica
exponential dependence ofR on t:

R~ t !5B exp~2t0 /t !, ~2!

which corresponds to the limiting valueR(0)50 at t50.
2. In this communication, we wish to emphasize that f

an appropriate choice of the parametersR05R(0), R`

5R(t→`) and t, the experimental data obtained by Dm
trenko and Shchetkin4 on the time dependenceR(t) fit much
better on the so-called ‘‘logistic curve’’

R~ t !5
R`

11~R` /R021!exp$2t/t%
, ~3!

than on the dependence described by formula~2!.
Figure 1 shows the dependenceR(t) described by for-

mula ~3! plotted on semilogarithmic scale for various valu
of the parametersR`51.2V, R` /R05104, t52.2 min
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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~curve 1! and R`50.2V, R` /R05102, t54.4 min ~curve
2!. The dark and light circles reflect the experimental valu
of R(t) taken from Ref. 4 for two different series of exper
ments. It can be seen that the theoretical curves are in g
agreement with the experimental data. For comparison,
dashed curve18 in the figure shows the dependence~2! for
parametersB5102 V and t0530 min used in Ref. 4. It can
be seen that this curve does not match the experimenta
sults. A slightly better agreement is attained forB510 V
and the same value oft0 ~curve28, but the saturation of the
dependenceR(t) for t.20 min, which is described quite
well by the ‘‘logistic curves’’1 and2, is not observed clearly
in this case.

Let us consider the possible reasons behind the ag
ment between formula~3! and the experimental results ob
tained in Ref. 4. The dependence of type~3! is a solution of
the first-order nonlinear differential equation

dR

dt
5

R~ t !

t F12
R~ t !

R`
G ~4!

with a nonzero initial conditionR(0)5R0 at t50.
Since the resistanceR is inversely proportional to the

conductivity s, ands is proportional to the carrier concen
trationn, we obtain from Eq.~4! the following equation forn
under the assumptionR(t)5C/n(t), whereC5const:

dn

dt
52

n~ t !

t
1

C

tR`
. ~5!

FIG. 1. Time dependenceR(t) of the resistance according to the experime
tal data of Ref. 4~dark and light circles!, and according to the ‘‘logistic
curve’’ 3 for different values of the parameters~curves1, 2!. The dashed
curves show the exponential dependences~2! for t0530 min for
B5102 V ~curve18! and 10V ~curve28!.
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The first term on the right-hand side of this equati
describes the rate of decrease in the carrier concentra
which is proportional ton, while the second term describe
the intensity of then-independent source of charge carrier

The majority carriers in the metal-ammonia solutio
NH3:Na are electrons formed as a result of ionization
alkali metal atoms owing to large permittivity«522 of am-
monia. Since electrons in liquid ammonia are surrounded
heavy solvate shells from NH3 molecules with a large dipole
moment, we can assume the following hypothetical mec
nism of increase in the concentration of free charge carr
in the quenched solution: during quenching of the soluti
the solvate shells are destroyed as a result of crystalliza
of NH3, and a considerable fraction of electrons are lib
ated, thus ensuring a high initial conductivity~i.e., a low
initial resistanceR0!. With the passage of time, howeve
electrons are gradually captured in polar ‘‘traps’’ and a
transformed into heavy polarons, which leads to a decre
in conductivity ~i.e., an increase in the resistance!. In the
solid phase (T,80 K), the process of ‘‘trap’’ formation is
much slower than the formation of solvate shells in the liqu
phase, and is characterized by much longer times~of the
order of several minutes!. According to Eq.~5!, the concen-
tration of free electrons decreases according to an expo
tial law:

n~ t !5~n02n`!exp$2t/t%1n` , ~6!

wheren05n(0) andn`5C/R` . The limiting concentration
n` for t→` is mainly determined by the ejection of ele
trons from the cathode during the passage of current,
may be much lower than the initial concentrationn0 which is
of the same order of magnitude as the concentration of
atoms in the solution NH3:Na. This accounts for the larg
value of the final resistanceR` as compared with the initia
resistance~R` /R05102– 104), which led to the assumption
about the zero value ofR0 , i.e., about the superconductivit
of quenched metal–ammonia solutions.1,4

Naturally, the confirmation of the above hypothesis
quires a more detailed investigation of the processes of
struction of solvate shells and the formation of polarons
crystalline ammonia.

This research is dedicated to the 70th birth annivers
of Igor Mikhailovich Dmitrenko, member of the Nationa
Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine. The author was gre
benefited by the many years of his association with Aca
mician Dmitrenko, which enriched him both as a scient
and as a human being.
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Linear electron chains on the surface of superfluid helium
Yu. Z. Kovdrya, V. A. Nikolaenko, S. P. Gladchenko, and S. S. Sokolov

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine* )

~Submitted June 24, 1998!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.24, 1113–1116~November 1998!

A unique one-dimensional system of linear electron chains on the liquid helium surface is
realized experimentally for the first time. This system is created by using the distortion of the
helium surface and covering the profiled dielectric substrate in a confining electric field
holding electrons in the liquid channels being formed. The carrier mobility in linear electric chains
is measured in the temperature interval 0.5–1.8K in confining fields up to 1 kV/cm. It is
shown that the electron mobility depends on the purity of the substrate surface. For clean
substrates, the mobility increases with decreasing temperature in the entire investigated
temperature range. The results of measurements are found to be in accord with the existing theory.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01111-6#
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Investigation of the one-dimensional (1D) systems is
one of the most interesting problems in the physics of
condensed state. However, only quasi-one-dimensional
tems have been created so far. In most cases, such
dimensional systems were created by using thin meta
wires or semiconducting structures with a narrow field sh
ter ~such systems contain several electrons across the c
nel!. By using the high degree of homogeneity of the ele
tron system on the surface of extremely pure helium, we
obtain a basically new one-dimensional electron system.

Earlier, we proposed1 a method for realizing a one
dimensional electron system on the grooved surface of liq
helium on a dielectric substrate with parallel channels
given transverse dimensions ruled on its surface. The con
ing electric field drives the electrons to the channels form
on the liquid helium surface. The motion of electrons is fr
along the channels and quantized in the transverse direc
It was shown in Ref. 1 that the separation between ene
levels corresponding to the motion of particles across
channels may attain values 0.1–0.3 K for reasonable va
of the channel parameters and the confining electric field

Such systems were obtained by us and by ot
authors2–6 using optical gratings made of glass as substra
The mobility and conductivity of charge carriers were stu
ied. However, one-dimensional systems with a good cond
tivity could not be constructed: the channels with good c
ductivity created in Refs. 2–6 contained several electron
a direction transverse to them.

In the present communication, we report on the first
alization of conducting channels on liquid helium surfa
with a very small number of electrons forming a on
dimensional system, viz., linear electron chains.

For the insulating substrate, we chose a glass plate
which a nylon thread of diameter 0.1 mm was wou
tightly ~Fig. 1!. The dielectric constant of nylon at helium
8371063-777X/98/24(11)/3/$15.00
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temperatures, extrapolated from the measurements mad
us at 80 K, is 1.5. The experimental cell~Fig. 1a! was analo-
gous to the one described in Ref. 6. The substrate was pl
over the measuring electrodesA, B andC of size 5.639.2,
239.2, and 15.639.2, respectively. The electrodesA, B and
C were maintained at zero potential. A negative poten
confining the electrons to the liquid helium surface was
plied to the electrodes2, 3 and the guard electrode4. The
voltage from the generator was supplied to the electrodeA,
while the signal passing through the cell was recorded at
electrodeC. The driving electric field was directed along th
liquid channels.

Measurements of the 0°- and 90° components of
signal passing through the cell charged by electrons w
made at a frequency of 100 kHz. The measured values w
used to determine the real (Gr) and imaginary (Gi) parts of
the conductance of the cell associated with electrons.

The experiments were carried out as follows. The liqu
helium surface was charged by applying a small confin
voltageV'50.5 V by lighting a miniature incandescent fila
ment for a very short time. The charging of helium surfa
was registered as the emergence of a signal from the e
trons. The confining potential was then reduced to zero
order to remove the main part of electrons from the liqu
surface. In this case, no signal was detected from the e
trons. Without lighting the incandescent filament, a lar
confining potential was applied, which resulted in the rea
pearance of the signal from electrons with a magnitu
smaller than the initial signal. This procedure makes it p
sible to select the required smallest number of electron
the conducting channel. The electrons over the thin film i
zero confining potential were accumulated~by applying a
high confining field in the grooves of the fluted surface
liquid helium! in deeper liquid channels. Their mobilit
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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increases sharply and hence a signal is detected from
electrons.

In this work, we calculated the real (Gr) and imaginary
(Gi) parts of the conductance of the experimental cell c
taining a system of parallel conducting channels~in the same
way as the calculations for a two-dimensional system m
in Ref. 5!. Calculations show that for the frequencies of t
exciting signal used by us, the quantitiesGr andGi are de-
fined by the real partr r of the resistance of the conductin
channels and by the frequencyvp of plasma oscillations
propagating along the channels. The obtained values oGr

andGi can be used to determine the conductivitys5njem
of electrons in the conducting channel (m is the mobility! as
well as the frequencyvp .

In order to determine the mobility of electrons in th
one-dimensional system, we must know the linear densitynj

of electrons in the channels. The method of computation
this quantity in the ‘‘saturated’’ case, when the electric fie
over the electron layer is compensated by the intrinsic fi
of the electron layer for a given value ofV' , was described
in Ref. 5. For a small number of electrons in the ‘‘unsat
ated’’ case, the value ofnj was determined at a relativel
high temperature from the ratio of the channel resistan
measured for different values ofnj . Another method of cal-
culating the linear density of electrons in the channel
volves the use of theoretical values of electron mobility in
one-dimensional system obtained by Sokolovet al.7. The
value of nj can be calculated from the known resistance
the channel. Both methods of calculatingnj led to nearly the
same value. Estimates show that electron chains with a m
separationa'(4 –5)31024 cm were obtained in the prese
work.

During charging of the liquid helium surface, the su
strate~nylon thread! remained uncharged as a rule. Howev
in the case of a rapid variation of temperature of the c
some electrons could pierce the liquid helium layer a

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of the measuring cell:1 — substrate,2, 3 —
confining electrodes,4 — guard electrode,5 — copper supports,6 — in-
candescent filament, and A, B, C are measuring electrodes.~b! Substrate.
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charge the substrate due to uncontrollable variation of
film thickness. We could also carry out a limited charging
the substrate by heating the cell beyond the temperatur
superfluid transition. The electron mobility is found to b
different for charged and uncharged substrates.

Figure 2 shows typical temperature dependences of
electron mobilitym in one-dimensional channels on liqui
helium surface. The experimental points on curve1, obtained
for an uncharged substrate, are in good agreement with
theoretical results obtained by Sokolovet al.7 in the absence
of localization of carriers~solid curve!. As in the case of a
two-dimensional electron system over liquid helium, t
electron mobility atT.0.8 K is determined by their interac
tion with helium atoms in the vapor, while the mobility a
T,0.8 K is limited by the interaction with vibrations of th
liquid helium surface, i.e., ripplons. The situation is qu
different for a charged substrate~dependence2!: the mobility
at T,1.2 K is lower than for a ‘‘clean’’~uncharged! sub-
strate, and the nature of the temperature dependence cha
Among other things, it can be seen from the figure tha
tendency towards a slight decrease in the value ofm is ob-
served atT,0.9 K.

It can be assumed that the latter case is characterize
localization of charge carriers, which was observed earlie
Refs. 2–6 for quasi-one-dimensional electron systems.
electrons charging the substrate create a random potenti
which charges move on the surface of liquid helium. Th
potential is responsible for electron localization in liqu
channels. A very weak temperature dependence of mob
at T,0.9 K ~dependence2! may point towards the quantum
mechanical nature of the motion of charge carriers. App
ently, tunneling of electrons between potential wells form
due to the presence of electrons localized on the subs
occurs in this temperature interval. It must be noted that e

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the carrier mobility in linear elec
channels over liquid helium:1 — uncharged substrate,a5531024 cm
~squares!, a5731025 cm ~circles!. The solid curve describes the theore
cal results;7 dependence2 corresponds to a charged substrate witha54
31025 cm.
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a small random potential may lead to localization of cha
carriers in a one-dimensional system. It should also be
served that localization of electrons in channels must lea
formation of cavities on the surface of liquid helium, whic
may complicate the nature of movement of these electro

We also determined the frequencyvp of plasma oscilla-
tions in a system of parallel conducting channels, which w
calculated as a fitting parameter from the values ofGr and
Gi . It is interesting to note that the experimentally obtain
value of vp in the absence of localization was found to
about an order of magnitude higher than the theoret
value. It was found thatvp decreases with temperature. Th
result has not been explained so far. It is also worthwhile
note that in the case of localization, the value ofvp for the
dependence2 increases in comparison with the case of
uncharged substrate, as was observed by us for quasi-
dimensional electron systems.5

Thus, linear electron chains on the liquid helium surfa
are realized for the first time in this work, and the mobility
charge carriers in such a system is measured. As in t
dimensional systems, the mobility is determined by the
teraction with gaseous helium atoms and with ripplons.
tendency towards localization is observed during charging
the substrate by electrons and the resulting variation of
potential in which the carriers move.
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The above-mentioned chains can serve as a mode
verifying and studying a number of properties of on
dimensional systems, e.g., transport properties, localiza
of charge carriers, and possible transitions to the orde
state.

The authors are obliged to V. N. Grigor’ev for his inte
est in this research and for fruitful discussions of the resu
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Anomalously rapid transport of matter during dissolution of solid clusters of 3He
in separated 3He–4He mixtures

A. N. Gan’shin, V. A. Maidanov, N. F. Omelaenko, A. A. Penzev, E. Ya. Rudavskii, and
A. S. Rybalko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine* !

~Submitted July 7, 1998!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.24, 1117–1120~November 1998!

The kinetics of growth and dissolution of a new phase during phase separation and
homogenization of solid3He–4He mixtures is studied experimentally. It is found that both these
processes have different kinetics, while homogenization is ensured by an anomalously
rapid transport of matter in the crystal. It is shown that the prevailing theories about diffusion
processes in a quantum crystal cannot explain the obtained results. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01211-0#
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The first-order phase transition leading to isotopic ph
separation of solutions of quantum crystals of3He in 4He
was discovered by Edvardset al.1 However, the kinetics of
such a transition remains unclear so far. Peculiarities
phase transition kinetics in this system were studied in R
2–12 using various experimental techniques. However,
results of measurements are not reproducible in most c
and depend on the past history of the sample.

A good reproducibility of the experimental data was
tained quite recently,11,12and made it possible to connect th
kinetics of phase transition with peculiar diffusion proces
induced by delocalized impurity excitations. It should
noted that the inverse process of phase transition of sepa
solid solutions into a homogeneous state~homogenization!
has practically not been studied so far.

In the present communication, we describe the result
a series of investigations started in Ref. 12. The main at
tion is paid to the process of homogenization and its co
parison with the process of phase separation. The asymm
of these processes was indicated earlier by us,12 but the dif-
ference between them is manifested more clearly upo
rapid cooling and strong heating of the samples. Such c
ditions were created in our experiments.

The measuring cell and the experimental technique u
by us were described earlier in Ref. 12. The sample wa
the form of a cylinder of diameter 9 mm and height 1.5 m
and the measuring cell did not contain any fine-pore sinte
heat exchanger, which could distort the phase transition
netics.

Phase separation was initiated by rapid cooling of
crystal from homogeneous state to phase separation regi
a rate of 3 mK/min determined by the cooling capacity of t
dilution refrigerator. The inverse transition to the homog
neous state is induced by a rapid heating~within 1–2 min-
utes!, the bottleneck in this case being the Kapitza resista
between the crystal and the case of the cell. The time c
stant associated with the Kapitza resistance is estimate
20–50 s.
8401063-777X/98/24(11)/3/$15.00
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In order to record the phase transition, we made prec
measurements of the crystal pressure at constant volum
the course of the transition. The Stratis–Adams press
gauge used for this purpose had a resolution of about 8
The obtained time dependence of the pressure reflects
kinetics of phase separation as well as homogenization of
solution.

We studied phase transition kinetics during seve
cooling-heating cycles for crystals with different densiti
corresponding to molar volumes 20.266 cm3/mole ~pressure
in the homogeneous region was 35.99 bar! and
20.435 cm3/mole ~pressure in the homogeneous region w
33.445 bar!.

Like any first-order phase transition, the isotopic pha
separation for a homogeneous3He–4He solid solution begins
with the formation of stable critical nuclei of the new phas
This is followed by the second stage of the phase transit
viz., the growth of these nuclei and their transformation in
bcc inclusions of the concentrated phase in the host hcp c
tal. We studied only the second stage of the phase transi
which is ensured by a transport of impurity atoms from t
surrounding solution to the new phase inclusions. The
verse process of transformation of a two-phase solution
the homogeneous state is associated with the dissolutio
bcc phase inclusions, which also occurs as a result of tra
port processes.

In order to eliminate the effect of the first stage of pha
transition associated with nucleation, the thermal cycl
was carried out in the region of phase separation, so tha
temperature at which cooling of the crystal was started w
slightly lower than the equilibrium phase separation tempe
ture. Thus, thermal cycling led to a partial homogenization
the separated phases in the solution. However, the gro
and dissolution of the new phase inclusions during ph
transition completely reflects the transport of matter in
crystal which is responsible for these processes.

Figure 1 shows a typical time dependence of the va
tion of the pressure in the sample with a molar volum
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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20.266 cm3/mole during both phase transitions, viz., pha
separation and homogenization. An analysis shows that
increase in pressure during phase separation~curve1! can be
described by the exponential law

P5P02A exp~2t/t!, ~1!

whereP0 is the final equilibrium pressure, andA the differ-
ence in pressures after and before phase separation.
characteristic phase separation time wast51.2 h.

It was found thatt decreases during thermal cycling
the sample, as can be seen in the inset to Fig. 1 for two m
volumes. Starting from about the third cycle, the time co
stant of phase separation stops changing, which is appar
due to an improvement in the crystal quality after the fi
heatings and coolings. The kinetics of pressure varia
shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to the fourth cooling-heat
cycle.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the homogenization
netics ~curve 2! differs sharply from the phase separati
kinetics. The homogenization kinetics of a separated solu
is shown in greater detail in Fig. 2. The obtained time var
tion of pressure cannot be approximated by a single ex
nential dependence. Two homogenization regimes can
singled out, viz., a rapid nonexponential decrease in pres
during the first 30 s after the onset of the phase transi
~segment1 in Fig. 2! followed by an exponential decrease
pressure with a characteristic time constantt* ;200 s. The
value of t* decreases during thermal cycling in the sa
way as during phase separation. Apparently, the rate of
first process is determined by the time of thermal relaxat
of the sample associated with the Kapitza resistance. It

FIG. 1. Variation of temperature and the corresponding variation of cry
pressure during phase separation upon cooling fromTi5225 mK to
Tf5105 mK ~curve1!, followed by homogenization during heating back
temperatureTi ~molar volume 20.266 cm3/mole! ~curve2!. The dashed line
corresponds to the approximation described by formula1. The inset shows
the dependence of the phase separation time on the number of coo
heating cycle~V520.266 cm3/mole, curve28; V520.435 cm3/mole, curve
18!.
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be assumed that, if the sample can be heated more rapid
reducing the Kapitza resistance, the homogenization pro
would become still faster.

In order to find the possible reason behind such
anomalously rapid transport of matter during homogeni
tion of a two-phase solution, let us evaluate the effect
diffusion coefficient which can ensure such a fast transfe
3He atoms at the first segment of the curve in Fig. 2. Us
the experimental data on separation kinetics obtained by
earlier during stepwise cooling,12 it can be concluded that th
variation of regimes shown in Fig. 2 corresponds to an eq
librium concentration of 1.6%3He. This means that 4.7
31020 of 3He atoms were transported per cubic centimete
the crystal during the first 30 seconds. For concentra
phase inclusions having a diameter 4.5mm,13 this corre-
sponds to a densityr53.931028 cm23. In this case, the
mean separationl between inclusions can be defined by t
formula

l 5r21.3513.7 mm. ~2!

Assuming thatl is equal to the diffusion length, we ob
tain the effective diffusion coefficient

Deff5 l 2/t56.231028 cm2/s, ~3!

which is several orders of magnitudes higher than the qu
tum diffusion coefficient measured in NMR experiments.14,15

The value of the effective diffusion coefficient correspondi
to the slower segment2 in Fig. 2 is 1028– 1029 cm2/s,
which is also much higher than the available NMR data
samples of such density and concentration.

Note that the distribution of atoms was uniform and is
tropic during NMR measurements in which the main expe
mental data on quantum diffusion of impurity excitatio
3He in 4He were obtained. Hence the spin diffusion coef
cient measured under such conditions can be identified w
the self-diffusion coefficient for3He atoms.

al

g–

FIG. 2. Kinetics of phase transition of a separated two-phase solution in
homogeneous state~molar volumeV520.266 cm3/mole!. Segments1 and2
corresponds to different homogenization regimes~see text!. The dashed
curve corresponds to the approximation described by formula1 with a posi-
tive sign of the coefficientA.
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An entirely different situation is realized during isotop
phase separation of solid solutions and their homogeniza
Under these conditions, the movement of3He atoms occurs
for quite high concentration gradients, which can sign
cantly alter the nature of transport of matter in the crys
Note that, in addition to the transport of3He atoms, the effec
of transport of4He atoms from the surrounding matrix int
the inclusions may also be quite significant. Since the dif
sion length determined by the size of inclusions is qu
small in this case while the molar volume of the inclusions
much larger than that of the matrix, this process may turn
to be quite effective.

On the other hand, we can estimate the lower limit of
time constant of the phase transition during ballistic mot
of 3He quasiparticles with a characteristic velocity16

v5aD/h, ~4!

wherea is the atomic spacing andD the bandwidth for3He
impurity particles in solid4He andh Planck’s constant. The
velocity estimate obtained by using this formula
v;1021 cm/s, which corresponds to the time consta
t* ;1022 s. The experimentally observed values oft* are
higher than this lower limit.

The obtained results indicate that the transport of3He
atoms cannot be diffusive, at least in the beginning of
homogenization process.

The possibility of hydrodynamic transport of3He quasi-
particles under the conditions of our experiments canno
ruled out.

The authors are grateful to V. N. Grigor’ev for fruitfu
discussions.
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Sergei Vasil’evich Vonsovskii, Member of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, founder and director of the Ural R
search Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences for m
years, an outstanding physicist and leading organizer of
research activity in Russia, expired on August 11, 1998.

The research activity of S. V. Vonsovskii and his scho
resulted in fundamental contribution to the foundation a
development of a whole range of vital trends in modern th
ries of magnetism of solids and magnetic phase transitio
Many generations of physicists learned the subject of m
netism from his monographs. It is hard to overestimate
8431063-777X/98/24(11)/1/$15.00
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role played in the development of solid-state phys
research by the Kourov scientific seminars organized
conducted regularly for several decades by Academic
Vonsovskii. These meetings were always distinguished
persistent originality of topics, an excellent choice of qua
fied speakers, and high level of organization.

Sergei Vasil’evich was adored by everybody who h
the pleasure of knowing him. His name will always rema
in the history of science, and his colleagues and pupils w
always cherish fond memories of him in their hearts.
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